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Abstract 

 

 Abu-Dhabi (AD) is the largest of the seven Emirates that comprise the United Arab 

Emirates. Abu-Dhabi, the capital of the UAE with 1,493,000 inhabitants, accounts for 86.7% 

of the total surface area of the state. The emirate of Abu-Dhabi, through its Policy Agenda 

2007-2008, the strategic Plan 2008-2012 and the Plan Vision Abu-Dhabi 2030 has recently 

re-branded itself and has made a series of assertive moves in order to boost the tourism and 

hospitality sectors as a means to a more diversified economy. The proposed study aims to 

examine the scope of accommodating alternative forms of hotel developments in the Abu 

Dhabi Emirate. Ultimately, the goal of the study is to evaluate consumers‟ decision making 

process with respect to the emirate‟s effort to tap into new markets by investing in various 

types of accommodation establishments. 

 

A major part of my research has concentrated in the use of stated preference discrete choice 

modelling (SPDCM) in the area of hospitality management. This is because understanding 

the basic drivers of tourists‟ choice patterns in terms of their vacation accommodation is at 

the heart of consumer behaviour in the hospitality sector (Mattila 2004). In practice, the 

empirical investigation has revealed that price, aversion to risk and quality matters are 

probably the 3 most significant factors driving individual preference patterns for the 

hospitality sector currently. When evaluating respondents‟ stated preferences for future or 

hypothetical managerial initiatives in the hospitality sector, the analysis identified particularly 

strong preferences towards more integrated and holistic types of advertisement and 

communication. At the same time, it appears that respondents value quite significantly their 

privacy and security of their personal space. This piece of finding from the elicitation of their 

stated preferences is a way confirms earlier findings regarding aversion to hotel security risk 

from the analysis of respondents‟ revealed preferences.   

 

The analysis of respondents‟ stated preferences also identified very strong and positive 

preferences towards superior 5* hotel developments in AD. This point alone could suggest a 

number of things. First, this piece of evidence, similar to the case presented above, confirms 

respondents revealed preferences from the descriptive analysis as far as the significance of 
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quality matters on travellers‟ choice patterns. Second, it rather indicates that respondents have 

already developed an image of top – class destination (or probably a luxury type of 

destination) for the Emirate as a whole. In turn, this could imply that policy makers at a 

destination level, as opposed to a resort or a hotel level should make sure that the Abu Dhabi 

Emirate does not lose this comparative advantage. Compared to neighbouring Dubai that has 

not been promoted as a luxury but affordable destination but where one visits mainly for 

shopping destination, Abu Dhabi is perceived as the luxury destination alternative that offers 

a „once – in – the – lifetime‟ experience. 

 

Finally, further analysis also focuses on the examination of visiting friends and relatives 

(VFR) travellers in Abu Dhabi Emirate, as a separate case of tourism demand at the 

destination. The empirical results indicate that VFR travellers to Abu Dhabi illustrate 

considerable heterogeneity as far as their duration of stay, their gender, their age structure, 

their educational attainment and the income classification. The empirical results suggest that 

policy makers and planners should take advantage of the current scale of values (culture and 

religion) as well as economic reasons in order to attract more VFR visitors at the destination. 

This is mainly due to the large European and Asian communities currently established in Abu 

Dhabi. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Tourism in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) in general (and the Abu Dhabi Emirate (AD) in 

particular) is growing at a considerable pace. The travel and tourism sector in the AD has 

received a lot of attention as a result of focused government action towards the differentiation 

of the economy, and the informed decision to divert sources of revenue. Recent 

developments, such as the attraction of events of international significance (the organisation 

of a formula one event would constitute one such mega event), as well as the design and 

creation of major cultural venues (such as the one being developed in the Saadyiat Island) are 

evidence of this transformation in the economy away from a monoculture tradition (based on 

oil extraction) towards a diversified economic base. For that reason, and in order to 

accommodate the ever increasing number of tourism arrivals in the Emirate, there has been a 

considerable increase in the hospitality sector in the Emirate.  

 

In addition to the above mentioned point, the current administration is carrying on in the 

footsteps of the previous administration as far as the duty of AD to portray a modern vision 

of Islam to the rest of the world. In achieving this goal, authorities are trying to open up the 

economy and the society in general through tourism activity. In order to accommodate an 

ever greater number of visitors from surrounding areas as well as the traditional markets of 

Western Europe and United States, the authorities have focused quite heavily on the 

hospitality and accommodation sectors.  

 

The study aims to develop a more robust method for the elicitation of individual preferences 

for hospitality resources that enables the subsequent association of the objectives of future 

tourism development, market growth and wider participation to individual attributes 
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regarding the services offered by hospitality resources. It is behind AD government‟s plans to 

develop hospitality resources as the leading sector in future tourism development in the 

region (Morris 2007). Abu Dhabi‟s recent turn to tourism does not imply that it „wants to 

become a commoditised destination for mass tourists‟. Hence, any form of development in 

the hotel and hospitality sector has to reflect this policy and managerial proviso (Madar 

Research Group, 2010). Current policy making in the Emirate has put increasing focus on the 

hospitality sector and industry as a way forward/into the future. In order to accommodate 

future demand, the Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority (ADTA) is actively promoting the building 

of more up – scale hotels in the emirate. More particularly, the AD emirate is planning to 

invest $10billion in hotels and related tourism facilities over the coming decade. 

 

The study aims to associate particular product attributes with specific functions and services 

offered by future initiatives in the hospitality sector in Abu Dhabi. The evaluation of each of 

these resources could then inform decision makers of its contribution to potential 

users/consumers. The research will articulate the requirements facing the sector in order to 

provide a better understanding of both users‟, and non users‟ needs. In particular, its capacity 

to determine consumers‟ value for alternative policy initiatives for hospitality services, in a 

format both academically rigorous (and at the forefront of economic studies in the field) and 

operationally feasible in the policy-making context.  

 

Implicitly, the study aims to examine the scope of accommodating alternative forms of hotel 

developments in the Abu Dhabi emirate. Ultimately, the goal of the study is to evaluate 

consumers‟ decision making process with respect to the emirate‟s effort to tap into new 

markets by investing in various types of accommodation establishments. In this respect, the 

aim of the study follows suit from the conclusions drawn from Lu and Chiang (2003). In their 
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paper they concluded that changing customer needs, and the increasing consumer power 

through the advent of the internet, will be the major driving forces behind any future 

developments in the hospitality sector. Given United Arab Emirates‟ and Abu Dhabi‟s recent 

turn to tourism activity, it would be interesting to see whether investing in different types of 

hotel establishments, other than the ones catering for the business traveler, would be 

financially viable.  

 

In order to ensure the above aim the proposed study identifies one major research objective. 

This focuses on the evaluation of tourists‟ choices and preference patterns regarding future 

and/or hypothetical managerial policy initiatives in the hospitality sector. From a managerial 

perspective it would be interesting for managers and policy makers to evaluate how 

consumers integrate, value and trade off different service attributes. Gaining such an insight 

on consumers‟ preferences could offer evidence based information on the form of future 

developments in the hospitality industry in AD (what kind of tourist accommodation to offer 

(facilities), and who is more likely to purchase it). Implicitly, this means that the proposed 

work would have to link demand drivers and consumer preferences (customer choices) with 

operations management decision making (for example decisions relating to pricing and other 

optimal service configurations).  

 

In addition to the aforementioned point, the study could also act as a blue print for future 

tourism development in the Middle East. Currently, there is very little tourism research being 

conducted at a Middle Eastern context (with the exceptions of Nyarko (2010), Beirman 

(2002) and Mansfield and Winckler (2007)). However, given the desperate efforts of the 

countries in this part of the world to break away from a culture of single sector economy, and 

the heavy dependence on oil production, this study could act as a blueprint for stimulating 
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further development based on tourism activity that would be both desirable and sustainable in 

the long term. This is because there is no much point in promoting tourism led economic 

growth through the building of up – scale tourist accommodation if this particular policy 

decision does not take into consideration consumers‟ requirements as well as the domestic 

industry‟s plans (i.e., focus on up market tourism rather than mass tourism) (Southgate and 

Sharpley (2002), Morris (2007)).  

 

1.2 Aims and Objectives  

Following from the promotional literature on the World Wide Web, Abu Dhabi‟s recent turn 

to tourism does not imply that it „wants to become a commoditised destination for mass 

tourists‟. Hence, any form of development in the hotel and hospitality sector has to reflect 

this policy and managerial proviso. Implicitly, the proposed study aims to examine the scope 

of accommodating alternative forms of hotel developments in the Abu Dhabi emirate. 

Ultimately, the goal of the study is to evaluate consumers‟ decision making process with 

respect to the emirate‟s effort to tap into new markets by investing in various types of 

accommodation establishments. In this respect, the aim of the proposed study follows suit the 

conclusions drawn from Lu and Chiang (2003). Lu and Chaing (2003) argued that as a result 

of rapid advancements in technological progress, consumer preferences and their frequent 

changes will be driving future developments in the hospitality sector in the future. As a 

consequence of that, hospitality managers, policy makers and practitioners in the hotel 

business would have to cater for the drivers of hospitality demand through the examination of 

individual tourist preferences. The examination of individual preferences and the likely 

heterogeneity that may be observed across groups or segments of tourism demand for 

hospitality services could offer alternative marketing and management policy options to 

ensure the financial viability of these enterprises.   
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In order to ensure the above, a number of questions/issues have to be addressed. 

These are: 

1. What vision do the Abu Dhabi authorities have in mind regarding the hospitality sector? 

How to achieve this vision? Implicitly, the strategic priority (vision) of Abu Dhabi (AD) 

officials relates to the financial viability and sustainability of all the superior 5* 

developments that are taking place at the destination right now. In other words, AD 

officials‟ vision is ensuring and strengthening the key role of AD in the tourism industry 

worldwide. This strategic priority is then broken down into a number of smaller 

objectives. These include the need to identify the existence of heterogeneity among 

tourism demand, estimate willingness to pay figures for different future policy initiatives 

and designing appropriate managerial and marketing policy initiatives to cater for 

different types of visitors.  

2. Inform planners, policy makers and to a large extent potential investors in the hospitality 

sector. Developing a hotel that strives to cater for the new tourist imply different kind of 

constraints (i.e., environmentally friendly) compared to the existing models of 

development and management prevailing in the sector. From this perspective, the 

proposed study will add considerably in the existing literature. Almost all currently 

existing work regarding hotels and the hospitality sector is being performed under a mass 

tourist, western and developed world context (Haroutunian et al. 2004, Thrane 2005). 

The study to provide new insight from a relatively unexplored market segment. 

3. As it was mentioned above, the study intends to combines the 4 P‟s in the marketing 

literature; product, place, promotion and price. The study examines the basic differences 

and similarities about current and future developments in the hospitality sector. 

Following the study by van Middelkoop and Timmermans (2003), the context of the 
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study area (i.e., geographical location, or destination) could also exert a certain degree of 

influence on consumers‟ (tourists‟) decision making process. 

 

1.3 Significance of the Study 

According to the World Tourism organisation (WTO) (http://unwto.org/facts/eng/vision.htm, 

access: 21.01.08), the Middle East region is forecast to experience the strongest growth in 

terms of tourist arrivals by the year 2020, with a growth rate of 6.7% per annum. This 

suggests there is considerable room for the hospitality sector to expand during this period. All 

these facts imply that for a destination such as Abu Dhabi, there is a matrix of issues 

surrounding the decision about hotel strategy and about the sort of competitive barriers, 

which may be placed in their way. The matrix is based on relationships among two key 

variables. The two issues relate to the supply side of the industry.  

 The first factor for a hotel strategy is to look at the supply side in the destination. Is the 

destination primarily a tourist destination, a business destination or a combination of 

both, and what scope is there for expanding either type of destination, or for persuading 

business travelers to become leisure travelers and vice versa? What would be the policy 

implications from such as decision?  

 The second element of the matrix is the already existing balance of hotel offerings. Are 

the hotels primarily tourist hotels, or are they business hotels? The key question is the 

balance between the two and the possibility of transferring one to the other. This is 

particularly important for the encouragement of short-break holidays among developed 

country consumers, a sector that has seen remarkable growth in the past few years. 

 

In addition, the current situation in Abu Dhabi would favour the rationale of this study. The 

emirate is now starting to develop a strong tourism sector. As a result, investors who could 
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probably be attracted to the area and are willing to invest financially in the hospitality sector 

would appreciate any information about what went wrong or what has worked in other 

settings. Hence, the proposal could act as a footprint for current and potential investors on 

how to invest their resources, and what kind of investment would maximize returns. Given 

the massive expansion of international hotel chains in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, and the plan to 

build more luxury hotels in the area, the question of how to raise the necessary sources of 

financing for funding these investments comes to mind. The idea of sources of funding for 

investment has been very popular especially in the financial sector, but has not been a major 

issue in the hospitality sector. From this perspective, the initiation of a study like this would 

be very interesting.  

 

1.4 Research Outline 

The concern of this study is the relationship between the 4 P‟s in marketing: product, place, 

promotion and price. The product in question is hotels and the proposed study revolves 

around the issue of evaluating customers‟ preferences and choices‟ regarding future 

developments (in terms of product characteristics, and processes) in the hospitality sector in 

Abu Dhabi. In particular, the thesis plans to examine how consumers integrate, value and 

trade off different service attributes. This is because it is imperative for managers and 

investors in the hospitality sector to appreciate how different types of consumers (business, 

religious, or leisure type of consumers) perceive future developments in the hospitality sector.  

 

The study intends to examine recent developments in the emirate of Abu Dhabi, UAE. The 

study has chosen to focus on this context for a number of reasons.  

 First, tourism in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) sub-region is the economy‟s fastest 

growing, area (Hakeem 2007, Madar Research Group 2010). Hotels in the UAE enjoy 
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one of the highest hotel occupancy rates worldwide attracting many hotel investors and 

operators. Indicatively, in Dubai alone there are 58 new hotels scheduled to open during 

2007 and 2008. Thus, it is clear that there are major developments underway in this part 

of the world. What is more, recent evidence (plans to construct an underwater hotel in 

Dubai) suggests that the pace in innovations regarding hotels is set in the chosen area. 

From this perspective, what is happening or is planned to happen in the future in the 

sub-region will have a direct effect worldwide.  

 Second, despite the previous success record in Dubai the continuous and in part un-

regulated decision to invest solely in 4 and 5 star hotels, poses a threat for the future. 

This threat could be translated into lower (and unprofitable) occupancy rates in the 

future. Consequently, the pattern of hotel provision will have a significant influence 

over the development and future of a resort. Following Verma and Plaschka (2003), the 

increasingly competitive conditions prevailing in the hospitality sector these days 

signify the need for managers and investors to identify a successful and sustainable 

model for future developments in the hotel sector. Hence, any future development has 

to consider very carefully other success or failure stories in similar destinations close 

by.  

 Third, other emirates in the area, such as Abu Dhabi, are planning to invest heavily in 

hotel development in order to expand the tourism industry. This is a conscious decision, 

linked to the wider plan in the Abu Dhabi emirate to diversify its economy (Morris 

2007, Daghfous and Barkhi 2009). Abu Dhabi is said to follow the example set by 

neighbouring emirate Dubai in establishing a strong foothold in the tourism and 

hospitality sector worldwide. The intention in Abu Dhabi is to build on Dubai‟s 

successful practices without repeating the same mistakes (tourism on a mass scale, 
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prostitution and gambling, exclusion of indigenous population from the property 

market).  

 

1.5 Brief Tourism and Hospitality Literature Review 

Looking at the nature of today‟s tourist in relation to his preferences it becomes apparent that 

consumers have changed considerably within the last 15-20 years. According to Fayos-Sola 

(1996: 406), “The new age of tourism paradigm should permit the tourism sector to offer 

products adapted to the increasingly complex and diverse needs of tourism demand, while 

being competitive with the old standardised products.” According to this, tourists and their 

preferences have become increasingly more complex and diverse. As a result of this 

development, the suppliers of tourist resources have to adjust to the new levels of demand by 

altering their products accordingly (i.e., through different management and marketing 

approaches). Given therefore this spontaneity but also sophistication in new tourists‟ 

preference patterns, the tourism product is bound to experience a transformation into a more 

hybrid, differentiated and exclusive product (Redekop 1997). The most successful players in 

the tourism industry will be those who will manage to “provide experiences that add value in 

a spiritual, educational, or physical way…In the next century, rest and relaxation will become 

less important for travellers than involvement in an activity, or event” (Redekop 1997: 54). 

 

Regarding the impact of new production methods in tourism settings, the analysis will focus 

on two particular aspects / characteristics of this „variable‟, namely the industry‟s change 

from being producer driven to being consumer driven and the increasing focus towards 

competition through quality, innovation and segmentation instead of price. As far as the new 

competitive strategies in the field are concerned, emphasis has been placed on quality and 

value for money innovation rather than price competition. Now, it is the fulfilment of 
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tourists‟ satisfaction that matters. Visitors‟ quality of the experience becomes therefore the 

prime objective for hospitality managers. Consequently, all these developments have pushed 

policy makers to put more weight into the marketing and management of hospitality 

resources (Verma and Plaschka 2003).  

 

Finally, the literature has considered the delivery of the product (in this case the hospitality 

services). Although it is important for managers to identify the drivers of customer choice 

patterns, they also have to deliver those products and services in the most effective and 

efficient way possible (Verma and Plaschka 2003, Morris 2007). Hence, the critical point 

here is the efficient delivery, or rather the accurate matching between tourism demand 

segments and product / service offerings. The issue of segmentation has received some 

attention in the relevant literature but this activity does not necessarily stem from the explicit 

identification of customer choice patterns and preferences. Focusing on market segmentation 

I will be attempting to combine marketing practices with an economic methodology. In this 

way, my contribution to the literature would be self contained decision support system (DSS) 

that would use economic methodology to evaluate consumers‟ preferences patterns and then 

apply marketing techniques to segment demand into viable categories or groups (Verma et al. 

2008, Verma 2007, Lal and Carrolo. 2001).  

 

 

1.6 Stated Preferences Discrete Choice Modelling (SPDCM) Methodology  

A major part of my research has concentrated in the use of stated preference discrete choice 

modelling in the area of hospitality management. A number of studies in the previous years 

have used SPDCM methodology in similar research cases studies. For example, one of the 

earlier applications of the methodology in the field was by Lewis (1984). Other early studies 
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in the area using the same methodology include Verma et al. (1999) and Verma and 

Thompson (1996). The area of hospitality management offers a very good application ground 

for this methodology. This is because understanding the basic motivations behind tourists‟ 

choice patterns in terms of their vacation accommodation is at the heart of tourism consumer 

behaviour and hospitality management (Mattila 2004). For this reason, this methodology has 

started to feature very prominently in this field of research over the last few years (Verma and 

Plaschka 2003, Verma et al. 2002, Eugenio – Martin 2003, and Harrison 2003). According to 

Adamowicz et al. 1998), stated preference methods are structured around three basic 

behavioural foundations. These are: 

 Lancaster‟s characteristics approach (LCA) (Lancaster 1966). Basically, LCA allows 

researchers to decompose the indirect utility function into separate utilities (part – 

worths) equal to the number of attributes used to describe the commodity or asset. 

 Random utility maximisation theory (RUM) (McFadden 1974, McFadden and Train 

2000). Random utility maximisation represents the behavioural foundation through 

which individuals process information for decision-making. 

 Information processing theories for decision making. These involve issues such as the 

ways and the manner through which individuals are collecting and processing 

information about the evaluated resource. As an example, information processing 

theories might postulate that part – worth utilities are assumed to be cognitively 

integrated into the total utility for each choice alternative.  

 

Lancaster‟s characteristics approach (Lancaster 1966) represents a considerable departure 

from the traditional neoclassical demand theory in that it no longer considers goods to be 

homogeneous. Instead, LCA suggests that goods can be described in terms of a function of 

characteristics or attributes. Hence, what Lancaster proposed was the construction of a 
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consumer demand theory on the basis of product characteristics, not products. For example, 

the analysis of respondents‟ choice patterns can be econometrically tractable through a utility 

function describing individual preferences for the component parts of that function (i.e., 

product characteristics) (Pendleton and Shonkwiler 2001). According to Lancaster, 

characteristics describe activities generated by the respective product. Consumers then form 

preferences for these activities. Recently, the product characteristics approach has seen wide 

application in the inclusive tourist product (Haroutunian et al. 2005, Mangion et al. 2005, 

Aguilo et al. 2003, Thrane 2005). 

 

The advantage of using the product characteristics approach rests on two grounds. First, it has 

the ability to incorporate both sides of the market in the form of demand and supply side 

characteristics. In the tourism field, as in any service related industry, customers‟ 

characteristics (size of family, existence of dependents) is as important as the quality of 

product characteristics. By involving and interacting demand and supply side influences (as it 

is attempted in this endeavour) would provide more realistic demand estimation. Second, 

focusing on non-price competitive practices, the product characteristics approach could offer 

valuable insight to policy makers and practitioners (Vanslembrouck et al. 2005 and Rosiers 

and Theriault (1996). This is because consumers (tourists) explicitly provide an account of 

how important a particular product characteristic is to their (positive) appreciation of a 

destination.  

 

Nevertheless, despite the usefulness and relevance of the SPDCM methodology in evaluating 

consumer preferences for future hospitality developments, there is one particular issue that 

needs to be addressed first. One would have to question the established literature in the field 

on a fit – for purpose basis. Following Olsen (2004), currently existing research on hospitality 
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has been informed through a Westerly dominated research tradition. Although this is not 

necessarily wrong, it does pose the obvious question of how to reconcile western tourists‟ 

values and choice patterns on a policy and managerial conundrum (Daher, 2007). For this 

purpose, the current research undertaking could act as a blueprint for future policy and 

decision making in the area, since it represents one of the first studies in this geographical 

context. As a result policy makers and practitioners can utilise the information derived at this 

setting to inform their managerial decisions, as opposed to rely on a study being undertaken 

at a different geographical setting.  

 

In simple terms, the majority of research undertaken in hospitality may not reflect the 

particularities and the constraints the local and regional industry has to operate within. This 

creates insurmountable difficulties regarding the accurate evaluation of consumer preferences 

as far as the fitness of the methods in achieving their objectives is concerned. Practically, this 

implies that the range of methodologies being used cannot be replicable in a Middle Eastern 

setting. This naturally diminishes the usefulness and utility of this set of methods (Camison 

1996). This particular issue has been addressed in the current research undertaking by 

incorporating specific attributes and attribute configurations reflecting the local / regional 

context (for example the inclusion of a 5* superior category partly reflects the local focus on 

up-market hotel development. The same applies with the inclusion of the heritage (Arabian) 

style hotel).  

In addition to the points raised above, Hanley et al. (2001) and Blamey et al. (1999), argue 

that the stated preferences discrete choice modelling methodology is particularly 

disadvantages from the cognitive difficulties arising out of the complexity of the 

experimental design (considering the number of product attributes and their levels). Even 

though there are particular experimental techniques to deal with the number of alternatives, 
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still respondents have to be particularly careful and attentive to the task lying in front of 

them.  Consequently as Adamowicz et al. (1998a) has pointed out the resulting fatigue may 

lead to biased responses.  

 

Related to cognitive difficulties, researchers in the field (Adamowicz et al. 1998a, Alpizar et 

al. 2001) have argued that stated preferences discrete choice modelling methods also require 

respondents to be fairly well informed about the resource or product to be evaluated. Thus, 

the method has high requirements in terms of information provision and the accuracy of this 

information as is transmitted to the respondent. Admittedly the choice experiment method has 

lower information requirements as compared to other stated preferences methods (such as 

contingent valuation methods), however this is still an area that researchers need to pay a lot 

of attention and spend considerable time and effort. Finally, Bek Akiwa et al. (2001) noted 

that due to the „individualistic‟ nature of the method (i.e., relies heavily on individual 

responses and preference patterns), it is extremely difficult to make inferences regarding joint 

decision arising from social interaction and the influence between decision-makers.  

 

In responding to this point, the research has extended the positivist theoretical framework by 

considering a synthesis of quantitative and qualitative approaches in collecting the necessary 

data (Sandelowski, 1997). Instead, rather than relying on a solely positivist approach in 

consumer behaviour in hospitality and tourism, which presents a fairly rigid approach in the 

representation of people‟s experiences and cultural influences the study intends to introduce 

one additional step in the research process, where Middle Eastern respondents (current 

tourists visiting Abu Dhabi) would be approached to provide initial thoughts and opinions 

about the relevance and the fitness of a number of variables and factors used in the final 

questionnaire survey. Following Clark (1998) and Decrop (1999), this study intends to 
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integrate quantitative and qualitative research approaches. This fairly inductive approach 

would add rigour to the research exercise; while at the same time would enrich the data set. 

Coming from a tourism paradigm, both Crossan (2003) and Decrop (1999) point towards the 

fact that this synthesis of quantitative and qualitative research output would allow researchers 

a greater understanding of the complex nature of tourist behaviour.  

 

The research introduces a panel of UAE tourists, as well as information derived from the 

relevant literature, that share the same perceptions and cultural values to inform the selection 

of product attributes used in the discrete choice experiment. Thus, rather than relying on the 

(mostly Western driven) literature and expert opinion, the study engages in discussions with 

UAE tourists in order to find out how cultural values and perceptions could inform the future 

direction of managerial decision making in the hospitality area.  

 

1.7 Data Collection Strategy 

Stated preference discrete choice modelling is a survey-based approach, with its delivery 

dependent on: the hypotheses to be addressed, the characteristics of the sample, the type and 

complexity of the questions and its design. Face-to-face delivery of the questionnaire is 

preferred, especially in the case of economic valuation surveys, where the validity of the 

survey is determined by the accuracy of the description of the alternative evaluated policy 

scenarios passed on to the respondent. This particular data collection strategy yields higher 

cooperation and lower refusal rates and the response quality is usually better compared to the 

other survey modes (respondent completed survey, phone and email completed surveys). The 

complex nature of discrete choice experiments as well as the substantial reliance on the 

accurate presentation of the choice alternatives precludes the use of phone surveys. Also, the 

pair wise choice format of the discrete choice experiment (two choice alternatives and the 
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„none of these‟ option) would be very difficult to administer over the phone without prior 

notification, or provision of information regarding the nature of the exercise to the potential 

respondent.  

 

The superiority of discrete choice modelling methodology over other qualitative research 

methods is exhibited from the consideration of two factors. Mazzanti (2002) notes the 

paternalistic nature of qualitative methods that focus on a small number of „expert‟ opinions 

to derive their conclusions. One could question the extent to which the opinions and 

preferences of a small group of experts can adequately represent the preferences of the 

general public. Hence, the qualitative techniques that have been used in the literature in the 

past are not intended to serve as substitutes for a randomly sampled, statistically rigorous 

survey, but rather as complements. Also, contrary to other qualitative methods to elicit 

preferences (Delphi techniques and Likert scales), which have been characterised as 

„atheoretical‟, choice modelling is based on strong micro-economic underpinnings in order to 

approximate individual preferences and choice patterns (Louviere et al. 2000).  

 

As far as the size of the survey population is concerned, this is largely determined by three 

main factors; randomness in the design, representativeness of the sample, and multiple 

observations per respondent. Other stated preference surveys report a sample size of 185 

respondents in the case of Mazzanti (2002) for Italian cultural attractions, to 259 in the case 

of Morey and Rossman. In other discrete choice experiments performed in the tourism and 

hospitality sectors Raz et al. (2008) have reported a sample size of 163 respondents, 

Albaladejo – Pina and Diaz – Delfa (2009) reported 307 respondents, while Hearne and 

Salinas (2002) measured preferences of 271 foreign visitors to Costa Rica. On the other end 

of the scale, Choi et al. (2010) collected 785 responses, albeit with a very low response rate 
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overall. The current study has collected 500 random responses from tourists – respondents in 

AD. Thus, the effective sample size in the current setting is 500 survey questionnaires. . 

 

1.8 Originality and Contribution to Knowledge 

According to the World Tourism organisation (WTO) (http://unwto.org/facts/eng/vision.htm, 

access: 21.01.08), the Middle East region is forecast to experience the strongest growth in 

terms of tourist arrivals by the year 2020, with a growth rate of 6.7% per annum. This 

suggests there is considerable room for the hospitality sector to expand during this period. All 

these facts imply that for a destination such as Abu Dhabi, there is a matrix of issues 

surrounding the decision about hotel strategy and about the sort of competitive barriers, 

which may be placed in their way. The matrix is based on relationships among two key 

variables. The three issues relate to the supply side of the industry.  

 First, tourism in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) sub-region is the economy‟s fastest 

growing, area (Hakeem 2007, Madar Research Group 2010). Hotels in the UAE enjoy 

one of the highest hotel occupancy rates worldwide attracting many hotel investors 

and operators. Indicatively, in Dubai alone there are 58 new hotels scheduled to open 

during 2007 and 2008. Thus, it is clear that there are major developments underway in 

this part of the world. What is more, recent evidence (plans to construct an underwater 

hotel in Dubai) suggests that the pace in innovations regarding hotels is set in the 

chosen area. From this perspective, what is happening or is planned to happen in the 

future in the sub-region will have a direct effect worldwide.  

 Second, despite the previous success record in Dubai the continuous and in part un-

regulated decision to invest solely in 4 and 5 star hotels, poses a threat for the future. 

This threat could be translated into lower (and unprofitable) occupancy rates in the 

future. Consequently, the pattern of hotel provision will have a significant influence 
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over the development and future of a resort. Following Verma and Plaschka (2003), the 

increasingly competitive conditions prevailing in the hospitality sector these days 

signify the need for managers and investors to identify a successful and sustainable 

model for future developments in the hotel sector. Hence, any future development has 

to consider very carefully other success or failure stories in similar destinations close 

by.  

 Third, other emirates in the area, such as Abu Dhabi, are planning to invest heavily in 

hotel development in order to expand the tourism industry. This is a conscious 

decision, linked to the wider plan in the Abu Dhabi emirate to diversify its economy 

(Morris 2007, Daghfous and Barkhi 2009). Abu Dhabi is said to follow the example 

set by neighbouring emirate Dubai in establishing a strong foothold in the tourism and 

hospitality sector worldwide. The intention in Abu Dhabi is to build on Dubai‟s 

successful practices without repeating the same mistakes (tourism on a mass scale, 

prostitution and gambling, exclusion of indigenous population from the property 

market).  

 

In addition, the current situation in Abu Dhabi would favour the rationale of the proposed 

study. The emirate is now starting to develop a strong tourism sector. As a result, investors 

who could probably be attracted to the area and are willing to invest financially in the 

hospitality sector would appreciate any information about what went wrong or what has 

worked in other settings. Hence, the study could act as a footprint for current and potential 

investors on how to invest their resources, and what kind of investment would maximize 

returns. Given the massive expansion of international hotel chains in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, 

and the plan to build more luxury hotels in the area, the question of how to raise the 

necessary sources of financing for funding these investments comes to mind. The idea of 
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sources of funding for investment has been very popular especially in the financial sector, but 

has not been a major issue in the hospitality sector. From this perspective, the initiation of a 

study like this would be very interesting.  

CHAPTER 2: The Hospitality Sector in Abu Dhabi 

2.1 Introduction 

Abu-Dhabi is the largest of the seven Emirates that comprise the United Arab Emirates. Abu-

Dhabi, the capital of the UAE with 1,493,000 inhabitants, accounts for 86.7% of the total 

surface area of the state. The emirate of Abu-Dhabi, through its Policy Agenda 2007-2008, 

the strategic Plan 2008-2012 and the Plan Vision Abu-Dhabi 2030 has recently re-branded 

itself and has made a series of assertive moves in order to boost its tourism development as 

well as to create a more diversified economy. The vision for the future is to achieve effective 

economic transformation of the Emirate‟s economy. Inter alia, this will be achieved through 

the expansion in the economic base of the tourism and hospitality industry. To achieve this 

objective, changes in areas such tourism development, event & business tourism, hospitality 

sector are necessary to bring about the radical transformation of the capital city Abu-Dhabi as 

well as branding the Emirate on the world tourism map.  

 

Tourism in the UAE in general (and the AD Emirate in particular) is growing at a 

considerable pace. The travel and tourism sector in the Abu Dhabi Emirate has received a lot 

of attention as a result of focused government action towards the differentiation of the 

economy, and the informed decision to divert sources of revenue. Recent developments, such 

as the attraction of events of international significance (the organisation of a formula one 

event would constitute one such mega event), as well as the design and creation of major 

cultural venues (such as the one being developed in the Saadyiat Island) are evidence of this 

transformation in the economy away from a monoculture tradition (based on oil extraction) 
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towards a diversified economic base. For that reason, and in order to accommodate the ever 

increasing number of tourism arrivals in the Emirate, there has been a considerable increase 

in the hospitality sector in the Emirate. 

 

The main focus of the Abu Dhabi‟s efforts is concentrated on leisure tourism which accounts 

for only 20% of the total number of tourists.  According to ADTA projections, the 

importance of leisure tourism in AD is going to expand. The future plans indicate that leisure 

tourists will account for 41% of total tourism demand. Similarly, the other tourist segment 

that is going to dominate future development plans are business tourists with 51% projected 

market share, whereas the remaining 8% is expected to be accounting for domestic, visiting 

Friends and relatives (VFR) and religious travellers to the Emirate.. ADTA efforts are centred 

on hotels, airlines and destination management companies in order to promote the Emirate as 

a tourist destination as well as increase the leisure representation to 40% by 2015. During the 

period 2005-2009, the number of operational hotels increased from 55 hotels to 111. The 

number of hotels rooms also increased from 7,758 to 17,000 rooms over the same period. 

Abu Dhabi tourism authority (ADTA) is also aiming to increase the hotel room capacity to 

25,000 rooms.  

 

The number of hotel guest arrivals increased from 959,562 in 2004 to 1.5 million in 2008, to 

1.55 million in 2009 and is projected to reach the 2.5 million guests by 2020. ADTA is 

targeting 15% growth in hotel guest arrivals for both 2011 and 2015. While Occupancy and 

guest night rates for July 2008-2009 showed a drop of 9%, average occupancy rates are still 

high 77%. In 2008, hotel occupancy rate was 83.62% and they also generated 4,673,494 

guest nights that stayed an average of three nights (the corresponding figures for 2009 were 

4,319,000 and 2.8 days length of stay. As a consequence of this drop, total revenues from 
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hotels and hotel apartments fell by 0.5% in this period). Recent evidence from ADTA (based 

on 2011 estimates) indicates that occupancy rates (especially for the upper end of the scale 

hotels) have remained more or less at the same levels. The opening of new offices in the UK, 

France, Germany, Italy, China and Australia and promoting Abu-Dhabi globally through 

international advertising campaigns is also part of the ADTA plans for targeting new markets 

and boosting tourist arrivals.  

 

Based on the evidence presented on Figures 2.1 and 2.2 below, the number of hotels (hotel 

stock), as well as the number of hotel rooms has increased considerably over the decade or 

so. Figure 2.3 below also describes the percentage changes in these two trends over the 2000 

– 2011 period.  

 

In addition to the abovementioned point, officials in AD, and the Khalifa bin Zayed Al 

Nahyan in particular, have taken on board the vision left by the previous Zayed bin Sultan Al 

Nahyan, as far as the role of the Emirate and the coalition of Emirates regarding the region 

and the Arab world. In this respect, the current administration is carrying on in the footsteps 

of the previous administration as far as the duty of AD to portray a modern vision of Islam to 

the rest of the world. In achieving this goal, authorities are trying to open up the economy and 

the society in general through tourism activity. In order to accommodate an ever greater 

number of visitors from surrounding areas as well as the traditional markets of Western 

Europe and United States, the authorities have focused quite heavily on the hospitality and 

accommodation sectors. 
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Figure 2.1: Number of Hotels in Abu Dhabi (2000 – 2012) 

 
Source: Abu Dhabi Statistics Centre (Various Years) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Number of Hotel Rooms in Abu Dhabi (2000 – 2012) 

 
Source: Abu Dhabi Statistics Centre (Various Years) 
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Figure 2.3: Percentage Change in Number of Hotels and Hotel Rooms in AD (2000 – 12) 

 
Source: ADTA (Various Years) 

 

 

A third but somewhat related point relates to the success of neighbouring Emirate of Dubai. 

Dubai, for a number of years now has been considerably successful in establishing itself as 

the primary tourist destination in the sub continent. Based on the duty free concept (whereby 

international visitors can make their buys at duty free prices), Dubai has developed a very 

thriving tourism industry that has managed to survive the competition from other aspiring and 

nearby destinations. Abu Dhabi authorities want to replicate this success but they want to do 

this using a slightly different model, defunct of the criticism and the problems plaguing 

nearby Dubai (mass customisation of tourism demand, low occupancy rates, danger of 

imitation – emphasis on cost as opposed to quality differentiation). As a result, Abu Dhabi is 

focusing more on attracting upmarket visitors, with higher purchasing power (Hazime 2011, 

Madar Research Group 2010, Nyarko 2010). Thus, their strategy is to focus on business, 

conference tourists, and special interest (cultural) tourism.  
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Nevertheless, the conscious decision to focus on the upmarket tourist trade (and hence 

develop the appropriate tourist and accommodation infrastructure) has not been without some 

problems. In the authorities‟ eagerness to provide luxury hospitality accommodation for the 

discerning tourist they have started to build up the stock of hospitality accommodation 

without paying particular attention to the market and what individual consumers/tourists 

would like to experience. As a result, the Emirate is now facing an oversupply of luxury 

accommodation units (overcapacity) and hotels and hotel proprietors and investors with a 

lower occupancy rate index. Indicatively, Figures 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate occupancy rates and 

average length of stay (LoS) in AD hotels over the 2007 – 2012 period.   

 

Figure 2.4: Occupancy Rates in AD Hotels (2007 – 12) 

 

Source: Abu Dhabi Statistics Centre (Various Years)  
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Figure 2.5: Average Length of Stay in AD Hotels (2007 – 12) 

 

Source: Abu Dhabi Statistics Centre (Various Years)  

 

Looking through Figure 2.4 above, one could observe that occupancy rates across AD hotels 

have fallen over the 6 year period (2007 – 12). Apparently, occupancy rates seem to have 

stabilised at around 68% over the last two year, somewhat lower than what was the case 

during the 2007 – 09 period. This is a point also picked up from the relevant literature (Assaf 

and Barros 2011). Clearly, this lower average occupancy rate poses a problem for policy 

makers and investors alike, since lower occupancy rates imply lower financial rewards for 

investors and entrepreneurs.  Bearing in mind that the overwhelming majority of current and 

future developments in the hospitality sector in AD are focusing on the high end of the 

market (4* and 5* hotels, one can easily realise that factors other than price come to exert an 

influence to the phenomenon of low occupancy rates. In addition to that, the fact the United 

Arab Emirates have just come out of a fairly prolonged period of financial uncertainty would 

tend to suggest that the demand for hospitality services should have been affected by factors 

other than (high) prices.  
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Given the significant role that the hospitality sector has for the local AD economy, this is a 

feature that policy makers and practitioners have to address swiftly. Related to the point 

above is the fact pertaining to length of stay (LoS) in the Emirate. Although the situation 

seems to get better in this front for AD hotels (we can observe a considerable improvement 

from 2.7 night in 2008, to almost 2.9 nights in 2012), yet the figure is too low by any 

standard among high end hotel establishments (O‟Neil 2011, Adner 2003). So, in actual 

terms, average length of stay in AD hotels in 2012 was at the same levels as it was back in 

2007. Thus, for the abovementioned two reasons, tourism and hospitality authorities in AD 

(especially those engaged with the upmarket tourist trade) need to cast a critical eye on recent 

developments in the field and identify factors that could reverse the picture explained above.  

 

In order to overcome the issue of falling occupancy rates, along with an increased degree of 

competition from rival destinations in the area, tourist officials as well and practitioners, 

would have to identify the particular drivers of tourism demand. In other words, they need to 

identify the factors and attributes that tourists are looking for when making their decision 

regarding travel and tourism accommodation. This will be of relevance to them for two 

particular reasons. On the one hand, this will allow them to be one step ahead of the 

competition by designing more competitive hotel buildings. On the other hand, the 

examination of individual preference patterns for future policy developments in the 

hospitality sector in AD should help planners and managers to target their efforts and 

resources more appropriately across different demand categories.  
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CHAPTER 3: Literature Review 

This chapter summarises the discussion in the relevant literature in the field. In particular, this 

chapter is practically split twofold. On the one hand, the analysis considers the literature on 

stated preferences discrete choice modelling methods in tourism and hospitality and on the 

other the discussion on segmentation methods.  

 

Bearing in fact that stated preferences discrete choice modelling methods are practically a 

facet of segmentation to the extreme, in the sense that heterogeneous preference specification 

models are represent the extreme case of segmentation, the abovementioned two sections of 

the analysis can be linked together. The line of argument adopted in this context is that stated 

preferences discrete choice models represent an improvement on existing demand 

segmentation methods.   

 

3.1 Stated Preference Discrete Choice Modelling Applications in Tourism 

and Hospitality 
 

The discussion in this part of the literature review  will deal mainly with the reasons behind 

the need to evaluate individual preferences for hospitality developments and the use of stated 

preferences discrete choice methods (SPDCM). Driven by an ever increasing degree of 

competition both internally (between hotel establishments) and externally (close by tourist 

destinations), the hospitality sector has turned into SPDCM experiments as a means of 

finding out what users and non – users are looking from their hospitality experience (Ramos 

– Rodriguez et al. 2012, Verma et al. 2008, Mattila 2004). Finding out, or approaching as 

close as possible to what actual, future and latent consumers prefer to experience during their 
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stay at a hotel could offer an opportunity to hospitality managers, practitioners and decision 

makers to either maintain or even strengthen their competitive stance against close 

competitors, rival hotels and incumbent firms (Verma 2010, Kelly et al. 2007, Pina and Delfa 

2005). In addition to that, the accommodation choice selection is considered as a priority in 

planning the rip of tourists and travellers (Li et al. 2012, Sohrabi 2012). 

 

In addition to the above mentioned factor of hospitality competitiveness, there are also a 

number of other factors/reasons to justify the need to adopt SPDCM methods to evaluate 

individual preferences in the hospitality sector in AD. The literature review in the current 

context advocates three (3) such factors; namely the introduction of new products/services 

and the resulting urgency of informed decisions regarding investment planning; the 

increasing degree of competition for 5* hotel and the need for maximisation of hotel revenue; 

and finally the changing pattern of individual preference patterns that has to feature very 

prominently in the tourism and hospitality sector in AD.  

 

3.1.1 Changing Consumer Preferences 

According to several authors in the wider tourism and hospitality literature (Pina and Delfa 

2009, Mattila 2004, Crouch and Louviere 2000), the transformation on tourists‟ preferences 

towards a more heterogeneous and independent self has generated considerable pressure to 

managers and practitioners alike. This is because it is extremely difficult to discern 

consumers‟ tastes and preference patterns in such an environment. This, coupled with the fact 

that individual travellers are constantly looking for a memorable and unforgettable tourist 

experience, implies that tourist and hospitality managers and practitioners have to constantly 

think on how to offer an „once – in – the lifetime‟ tourist experience to their demanding 

clientele. All these changes in tourism demand that have taken place in the last decade or so, 
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the literature is commonly characterising as the move to a „post – fordist‟ type of tourism 

consumption. This global transformation in the way that individual travellers experience 

tourism activity is also manifested in the hospitality sector. Travellers are no longer content 

with standard or traditional hospitality experiences. What they are after is quality combined 

with luxury (and they are prepared to pay for it), and fulfilling or enriching hospitality 

experiences (Mattila 2004, Kelly et al. 2007).  

 

Facets of this transformation in the hospitality industry are easily observed through the 

increasing importance that attributes such as hotels‟ corporate social responsibility and 

environmental awareness play on individual travellers‟ choice patterns these days. Thus, 

rather than investing on the „wow‟ factor as is currently the practice in the hospitality sector 

in AD (Hazim 2011, Daghfous and Barkhi 2009) the literature in the area (Mehmetoglu 2011, 

Lee et al. 2010, Mihalic 2000) is putting forward the idea that environmental awareness, 

resource efficiency and holistic (catering for the needs of all stakeholders in the destination) 

resource management, feature as important factors affecting individual choice patterns. As it 

was stated above, this is a worldwide trend affecting the hospitality sector and originates 

from this movement towards post – fordist types of consumption. Correspondingly, the more 

attention and significance to environmental awareness and track record, the more likely a 

particular hotel to gain in terms of comparative advantage (Millar 2009, 2010). 

 

3.1.2 New products/services – informed investment decisions 

According to Assaf and Barros (2011), the case with the hospitality industry in the United 

Arab Emirates (UAE) in general, and the AD emirate in particular brings together two 

unique features. On the one hand, AD is now emerging as a tourist destination. Essentially, 

it was as late as the turn of the century that Authorities in AD decided towards a strategic re 
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– orientation of Abu Dhabi‟s economy away from oil dependency, focusing more on 

tourism activity (Sharpley 2002, Goldenberg 2006, Mansfield and Winkler 2007). What 

they are looking for is a different, more sustainable and less mass customised type of tourist 

activity compared to the one endorsed by neighbouring Dubai. Hence, they have decided to 

emphasise on upscale (business) tourism and hospitality development. It is envisaged that 

this would allow the Emirate to diversify its mono – culture economic base and compete on 

equal grounds with other Middle Eastern destinations (Devlin and Page 1999, Garb 2004, 

Krens 2007). 

 

Thus, given the relative young nature of the hospitality sector in AD, SPDCM methods can 

offer a valuable insight into consumers‟ preferences patterns that could inform decision 

making in the area. Especially in the case of the hospitality industry which is a very capital 

intensive sector, adequate knowledge of what consumer prefer, and what drives their 

selection process could be of extreme value to managers, practitioners and investors 

(Khanna 2007, Ramos – Rodriguez et al. 2012). On top of that, and considering the fact 

that AD is now at the initial stages of the destination‟s life cycle, considerable resources 

would have to be invested in order for the destination to take off. Neighbouring Dubai is a 

very good case of heavy investment in the field. More resources would have to be devoted 

(in attractions, supportive industries, the hospitality sector itself) in order the tourism and 

hospitality industry in AD to take off. Given that AD has already attracted significant 

interest as a developing major tourist destination in the Gulf and Middle East region, a 

reflection on the performance of the hospitality sector would be of a particular interest for 

future government plans and private investments. Having said that, one should also 

acknowledge the fact that the hospitality sector in AD in particular, and the Middle East in 
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general is rather under – researched in the literature. For this perspective the application of 

a SPDCM study in the current setting could fill in this void (Russell 2008).  

 

3.1.3 Revenue management (max room yield) – competition from other 5* hotels in AD 

Finally, the last (but not least) factor pertaining to the use of SPDCM methods in the current 

setting pertains to the competition in the hospitality sector in AD (especially among 5* hotel 

establishments) and the resulting fall in occupancy rates and room revenue. The evidence on 

hand present a rather split picture overall. On the one hand, up till the 2006 – 07 period, the 

evidence from the literature (Russell 2007, and the evidence from Chapter 2 in this thesis) 

indicates that occupancy rates along with room revenue followed an increasing trend. 

However, since 2008, and certainly due to the financial crisis that shook financial markets 

worldwide, both these indicators in AD have started to fall (Assaf and Barrow 2011, Hazime 

2011). 

 

In response to this trend, SPDCM methods could facilitate towards the solution of this issue 

through their ability to translate individual preferences for policy and service attributes into 

willingness to pay estimates. The use of flexible preference specification methods such as 

mixed logit (MMNL) models would allow researchers to decompose tourism demand into 

meaningful segments and target them more carefully in order to extract as much added value 

(and thus income) as possible (Mattila 2004,Yavas and Babakus 2005, Verma et al. 2002). 

Thus, for the hospitality industry, a better understanding of visitors‟ preference patterns that 

relate to the choice of a particular type of accommodation, could help hoteliers to 

appropriately target their customers (actual and prospective) (Chu and Choi 2000, Jones and 

Chen 2011). In this respect, the thesis aligns with Lynn and Lynn‟s (2003) observation that as 

far as the hospitality sector is concerned, choice modelling methodologies are the only ones 
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capable to describe a cause and effect relationship. From this perspective, SPDCM methods 

represent an extremely useful tool on managers‟ and decision makers‟ arsenal. Knowing what 

consumers want, and most importantly how future or hypothetical decisions may affect 

consumers‟ preferences patterns, and hence willingness to pay for these future initiatives is a 

rather invaluable information to have (Kaufman et al. 1996, Mei and Zhan 2013).  

 

As far as particular applications of SPDCM methodology in the tourism and hospitality area 

are concerned, there are a number of available cases in the literature. One of the earliest 

applications is that by Atkinson (1988) and Lewis (1984) where they examined the attributes 

mostly sought by visitors in their tourist accommodation selection process. The theme of the 

„most significant features/attributes‟ in a generic hospitality context has also been the premise 

of a number of other studies in the field (Lewis 1984, Cadotte and Turgeon 1988, Tsaur and 

Tzeng 1995, Verma et al. 2002, Verma and Plaschka 2003, Dolnicar and Otter 2003, Lockyer 

2005, Verma et al. 2008). That said, there are also a selected number of studies that have 

paved the groundwork for the application of SPDCM methods in hospitality sector 

(MacDonald et al. 2009, Baltas 2007, Eymann and Ronning 1997). For instance, Crouch and 

Louviere (2000) have successfully transported the work of the latter author (Louviere) from a 

more general econometric context, into a hospitality one. The same applies in the case of Ben 

– Akiva et al. (1985).  

 

In addition to the generic literature in the hospitality sector, a more systematic examination of 

the literature in the field will identify three particular strands of research, as far as the 

contribution of SPDCM methods in the hospitality sector. These are the following:  

 On the one hand, there are quite a few studies on environmental awareness and how 

„green attributes‟ and environmental concerns affect individuals‟ choice patterns as 
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far as their tourist accommodation is concerned (Millar and Baloglu 2008, Millar 

2010, Kelly et al. 2007, Firat 2009, Bohdanowicz 2006, Manaktola and Jauhare 2007, 

Tsen et al. 2006). Essentially, the increasing attention attributed to the greening of the 

hospitality sector in the SPDCM literature largely reflects the changing priorities and 

the transformation on individual preference and consumption patterns as far as 

tourism consumption is concerned. The majority of the abovementioned studies are 

based on the rationale that hospitality firms and enterprises would have to adjust to 

the ever increasing weight that environmental concerns in the tourism industry bear 

on consumers‟ minds. Bearing in mind that the majority of consumers are aware of 

the environmental pressures caused at a destination as a result of further 

intensification of tourism activity, the abovementioned studies focus on how the 

hospitality sector could maintain a comparative advantage by catering to the changing 

premise of individual preferences.  

 

 A second strand of research emerging from the application of SPDCM applications in 

the hospitality sector relate specifically to rural, sustainable and small scale hospitality 

development (Pina and Delfa 2009, Albaladejo and Diaz 2007, Albacete – Saez et al. 

2007, McGehee and Ardereck 2004). Even though the focus of the current thesis rests 

on upscale and large scale tourism development, the fact is that the majority of 

hospitality development worldwide takes place at a small scale (Luzar et al. 1998). 

This fact alone confirms the point made earlier on regarding the paucity of relevant 

research on the drivers of individual choice patterns as far as luxury or high quality 

hospitality development is concerned (globally rather than specifically in the AD 

area).  
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 Last but not least strand of SPDCM empirical applications in the hospitality sector 

relate to marketing and promotion practices in the field (Reiser and Simmons 2005, 

Shanahan and Hyman 2007, Clow et al. 1994. Chu and Choi 2000, Callan 1996). 

Considering the demand focused nature of SPDCM methods, it is not accidental that 

quite a few applications are focusing around marketing and promotion practices for 

the hospitality sector. Essentially, the application of SPDCM in the hospitality is 

geared towards the creation of added value for individual consumers, which will be 

incorporated by hospitality businesses latter on (Verma et al. 2002, Lynn and Lynn 

2003). The method‟s ability to decompose product and service offerings into relevant 

attributes (policy and product specific) allows practitioners and managers to identify 

which attributes (and their configurations) contribute the most / the least to individual 

willingness to pay and accommodate their actions accordingly. In addition to that, the 

prospective nature of the methodology (the fact that it asks individuals to evaluate 

managerial initiatives and product configurations before they appear in the market) 

also allows decision makers to „test the waters‟ before they make a definitive move, 

or commit towards a particular direction. This last fact alone can provide invaluable 

service to marketing managers and practitioners in the hospitality sector (Olsen 2003, 

Millar 2009, and Li et al. 2013).  

 

3.2 Segmenting Tourism Demand in Tourism and Hospitality 
 

The quest for realism and meaningfulness on individual demand patterns for hospitality 

resources has been a long one. Given the current climate of intense competition and resource 

strapped investors affecting tourist destinations and investors worldwide, hospitality 

managers and practitioners should be focusing on optimizing consumer behaviour. As a 
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result, the hospitality sector face increased levels of competition from both within the 

industry (other rival resources) as well as outside (other leisure attractions). For that matter, it 

is imperative for cultural resource managers and policy makers to have a good and realistic 

understanding of tourism motivation (both actual and potential visitors) (der Ark and 

Richards, 2006). Thus, it is important to understand consumer behaviour and demand 

segments in order to market hospitality resources appropriately. They can achieve this 

optimization in consumer behaviour through a realistic understanding of the market (Park and 

Yoon 2009). In return, a realistic understanding of the market would allow managers, and 

practitioners to maximise income generation by focusing on the most profitable segments of 

that market (Tkaczynski and Rundle-Thiele 2011). Amidst this highly competitive 

environment, market segmentation could prove particularly useful tool for practitioners and 

managers (Konu et al., 2010, Teichert et al., 2008). In other words, it is essential for tourism 

and hospitality to develop a profile of actual and potential visitors that could inform 

managerial policy making (Tkaczynski and Rundle-Thiele 2011). 

 

Traditionally, the hospitality literature has also employed a number of socio – demographic 

variables as membership mechanisms (Saayman and Saayman 2006, Yan et al. 2007, 

Kemperman and Timmermans 2006, Gabr 2003) to identify appropriate groups of consumers 

with similar observable characteristics. This is probably the easiest approach to segment 

tourism demand given the relative availability of relevant information. In this respect, 

segmenting the market according to socio – demographic criteria satisfies the measurability 

and actionability criteria set by Kotler et al. (2010). According to the evidence reviewed by 

Tkaczynski and Rundle-Thiele (2011), segmentation using respondents‟ socio – demographic 

variables is the most popular in the literature. The apparent strength of using socio – 

demographics to segment demand rests on the fact that they represent directly observable 
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criteria (Scott and Parfitt 2004). This inherent intuition of segmenting the market through 

socio – demographic variables makes the approach particularly appealing to managers and 

practitioners (Teichert et al. 2008). 

 

According to the evidence reviewed in Tkaczynski and Rundle-Thiele (2011), the 

identification of demand patterns using respondents‟ socio-demographic variables is the 

easiest and most straight forward approach. The apparent strength of using socio-

demographic variables to segment the market rests on the fact that they represent directly 

observable criteria (Scott and Parfitt 2004, Dolnicar and Kemp 2009). The problem however 

with this approach rests on the deterministic nature of the exercise and the membership 

criteria. According to Teichert et al. 2008: 227) “The simplicity of this segmentation logic no 

longer matches the ever more complex and heterogeneous choices made by customers”.  

 

Apart from socio – demographic criteria, the relevant literature in the area has also used 

psychographic / lifestyle information (Kutzner and Wright 2010, Fuller and Matzler 2008, 

Sedmak and Mihalic 2008, Zografos and Allcroft 2007, Change et al. 2006, Johns and 

Gyimothy 2002, Jang et al. 2002, Todd and Lawson 2001, Baloglu and Uysal 1996). 

According to Todd and Lawson (2001), the advantage of lifestyle segmentation rests on the 

approach‟s ability to offer information on non – users. However, Yankelovich and Reed 

(2006) argue purposefully against psychographic segmentation on the grounds of weak 

predictability of real consumer purchasing behaviour. 

 

A common feature of all the above approaches is the a priori nature of the market 

segmentation exercise. The a priori approach (also known as confirmatory approach 

according to Eid et al. 2003) is applied when researchers make use of particular membership 
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criteria or variables in advance. According to Dolnicar and Kemp (2009), the advantage of 

this approach rest on its methodological simplicity, whereas a major disadvantage relates to 

the possible sub – optimal membership criterion. On the contrary, a posteriori approaches are 

data driven (Dolnicar 2004), and researchers make no assumption regarding the existence of 

particular market segments (Anable 2005). The inherent advantage of post – hoc 

segmentation approaches rests on the ability to derive segments that are more directly linked 

to actual marketplace preferences and behaviours (Allenby et al. 2002, Teichert et al. 2008, 

Dolnicar and Kemp 2009).  

 

Segmentation models do not work because they are crude representations of consumers‟ / 

respondents‟ attitudes and beliefs at a specific moment in time. Given that consumers‟ 

attitudes and preferences are very fluid, existing segmentation models cannot capture reality. 

This fact renders rigid segmentation approaches open to criticism. According to Teichert et 

al., 2008: 227) “The simplicity of this segmentation logic no longer matches the ever more 

complex and heterogeneous choices made by customers”. To add to this point, one could also 

argue that segmentation that relies in just one approach may not really provide representative 

results (Moscardo et al., 2001). So, there is a need to identify other models which could 

identify / segment the demand (micro – markets) on a more realistic basis. For that matter, a 

cross validation between different segmentation approaches may be preferred. The existing 

segmentation models exhibit no knowledge regarding the complexity of consumers‟ or 

visitors‟ decision making process. Trying to break down the market in pre-determined groups 

will not be able to predict behaviour, especially when we use lifecycle variables.  

 

Responding to this problem, a new and more robust approach of identifying and at the same 

time evaluating individual preferences has come to the fore. More particularly, this new 
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stream of research that operated within a stated preferences discrete choice modelling 

(SPDCM) framework, argues that the individual decision making process could be examined 

through a random utility maximization (RUM) theory framework (Apostolakis and Jaffry 

2005). In particular, this new methodological approach of eliciting individual preferences for 

future or hypothetical policy initiatives in the tourism and hospitality sector has 

revolutionalised the way that researchers examined demand patterns in tourism and 

hospitality and has gained considerable popularity among researchers (Smallman and Moore 

2010). As a result of this methodological advancement (attributed to the seminar work of 

MacFadden 1978), researchers were able to model individual preference patterns for 

particular policy initiatives and then measure individual welfare effects for these initiatives.  

 

3.2.1 Demand Segmentation  

 
Demand segmentation is of paramount significance as far as the marketing of tourism 

destinations and resources is concerned (Masiero and Nicolau 2012, Bloom 2004). This is 

primarily due to an increasing level of competition between destinations and resources, and 

tourists‟ heterogeneity in preference patterns (Dolnicar and Grun, 2008). Overall, and as far 

as tourism segmentation is concerned, an examination of the relevant literature in the field 

could allocate the various segmentation studies onto three (3) main traits of research: 

  

 The effect of segmentation on profitability levels (Dolnicar and Leisch 2003, Petrick 

and Sirakaya 2004, So and Morrison 2004, Laesser and Crouch 2006) 

 The effect of segmentation on competiveness issues (Shani et al. 2010, Pina and Delfa 

2004, Laesser and Crouch 2006,Mok and Iverson, 2000) 

 The effect of segmentation in dealing with preference heterogeneity levels (Masiero 

and Nicolau 2012, Craggs and Schofield 2009, ) 
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Given the considerable academic interest the topic of demand segmentation has generated in 

the tourism field, the concept has a fairly short span in the literature, with Pizam and Reichel 

(1979) to be one of the first studies to differentiate between groups of tourists based on their 

expenditure patterns. That study has been followed by Spotts and Mahoney (1991) latter on 

breaking down their sample into light, medium and heavy spenders. Conceptually speaking, 

the current research undertaking follows Mok and Iverson‟s (2000) methodology in profiling 

individual visitors to AD. In particular, they have divided their sample into three segments / 

categories of spending intensity: light, medium and heavy one, based on their overall tourism 

expenditure in Guam. As such, the paper replicates the efforts by Petrick (2005), and Suc and 

Mc Avoy (2005) in segmenting individual visitors to appropriate categories. The current 

approach followed here attempts something similar, only this time, the present analysis 

(chapter 8)  breaks down the sample into segments according to their expenditure patterns 

and their accommodation selection. 

 

In addition to the above mentioned rationale, one also has to note that the current approach to 

profiling/segmenting tourism demand in AD, based on visitors‟ expenditure patterns adds one 

additional novelty into the relevant discussion. The approach uses a „revealed‟ (or a priory) 

approach to tourism segmentation methods, allowing the researcher to use knowledge that is 

already available to the researcher. However, in contrast to other similar approaches in the 

literature, the current study constructs the profiling approach using material that is 

manipulated by the researcher (in terms of classifying individuals to expenditure segments 

constructed by the researcher), as well as the visitors themselves (in the sense that they have 

made a „free‟ choice in terms of their accommodation type). Thus, this study strives to make 

a significant contribution to the academic literature, for three reasons. First, it focuses on 

segmentation from a micro- level visitor expenditure perspective, responding in this way to 
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the recent call from the literature on more attention being paid to such practices (Laesser and 

Crouch 2006, Shani et al. 2010). Second, it focuses on a destination at the beginning of its 

life cycle, thus not yet properly explored in the literature and considerably different in nature 

to the case studies currently being considered in the tourism literature. Third, it uses a variety 

of sources (visitor, as well research driven) to profile individual expenditure behaviour in 

AD.  
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CHAPTER 4: The Survey Instrument and the Methodology 

Summary: 

This chapter deals with the methodological aspect of the thesis; namely the survey instrument 

and the research methodology. More specifically, the first part of the discussion is devoted to 

the survey method, the selection of the product attributes to be used in the choice experiment 

and the rationale behind them. In other words, the thesis tries to provide some sort of 

justification for the selection of the product attributes. This is standard practice in the relevant 

literature. The analysis in this first part of the discussion also makes an effort to justify the 

self-completion mode that was chosen for the survey instrument, over other common practice 

questionnaire filling techniques.  

 

The second part of the discussion in this chapter deals with the specific research 

methodology; namely stated preferences discrete choice modelling (SPDCM). In particular, 

this section of the discussion considers the various economic valuation techniques and 

contrasts SPDCM with contingent valuation methodology (CVM). Then, the analysis 

considers the economic and the econometric underpinnings of the SPDCM methodology 

(RUM, LCA and decision making theories) and concludes with the analysis of the welfare 

effects derived from the SPDCM approach.  
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4.1 The Survey Instrument 

 

4.1.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this section of the analysis is to provide a step – by – step account of the 

construction of the survey questionnaire for the stated preference discrete choice experiment. 

This chapter describes the rationale for the selection of the attributes to describe the choice 

alternatives and the levels (configurations) to summarise the various provisions of these 

attributes.  

 

The next step is the description of the method through which the selected product attributes 

entered the discrete choice experiment in order to elicit tourists‟ preferences. This method is 

the experimental design of the discrete choice exercise. The analysis also explains the choice 

between full and fractional factorial experimental designs.  

 

Based on the relevant literature, the analysis also considers the advantages and disadvantages 

of using a questionnaire as the means through which the discrete choice experiment is 

distributed. In the final stages of this section, the analysis considers the procedures for the 

implementation and the logistic aspects of distributing the questionnaire survey.  

 

This section of the analysis focuses on the methods employed to construct and deliver the 

survey questionnaire. The examination and subsequent evaluation of individuals‟ preferences 

through stated preferences choice modelling methodology, requires the use of product 

attributes to describe hotels. Also, researchers have to generate appropriate configurations to 

describe different provisions of each product attribute. These appropriate configurations are 

called levels. Changing the level of a particular product attribute will effectively result in a 
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different commodity being created altogether. Discrete choice modelling focuses on the effect 

that these changes in the levels of product attributes will have in one‟s choice patterns and 

eventually, utility function. According to Hanley et al. (1999) the careful selection of product 

attributes and the assignment of feasible and realistic configurations in them is a very crucial 

stage in every discrete choice modelling exercise. However, the assignment of attributes and 

levels to describe the two hotels is just one stage in the process.  

 

The literature (Hanley et al. 1999) suggests that there are 4 broad stages in the construction 

and delivery of a stated preferences discrete choice modelling survey.  Stage 1 relates to the 

selection of product attributes. This initial stage relates to the identification of relevant 

attributes of the good to be valued. Literature reviews and focus groups are used to select 

attributes that are relevant to people while expert consultations help to identify the attributes 

that will be impacted by the policy. Stage 2 (assignment of levels) relates to the attribute 

configurations. Attribute levels should be feasible, realistic, and span the range of 

respondents‟ preference maps. Focus groups, pilot surveys, literature reviews and 

consultation with experts are instrumental in selecting appropriate attribute levels. A baseline 

„status quo‟ level is usually included.  

 

In stage 3, researchers choose the experimental design.  Statistical design theory is used to 

combine the levels of the attributes into a number of alternative scenarios or profiles to be 

presented to respondents. Fractional factorial designs are able to reduce the number of 

scenario combinations presented with a concomitant loss in estimating power (i.e., some or 

all of the interactions will not be detected). For example, a survey with 27 options can be 

reduced to 9 using a fractional factorial. Finally stage 4 relates to the construction of the 
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choice sets. The profiles identified by the experimental design are then grouped into choice 

sets to be presented to respondents. Profiles can be presented individually, in pairs, or in 

groups. For example, the 9 options identified by the fractional factorial design can be grouped 

into a 3 sets of four-way comparisons. 

 

The analysis will proceed by looking at each one of these stages separately and then try to 

explain the contribution of each one of these stages in the construction of the choice 

modelling experiment and the questionnaire survey. 

 

4.1.2 The Selection of Product Attributes 

Useful information regarding the selection of the product attributes was derived from both 

primary and secondary sources of information. The product attributes as well as their 

subsequent levels were identified from a selected literature review on hospitality management 

and semi-structured surveys of visitor guides Abu Dhabi (as recommended by Bennett (1999) 

and Hanley et al. (1999)). These semi-structured surveys took the form of two informal focus 

group discussions, with teams of 4 to 6 visitor guides. Feedback from these discussions 

included participants‟ opinions on the reality of the choice mechanism, the payment 

mechanism and on the applicability of the product attributes.  

 

The hotel developments were described in terms of seven product attributes, or factors. The 

description of product attributes as factors will be of particular relevance in latter parts of the 

analysis; namely during the discussion of experimental design methods. Such is the 

importance of accurately identifying the product attributes, that discrete choice modelling has 

been described by Bennett (1999) and Farrar et al. (2000) as an „attribute specific‟ rather than 
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an „information specific‟ elicitation method. Product attributes can either be of a qualitative 

and quantitative nature. Although quantitatively defined product attributes are preferred 

because they can be interpreted in monetary terms more easily, the current empirical study 

decided to make use of both quantitative and qualitative attributes for the provision of a more 

realistic decision making context. According to Bennett (1999), the identification of product 

attributes has to serve one particular goal. That is to ensure that product attributes have to be 

policy related so that they can be used to inform decision makers regarding alternative policy 

trade - offs.  

 

As it will be described in more detail in the following sections of the analysis, one of the 

strengths of discrete choice modelling methodology lies on the fact that practitioners have the 

power to control the choice experiment by entering the product attributes they are mostly 

interested in. Following this line of thinking, the product attributes that enter the choice 

experiment have to be related to the policy outcome that is been examined. In terms of the 

current survey, and given the nature of the resources to be examined, the purpose of the 

discrete choice modelling (CM) experiment was to identify the extent to which the 

introduction of a number of policy initiatives and managerial practices offered in hotel 

developments (hospitality management) would have any particular effect on the probability 

of individual tourists choosing a particular hotel.  

 

In this study, the future hospitality management has been described by seven (7) product 

attributes (qualitative and quantitative). These seven product attributes employed were: 

 Advertisement (Info. Distribution) 

 Star Classification (Quality indicator) 
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 Hotel Type (Theme) 

 Distance to your Hotel (From AD airport) 

 Package Offers (Add. to room package) 

 Safety (Risk prevention) 

 Price (Standard double room).  

 

In addition to the above, a pilot study has been performed early on hotel developments and 

scholars active in the area, as well as practitioners and hospitality managers were also asked 

to comment on the selection of the product attributes and their configurations. Hence, the 

attributes selected for the choice modelling (CM) survey were subjected to scrutiny by both 

academic and professional experts. 

 

4.1.3 The Determination of Levels 

The determination of levels comes after the selection of the particular product attributes. 

According to Ryan and Wordsworth (2000), the selection of realistic attribute levels is one of 

the most important steps in constructing a CM survey. The literature suggests that the 

different configurations of product attributes should describe as much contradictory trade-offs 

between levels as possible. Table 4.1 below, summarises the configurations of each product 

attributes. 
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4.1 Product Attributes and levels 
 Level 0 (Base) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Advertisement 

(Info. Distribution) 

Hotel advertises 

through own and 

independent web 

sites. 

– Hotel advertises 

through own website  

– PLUS  

– through 

collaborative 

relationships with 

partners 

– Hotel advertises 

through own web 

site PLUS 

– through mail shots / 

emails to previous 

guests. 

– Hotel advertises 

through own web-

site  

– PLUS 

– through social 

networking sites 

Star Classification 
(Quality indicator) 

4  3  5  5  

Superior 
Hotel Type  
(Theme) 

 

– Contemporary 

Boutique  style  

–  

– Heritage (Arabian) 

Style hotel 

– Spa Style hotel – Eco-friendly Style 

hotel 

–  
Distance to your 

Hotel  
(From AD airport) 

Up to 30 min. 

 

Up to 15 min. Up to 45 min. More than 45 min 

Package Offers  
(Add. to room package) 

Package 

includes room 

rate ONLY 

Package includes 

room rate  

PLUS  

20% discount to 

any guests staying 

for more than a 

week and/or 

Advanced Purchase 

stay “Non 

Refundable” 

Package includes 

room rate  

PLUS  

free transportation 

from and to the 

airport for those 

staying up to 3 

nights  

Package includes 

room rate  

PLUS  

2 free entry 

passes to major 

cultural 

attractions and 

events in AD 

Safety  
(Risk prevention) 

Hotel does not 

offer any form 

of risk protection 

Hotel offers free 

medical care in the 

event of an accident 

due to hotel‟s 

negligence  (slip, 

trip and fall) 

Hotel offers full 

refund for any 

property lost in the 

hotel, or damaged 

due to hotel‟s 

negligence.  

Hotel offers full 

refund in case of 

medical epidemic 

or natural disaster 

in AD 

Price  
(Standard double room) 

GBP 150  

 

GBP 100 

 

GBP 200 

 

GBP 250 

 

 

4.1.4 Advertisement 

The advertisement product attribute provides information on how hotels market themselves. 

In this research setting, the different attribute configurations indicate the different ways the 

hotel could employ in order to distribute information to interested parties. As a base category 

we have identified the simple case of hotel advertising only through its own web – site. The 
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situation of a hotel (especially one located towards the low end of the scale) to operate only a 

web site to provide information about the establishment is not uncommon.  

 

On the other hand, the second product configurations in the list (“utilisation of partners‟ web-

site”) illustrates the increasing trend in the hospitality industry nowadays of major agents in 

the industry to form alliances with other firms (not necessarily operating in the same 

industry) in order to take advantages of economies of scale and scope (example: Pizza Hut 

signing partnerships with a number of chain hotels). This empirical investigation will attempt 

to examine whether customers in this part of the world would appreciate the related synergies 

in terms of information provisions. The third category (“mail shots to previous customers”) 

relates mostly to repeat guests. Whereas the second and fourth product categories are mostly 

focusing on the prospective or future guest, the third attribute targets specifically the repeat 

segment of the market, by appealing to their recollection of a (possibly) memorable stay at 

the hotel. For that reason one could actually characterise this product configuration as 

retrospective.  

 

Finally, the fourth configuration of this product attribute focuses on a completely new way of 

passing information to past and previous guests alike. This is by using the social networking 

sites (such as My Space and Facebook). As it was mentioned above, this is a novel way of 

distributing information because it engages both past and future guests and also distributes 

information in an indirect way. In other words, the hotels that choose this approach to pass on 

information should make sure that the purpose of the virtual „group‟ provides something 

more that simply information for the hospitality establishment, it actually gives something 

back to the individuals that have chosen to be part of that network.  
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4.1.5 Star Classification 

This product attribute indicates the quality of the hotel. The product attribute is identified in 

terms of 4 levels. From these, the 4* classification hotel is the base indicating in this way that 

the average hotel in AD is of a 4* quality. One reason to explain the use of 4* hotels as the 

base for the analysis (and the resulting comparisons) rests on the fact that proportionately 

wise, they represent the bulk of new hospitality developments currently underway in AD. In 

addition to that, the use of 4* hotels as the base category allows the researcher to examine 

both an improvement (5* hotel developments), as well as a deterioration (3* hotel 

developments) in managerial planning and policy initiatives. So, from this perspective, the 

selection of 4* hotels as the base category serves both sides of the discussion (the positive 

scenario, as well as the negative one). The evidence from the choice modelling literature 

(Hanley et al. 1999, Hensher and Greence 2003, Apostolakis and Jaffry 2013) argues that this 

is a good practice for similar studies.  

 

The decision to go for a 3* classification hotel was a conscious one, even though the official 

government policy clearly suggests that the majority of new hotel and hospitality 

developments in AD in the future will cater for the up-market tourist and how to cater for 

their needs. Using the 3* classification we want to examine the hypothesis that tourists‟ and 

potential tourists preferences and tastes are compatible with the official government policy. 

This empirical investigation may well prove the point that tourists want a 3* hotel with the 

comfort and amenities of a 5* hotel. Or alternatively, that tourists do not mind so much about 
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the hotel but the whole tourist experience. Also, it would be interesting to examine tourists‟ 

tastes and preferences in a time of adverse economic conditions / climate. 

 

Finally, the remaining two configurations express the official government policy in that 

future developments in AD will mostly concentrate on 5* hotel developments. Having that in 

mind, the results from the CM experiment will provide interesting insight to hotel managers 

about the competitiveness of various projects and what attributes would add to the 

competitiveness of each hospitality project.  

 

4.1.6 Distance to your hotel 

Τhere is a particular type or class of products that people/consumers must visit at the point of 

production in order to consume, and usually these products are tourist and hospitality 

products and services. Examples include environmentally based leisure facilities and tourist 

accommodation. Frequently, the assertion is made that location makes one product „superior‟ 

to another. Using this particular attribute we want to find the marginal value of a particular 

location (measured in terms of distance from the airport) to the average consumer/tourist. 

Based on personal experience, we set the base level for this attribute at 30 minutes. The base 

level would cover business travellers that are staying in AD for a very limited amount of time 

and not typical tourists.  

 

4.1.7 Package Offers 

Package offers represent something novel for the application of CM in the tourist and 

hospitality sector. At the same time, they represent something fundamental for marketing 

managers. Today many organizations that are involved in the tourist and hospitality sector 
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(airlines, hotels, travel agents) use loyalty programmes as potential drivers of consumer 

demand. The attribute levels used in this case represent different types of offers or package 

deals that are already operational in other settings (for example, the case of a 20% discount, is 

used extensively in the hospitality sector).  

 

In addition to that, this product attribute could prove useful in examining tastes and 

preferences among those that have chosen to visit AD as part of a business trip, but at the 

same time have decided to bring their family along, so that they combine work with leisure 

time. This is another area that AD wants to build a strong presence and this attribute will 

allow the analysis to examine whether length of stay can be extended at all. The same applies 

for the other attribute configuration (transport from and to the airport). One also has to bear in 

mind that the Emirate is making plans to engage more actively in the MICE (meetings, 

incentives, conferences and events) market, so we anticipate that this feature will be 

particularly attractive to businesspeople.  

 

The decision to use the fourth configuration is based on the fact that Abu Dhabi, as part of its 

tourism marketing plan is planning to make extensive use of Saadyiat island development 

(cultural and heritage resources in the Emirate) in its marketing and tourist strategies. 

Correspondingly, this configuration aim to appeal to new tourist segments (such as the 

business and convention tourist as well as to tourists that visit AD with their families). The 

three levels of this attribute would allow us to test the popularity of these policy initiatives 

among tourists.  

 

4.1.8 Safety 
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The use of this product attribute represents a novel development in the area of tourism and 

hospitality management. Given the break out of the recent flu epidemic and other related 

health related scares there is a lot of discussion regarding the role of risk protection in the 

tourism and hospitality industries. However, not many studies have taken this factor into 

account. This empirical investigation attempts to cover a number of safety issues that may 

affect potential tourists in the area. These vary from an accident (due to for example slippery 

surface) in the hotel, to the incidence of stolen, lost or damaged personal property in the hotel 

(due to the hotel‟s negligence) and finally to the break out of a health epidemic or natural 

disaster. Again, following recent examples (tsunami events in Indonesia) the industry is by 

and large unprotected and unprepared for this kind of eventualities. The tourists however 

have learned to take these issues into consideration when making their final choice.  

 

4.1.9 Hotel Type 

Essentially the incorporation for the hotel type product attribute represents a conscious 

decision to evaluate the impact of the hotel‟s theme on individual choice patterns. The 

decision to consider the cultural heritage theme was based on the premise that international 

visitors/guests would have a particular interest on local bedoine tradition and culture. Hence, 

indirectly a positive coefficient for this product attribute configuration could suggest that 

visitors rate local cultural heritage very prominently. As far as the boutique style hotel 

configuration the decision to consider that as the base category rested on two grounds. On the 

one hand, the majority of hotel development currently underway in AD, the UAE and as a 

matter of fact the rest of the world represent this type of development. So, the norm in terms 

of managerial decision making is the contemporary configuration. On the other hand, the 

decision to select a current, contemporary boutique hotel as the basis of the comparisons 

would allow the analysis to examine current themes (contemporary) versus traditional 
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(Arabian) ones. From a managerial and practioner‟s perspective this would be preferred 

because it would allow practitioners and managers to compare old with the new.  

 

As far as the remaining two hotel them configurations are concerned, the eco – friendly 

specification was selected because clearly there has been a worldwide transformation in terms 

of consumers‟ preferences and tastes regarding environmentally friendly developments and 

consumers are generally speaking more environmentally conscious as far as their 

consumption patterns are concerned. the derivation of positive preferences for this particular 

product specification would simply confirm the abovementioned argument. For spa – style 

hotel theme developments, the argument for their selection was based on the premise that 

they represent a hedonistic type of consumption pattern, somewhat different to the theme of 

hotel development that tends to prevail currently.  

 

4.1.10 Price (Cost) 

Finally, the price attribute is a key characteristic of any SPDCM experiment. The inclusion of 

the price attribute (in any kind of form, which could be in the form of an entry ticket to an 

exhibition, a fixed amount payable by all tourists etc.) would allow practitioners, managers 

and planners in the hospitality industry to evaluate the impact of each proposed policy option 

on visitors‟ preferences in monetary terms. In other words, interacting tourists‟ preferences 

for each proposed policy initiative with the price attribute, managers could get information 

regarding each potential tourist‟s willingness to pay for the introduction of that future or 

hypothetical policy initiative.  
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The utilisation of this particular attribute in the discrete choice experiment serves one very 

important role. Operating as a proxy for income (Adamowicz et al. 1998a), the price 

coefficient can be combined with the preference coefficient of any of the other product 

attribute configurations in order to translate individuals‟ utility patterns into monetary units to 

estimate marginal willingness to pay. In this respect, asking respondents to state how much 

they would be willing to pay to use a hotel with a particular attribute configuration in AD is 

used for translating the welfare impact of the other managerial initiatives in monetary terms. 

The analysis can then use the derived welfare effects from each attribute and estimate the 

monetary impact of a number of managerial and policy scenarios. In addition to the above 

argument, the use of price attribute could also be used to test the validity of the choice 

modelling application. A negative and statistically significant coefficient for this product 

attribute will confirm the inverse relationship between price and quantity demanded.  

 

4.2 The Choice of Experimental Design 
 

The first part in this section will deal with the task of combining the product attributes and 

their levels into creating product alternatives. This task represents the stimuli that 

practitioners employ in order to design and manipulate the discrete choice experiment. 

Experimental design is the way that one can assign the different levels of the product 

attributes in order to create the variation in the proposed choice alternatives. According to 

Louviere et al. (2000: 84), “the term „design‟ refers to the science of planning in advance 

exactly which observations to take and … permit the best possible inferences”. Discrete 

choice modelling surveys present a challenge for practitioners for two main reasons. Firstly, 

according to Jaffry et al. (2004: 218) “Choice experiments are challenging in their design 

because they require two separate designs to be combined: one to create the choice 
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alternatives and a second to place choice alternatives into choice sets”. Secondly, Rose and 

Bliemer (2004:1) suggest that “whilst the construction of statistically efficient designs is 

relatively straightforward for studies employing linear models, the use of non-linear models 

in stated preference studies (in particular Multinomial Logit Model (MNL), and Mixed 

Multinomial Logit Model (MMNL) complicates the construction process”. This implies that 

there is a trade-off that the practitioner has to consider when making his selection of the 

experimental design. This trade-off can be summarised into the full versus fractional factorial 

designs. 

 

The trade-off between full and fractional factorial designs is related to the number of product 

attributes selected for the choice experiment. As it was argued earlier, the survey described 

each hotel development in terms of six product attributes. Combining all six product 

attributes with their levels in one experiment is known as a „full factorial design‟ (Blamey et 

al. 1999) because the researcher involves all attributes or factors into the design. In this case, 

the design of a full factorial design would have generated (7
4
) = 2401 possible choice 

alternatives. That is 4 levels for each product attribute times 7 product attributes altogether. 

Even though all these combinations would have given us a great insight on tourists‟ decision 

making process the sheer enormity of the task would also render the whole choice modelling 

exercise almost impossible to control for both parties (researcher and participant) involved in 

the experiment. Instead, the current study has utilised Addelman and Kempthorne‟s (1961) 

„fractional factorial design‟. Fractional factorial design represent a strategy that overcomes 

the difficulties of handling so many choice alternatives, and therefore tackling respondents‟ 

cognitive limitations in dealing with so many alternatives. Fractional factorial designs have 

been very popular in the literature (Adamowicz et al. 1998a, Blamey et al. 1999, Ryan and 

Wordsworth 2000, Johnston et al. 1999). Table 4.2 presents an example of full and fractional 
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factorial designs. Essentially, table 4.2 below describes the economization in time and space 

as we move from the utilisation of the full set of attributes and their levels (2401 possible 

combinations), into a more efficient but still accurate combination with fewer possible 

combinations (two and three way interaction of attributes and their levels).  

 

Table 4.2: The Design of a Factorial Design 

 

(Full Factorial Design) 

 

Two-Way Interactions 

(Fractional Factorial Design) 

 

Three-Way 

Interactions 

 

 A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

AB 

 

AC 

 

BC 

 

ABC 

-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
-1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
-1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
-1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

 

Essentially, the difference between full and fractional factorial designs rests on the number of 

combinations of product attributes and levels utilised in the discrete choice experiment (CE). 

On the one hand, full factorial designs “guarantee that all attribute effects of interest are truly 

independent” (Louviere et al. 2000: 85). What Louviere et al. (2000) imply is that if 

researchers and practitioners strive to get a better understanding of individuals‟ decision-

making process, then the examination of all the product attributes and their interactions 

involved in the CE will ensure that. On the other hand, fractional factorial designs have been 

developed that make use of only a fraction, or a part of the full range of interactions between 

product attributes without been penalised in terms of accuracy of predictions 
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Thus, fractional factorial designs operate under the assumption that not all combinations of 

product attributes at various levels are significant in order to be considered in the CE. The 

insignificant higher-order interactions between attributes (Rose and Bliemer 2004) or 

„dominated‟ (Ryan 1992) options (interactions) can be removed without any loss of 

generalisation. For that reason, fractional factorial designs are also called orthogonal „main 

effects‟. They only include the selection of the most significant combinations (Kroes and 

Sheldon 1988), compared to full factorial designs that implement and estimate the full range 

of interactions between product attributes. 

 

Equation 4.1 exemplifies the distinction between main effect and 2 (or possibly higher) order 

interactions. 

  )(....... 2321 iininiin XnXXU     (4.1)  

 

 

According to Louviere et al. (2000), main effects fractional factorial designs tend to explain 

around 80% of variance in respondent data. Higher order interactions (2 and 3 way order 

effects) explain about 5% to 3% correspondingly. Hence, lower order effects are likely to be 

more important that higher order effects. In essence, the core of the argument rests on the 

trade-off between the greatest possible amount of information, which is achieved through the 

full factorial design and the considerations of the full range of effects, or alternatively, the 

generation of more statistically efficient stimuli through fractional factorial designs. 

  

The fractional factorial experimental design utilised for this study was creating through SAS 

and SPSS operations. Initially, using SPSS the study produced 18 choice alternatives 

(„cards‟) in terms of different combinations of product attribute configurations. The full list of 

Main Effects 2 - Way Interaction 
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these 18 choice alternatives is available on request. These 18 choice alternatives were 

grouped into three pair-wise combinations (choice sets).  The block design routine in SAS 

was used to produce these combinations so that each combination of choice alternatives was 

to be presented only once to each respondent. This procedure introduced randomness into the 

design. Three pairs of choice alternatives and a „neither of these two‟ option were presented 

to each respondent. Thus, each discrete choice experiment contained six choice alternatives 

(2x3) and three „no visit‟ options (1x3). The randomness in the design enabled the interaction 

between product attributes and personal characteristics to take place at the estimation stage.  

An example of a pair wise choice set used in the survey is presented in Figure 4.1. Table 4.3 

below exhibits how data from the discrete choice experiment entered the spreadsheet. 

 

 

Table 4.3: Comparison of Alternative Survey Modes 

 

 Personal interviews Mail Survey Self – completed  

Questionnaires 

Handle random sample Yes /  No Yes Yes  

Handle complex design (pair wise choices) Yes Yes Yes 

Time resources required   High Low Low 

Budget resources required (Cost) High Low  Low / Medium 

Response rates High Low / Medium Low / Medium 

Handle sensitive / Personal information No Yes Yes 

Geographical cover / span Limited (short distances 

around the two survey 

sites) 

No limit No limit 

 

 

4.2.1 Pair – Wise Choices  

Table 4.3 gives an example of the data collected from a complete choice experiment. On the 

first column on the left hand side of the table are the three choice sets. Then each choice set is 

split into two, representing the two choice alternatives in the set. In that way, each of the two 

boxes described in terms of product attributes in Figure 4.1 are now described in Table 4.3 in 

one row.  This row contains the six product attributes and the level through which they have 
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entered the particular choice alternatives. In the far right corner of the table is the dependent 

variable, which indicates whether that particular choice alternative was chosen or not. If the 

respondent has chosen it then it took the value „1‟, if the respondent had not chosen it, it took 

the value of „0‟. With respect to the last choice set in Table 4.3, the dependent variable was 

given the value of „99‟ deliberately to indicate the fact that the respondent might have chosen 

instead the „neither of these two‟ option. In terms of modelling analysis, these „99‟ values 

were later converted into „0‟ values to provide the baseline category in the binomial logistic 

model. 

 

The statistical analysis considered many alternative ways through which data entered the data 

set. For example, the analysis considered describing each choice alternative (i.e., the 

responses of each individual) in terms of three rows rather that two. In that way the „neither 

of these two‟ option (the „99‟ values‟) entered explicitly in the data set. However, preliminary 

results indicated that the consideration of the choice as a binary phenomenon (choose – not 

choose) fitted the data much better. Thus, every level of analysis in the discrete choice 

experiment took a binary response form. Starting from the highest level, the discrete choice 

experiment was described in the number of choice sets. Each one of these choice sets 

comprised itself of a pair of choice alternatives. These choice alternatives were described in 

terms of two rows, which took the values of „1‟ and „0‟ according to the individual‟s response 

to the dependent variable. For example, if the respondent has chosen the first of the two 

alternatives in the choice set 1 in Table 4.3, then the values of the second product attribute in 

the statistical analysis were all automatically converted into zeros from the statistical 

package. Finally, each product attribute was decomposed into two dummy variables 

according to the configurations used to construct the choice alternatives.  
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We are conducting a survey of visitors in Abu Dhabi (UAE). As you may have heard in the news the tourism 

authorities in Abu Dhabi are actively promoting the building of more up market hotel establishments in order 
to cover increasing demand for holidays in the Emirate. As part of these plans, Abu Dhabi is currently housing 

some of the biggest and most exciting hotel development projects in the world.  
 

The next few questions aim to identify your preferences regarding future development in the hospitality 

sector in Abu Dhabi. As part of this activity, we are going to present you a number of cards. Each card 
contains two different hotel developments, in terms of the services and facilities that could be available to 

visitors. After carefully comparing the different alternatives in each card, we would like you to indicate which 
hotel would you chose to stay at if these developments get implemented in the future. 

 

FIGURE 4.1: A card showing a Choice Set in a Choice Experiment 
An EXAMPLE 

Option A  Option B  Option C 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Neither of 

these two 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Choose Option C 

 

Advertisement (Info. Distribution) Advertisement (Info. Distribution) 

 Hotel advertises through own 

website PLUS through 

collaborative relationships with 

partners 
 

 Hotel advertises through own web site 

PLUS through mail shots / emails to 

previous guests. 

Star Classification (Quality indicator)  

 3  

 

Star Classification (Quality indicator) 

 5  

Type of Hotel (Style) Type of Hotel (Style) 

 Spa Style hotel 

 

Contemporary Boutique  style  

Distance (From AD airport) Distance (From AD airport) 

 Up to 15 min. 
 

 Up to 45 min. 

Package Offers (Add. to room 

package) 

 Package includes room rate PLUS 

20% discount to any guest who opt 

for Advanced Purchase Stay "Not 

Refundable" 
 

Package Offers (Add. to room package) 

 Package includes room rate PLUS 

free transportation from and to the 

airport for those staying up to 3 nights 

Safety (Risk prevention) Safety (Risk prevention) 

 Hotel offers free medical care in the 

event of an accident due to hotel‟s 

negligence  (slip, trip and fall) 
 

 Hotel offers full refund for any 

property lost in the hotel, or damaged 

due to hotel‟s negligence. 

Price (standard double room) Price (standard double room) 

 600 AED 

(£100), ($150), (€120) 
 

 1320 AED 

(£220), ($330), (€264) 

Choose Option A 

 
Choose Option B 

 
 

 

 

Choice Alternatives „Neither of two‟ Option 

Pair Wise Choice Set 
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4.3 The Discrete Choice Experiment Survey 
 

A stated preferences discrete choice experiment survey was carried out for the hotel 

developments in Abu Dhabi. Five hundred (500) questionnaires were distributed, employing 

assisted self completion mode of administration. Both likely visitors (actual and potential) 

and likely non-visitors in the hotel developments in Abu Dhabi were considered in the 

survey. This was done in order to elicit respondents‟ preferences for these possible 

developments. These questionnaires were distributed randomly across visitors to the Emirates 

Palace and the Abu Dhabi airport.  

 

According to Louviere et al. (2000) the simple random sample strategy that has been 

followed in this study has lower sample size requirements compared to other sampling 

strategies (i.e., exogenously stratified random samples). In addition, the design of the choice 

modelling experiment ensured that each alternative was independent from all the others. The 

independence of alternatives allows researchers to consider each alternative as a single choice 

preference. Ultimately, this will “affect statistical efficiency, but not the unbiasedness of the 

overall sample” (Louviere et al. 2000:263).   

 

The final version of the questionnaire was presented in the form of a small booklet with a 

colour cover and a colour insert containing background information for the two hotel 

developments, the purpose of the discrete choice experiment and assurances regarding the 

confidentiality of the data. The questionnaire was divided into five sections. Section one of 

the questionnaire considered respondents‟ previous visits to Abu Dhabi, time of the year of 

their last visit, length of their stay, purpose of their visit, type of accommodation and factors 

helping them to choose their accommodation. Section two moved on to questions regarding 
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their current visit to Abu Dhabi and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). These included the 

elicitation of the most significant factor for deciding to visit and not visit. 

 

 Section three of the questionnaire was specific to the discrete choice methodology. It 

contained background information regarding the future of the two hotel developments (policy 

scenario) and the discrete choice experiment. The full questionnaire as well as the discrete 

choice experiment is available on request.  Sections four and five in the questionnaire dealt 

with the general patterns of respondents‟ tourist activity and their socio-demographic profile 

respectively. This was comprised of standard questions about the respondents‟ characteristics 

(age, education level, income, nationality). Apart from using the derived information for 

descriptive analysis (snapshot picture of the population) and comparison reasons (compare 

the study sample with data collected from other tourist surveys and the smaller pilot survey), 

socio-demographic information assisted in one more aspect of the study. As it will be 

indicated in later parts of the study, socio-demographic information can be particularly useful 

in explicitly accounting for heterogeneity in preferences across respondents and thus, act as a 

significant determinant of willingness to pay (WTP).  

 

4.3.1 Selection of the Survey Mode 

Tourism demand studies frequently employ questionnaire surveys to collect data. 

Questionnaire surveys in the tourism field are mostly, but not exclusively concentrated on 

enquiring tourists about cognitive motivation, tourists‟ behaviour and patterns and / or 

expenditure patterns. The common ground behind all these is the collection of behavioural 

data (i.e., data explaining how tourists behave and function during their holidays on the basis 

of generally defined individual preferences). According to the American Statistical 

Association (ASA) (1999) researchers should normally make their selection of the survey 
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mode on the basis of the nature and objectives of the study. Accordingly in this case, the 

choice of the survey method was driven by the main research objective, that of eliciting and 

capturing individual preferences for alternative policy initiatives concerning the hotel 

developments (hospitality management in Abu Dhabi).  

 

As it was argued earlier in the discussion, the survey adopted a self – completion mode. The 

choice of the survey method was weighted against the normal time and budget constraints in 

each questionnaire based study. Apart from the time and budget considerations, the study also 

considered the effect of interviewer – respondent interactions during the interview. It was felt 

that the self – completion mode would substantially decrease the possibility of the exhibition 

of socially desirable behaviour from the part of the respondent. As it will be explained in 

more detail in the following chapter, discrete choice methodology and stated preference 

discrete choice methods are particularly criticised in the literature in terms of „warm – glow‟ 

effects. According to the American Statistical Association (1997), self – completion surveys 

ensure both honesty from the part of the respondent and privacy from the part of the 

researcher. The selection of the self – completion method was thus based on the minimisation 

of the possibility of socially acceptable responses regarding the valuation of a merit good.  

 

On the basis of the discussion above, the study selected the mode of survey administration 

after careful consideration of three alternative types which have been used in other discrete 

choice surveys and therefore proffered in the literature (Kroes and Sheldon 1988). These 

alternative modes were: in – person interviews with individual tourists, mail surveys and self 

– completed surveys. 
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Following the suggestions in the literature, the complex nature of discrete choice experiments 

as well as the substantial reliance on the accurate presentation of the evaluated resource 

precluded the use of phone surveys from any original considerations. Also, the pair wise 

choice format of the discrete choice experiment (two choice alternatives and the „choose – 

not choose‟ option) would be very difficult to administer over the phone without prior 

notification, or provision of information regarding the nature of the exercise to the potential 

respondent. Table 4.3 below, summarises and compares the alternative survey modes 

considered for the study. The first row in Table 4.3 describes the various comparative 

categories. 

 

Generally speaking, the deciding factors in the choice of the survey mode were the 

characteristics of the sample, the type and complexity of the questions and the design, the 

nature of the research objective (elicitation of individual preferences), response rates, cost, 

and time availability. With regards to the cost factor, the ASA (1997) and Edwards et al. 

(2002) suggest that postal questionnaires and self – completion surveys are substantially 

cheaper to the in – person interviews. The cost factor is particularly important in this survey 

given the requirement of the study to achieve a cover of the tourist demand across the island. 

On the other hand, the personal interview generally yields higher cooperation and lowest 

refusal rates and the response quality is usually better compared to the other two survey 

modes. 
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Table 4.4: How Discrete Choice Data Entered the Spreadsheet 

  Advertise

ment 

(Info. 

Distributio
n) 

Star 

Classific

ation 

(Quality 
indicator

) 

Hotel Type  

(Theme) 

 

Distance to 

your Hotel  

(From AD 

airport) 

Package 

Offers  

(Add. to 

room 
package) 

Safety  

(Risk 

preventio

n) 

Price  

(Standar

d double 

room) 

Choice 

Pattern 

 Alternative 1 1 3 2 4 1 2 1 1 

Choice 

Set 1 

Alternative 2 1 1 4 4 2 1 3 0 

Choice 

Set 2 

Alternative 1 2 1 3 3 2 4 2 0 

 Alternative 2 1 2 1 3 1 4 3 1 

Choice 

Set 3 

Alternative 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 4 999 

 Alternative 2 2 1 3 4 2 4 1 999 

 

4.4 Comparisons between SP Methods (Contingent Valuation versus Choice 

Modelling) 
 

As it was argued earlier on, stated preferences (SP) are based on individuals‟ preference 

intentions, expressed in survey based experiments, describing future or hypothetically 

constructed markets (Louviere et al. 2000). Due to this fact, SP methods are also known as 

prospective elicitation methods. According to Adamowicz et al. 1998a), stated preference 

methods are based on three basic behavioural foundations. These are: 

1. Lancaster‟s characteristics approach (LCA) (Lancaster 1966, 1971). Basically, LCA 

allows researchers to decompose the indirect utility function into separate utilities 

(part – worths) equal to the number of attributes used to describe the commodity or 

asset. 

2. Random utility maximisation theory (RUM) (McFadden 1974, McFadden and Train 

2000). The analysis will examine RUM theory in greater depth in latter sections of 

the analysis (section 4.3.1). Random utility maximisation represents the behavioural 

foundation through which individuals process information for decision-making. 
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3. Information processing theories for decision making. The analysis will not deal with 

them in an explicit way, but they are implicitly incorporated within the various 

decision-making models used in the study. This involves issues such as the ways and 

the manner through which individuals are collecting and processing information 

about the evaluated resource. As an example, information processing theories might 

postulate that part – worth utilities are assumed to be cognitively integrated into the 

total utility for each choice alternative.  

 

The emphasis in this section of the analysis turns to the various SP methods developed to 

measure individual preferences. Figure 4.2 illustrates the umbrella of SP methodology and 

the various preference elicitation methods. Figure 4.2 summarises a number of SP methods 

ranging from contingent valuation methodology (CVM) to other hybrid choice methods such 

as rating and ranking. The analysis here will concentrate on the most widely used preference 

based methods, the CVM and stated preference discrete choice modelling (SPDCM), or for 

simplicity discrete choice modelling (CM).  

 

Figure 4.2: Classification of Stated Preference Economic Valuation Techniques 

Source: Adamowicz et al. (1998a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stated Preference Methods 

Rating Ranking Stated Choice 

Referendum 

Contingent Valuation  

Other 

Choice 

Methods 

Attribute Based Stated Choice  

(Choice Experiments) 
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The common feature of all SP elicitation methods included in the figure above is the fact that 

all are based on conjoint analysis (CJA). According to Adamowicz et al., (1998b), discrete 

choice SP methods emerged out of CJA. On the other hand, Manrai (1995) has categorised 

choice based methodologies into 3 types. These are multi – attribute choice models (CM), 

preference and choice mapping, and conjoint analysis. As a result of these contrasting 

classifications, there is much confusion regarding CJA and the rest of the SP elicitation 

methods. Hence, for the sake of clarification, the analysis will briefly consider differences 

and similarities between CJA and the discrete choice modelling method. Traditional CJA 

analysis involves the presentation of a single commodity to the respondent and then elicits 

his responses of whether to purchase that commodity based on a rating scale (Adamowicz et 

al. 1998a). It is true that CJA is a generic method of eliciting preferences but its theoretical 

underpinnings originates from psychology and “formal proofs about the mathematical 

(algebraic) representation of an individual‟s rank orderings” (Louviere et al. 2000: 1). Thus, 

CJA is a theory about the behaviour of numbers and not people. In addition to that, Blamey 

et al. (1999) argued that CJA involves the decomposition of multi - attribute alternatives into 

a set of values of an individual‟s discrete choices. This will then allow researchers to derive 

utility part-worths relating to the various attributes (Alvarez-Farizo and Hanley 2002).  From 

that perspective, CJA shares a lot of common ground with Lancaster‟s Characteristics 

Approach (LCA) (Lancaster 1966, 1971), which is one of the cornerstones of discrete choice 

preference elicitation methods.  
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On a general level, there are three factors that have led researchers such as Alvarez-Farizo 

and Hanley (2002) to argue that discrete choice modelling is a generic form of CJA.  

 First, choice behaviour under CJA is not elicited. Individual preferences are based in 

some kind of relationship between ratings and choice, in that the highest rated 

alternative is assumed to be chosen. On the other hand, discrete choice SP is well 

rooted into economic based elicitation theory (random utility maximisations theory) 

(Adamowicz et al. 1998b). Under random utility maximisation theory (RUM), 

respondents are directly asked to indicate their chosen alternative.  

 Secondly, CJA is based on mathematical proofs and researchers‟ ad-hoc 

specifications. CJA is therefore a theory of the behaviour of numbers. This in fact 

makes CJA atheoretical and non-behavioural.  

 Finally, the third generic difference between CJA and discrete choice SP methods 

rests on preference evaluation. According to Louviere (2000), the fact that CJA 

analyses a single alternative option at a time, is a sufficient reason for the invalidation 

of the technique. In reality, people embark in the evaluation of two or more 

alternatives at any given time/choice setting. They hardly ever make decisions on 

single individual options. In addition to these three arguments, Orme (1998) has 

argued that another limitation of CJA compared to discrete choice SP methods rests 

on the fact that when price is included as just one of many attributes that describe the 

commodity, its importance is likely to be underestimated. As a result of all the above 

arguments, Louviere (2000: 4) has argued that “… CJA is at best a special case of far 

more general RUM based stated preference elicitation procedures.”  

 

The previous parts of the discussion have confirmed that discrete choice SP methods are 

much better suited for the elicitation and subsequent evaluation of individual preferences for 
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an alternative option. Following Figure 4.2 above, the most prominent and popular SP 

methods are CVM, contingent ranking (CR) and discrete choice modelling. What all of stated 

preference methods have in common is the fact that they are all based on RUM theory. In the 

following sections of the chapter the analysis will examine the two most widely used stated 

preference methods, CVM and CM and point to differences and similarities between them.  

 

4.5 Theoretical Underpinnings of Discrete Choice Models 
 

This section will be divided into two parts. The first section will consider the economic 

foundations of stated preference discrete choice models. The second section of the analysis 

will consider the econometric formulation of preference elicitation models. In the first 

section the analysis will formally describe the contribution of Lancaster‟s Characteristics 

Approach, beyond the scope of the analysis in chapter 2. The first section will also consider 

the economic derivation of random utility maximisation (RUM) theory. As far as the 

connections between RUM and LCA, RUM incorporates the manner of specifying utilities 

according to the way that Lancaster (1966) and McFadden (1974) have put forward.  

 

4.5.1 Economic Theory 

Random utility maximisation theory is the basis for the microeconomic model of consumer 

choice behaviour. As it was argued above, the rationale of these microeconomic models is the 

maximisation of the consumer‟s utility function subject to a budget constraint. For the 

examination of the consumer choice problem, one has to revert to Lancaster‟s microeconomic 

approach (Lancaster 1966, 1971), in order to examine how individuals derive utility from the 

characteristics of the good, rather than the good itself. Thus, consumers‟ decisions will be 

based on their preferences for a bundle of characteristics (vector of attributes) for the choice 
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alternatives. As Manrai (1995:4) reports “the utility function is a linear compensatory model 

of attributes of the brand”. Then, following Luce‟s (1959) choice axiom, the derived utility is 

transformed into choice probabilities. The desirability of each alternative will depend on 

preferences and attributes.  

 

4.5.2 Lancaster Characteristics Approach (LCA) 

Lancaster‟s characteristics approach (Lancaster 1966, 1971) represents a considerable 

departure from the traditional neoclassical demand theory in that it no longer considers goods 

to be homogeneous. In other words, individual consumers consume goods and services not 

for the utility of the product or service per se, but because of the utility they derive from the 

consumption of the particular components (or attributes) of that product or service. Over the 

last few years, the literature has overwhelmingly embraced the concept of LCA when 

evaluating individual preferences for cultural heritage resources (Mazzanti 2002, Baez – 

Montenegro et al. 2012, Bedate et al. 2009, and Tran and Navrud 2008).   

 

More particularly, LCA suggests that goods can be described in terms of a function of 

characteristics or attributes. Hence, what Lancaster proposed was the construction of a 

consumer demand theory on the basis of product characteristics, not products. For example, 

the analysis of respondents‟ choice patterns regarding the Saadyiat Island cultural quarter can 

be econometrically tractable through a utility function describing individual preferences for 

the component parts of that function (i.e., product characteristics) (Pendleton and Shonkwiler 

2001). According to Lancaster, characteristics describe activities generated by the respective 

product. Consumers then form preferences for these activities.  
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Thus, in notational form, Lancaster‟s characteristics approach suggests that attribute xj is 

required for activity k, in order to be consumed at level yk. The relationship which links yk 

with the consumption of a particular commodity is linear and additive so that:  


k

kjkj yax ,         (4.1) 

where ajk represents some consumption technology coefficient which determined consumer 

behaviour. This consumption technology will in turn depend on individual preferences and 

will describe the cognitive transformation process of goods as inputs to product 

characteristics as outputs. Following Rugg (1973), consumers will try to maximize a utility 

function: 
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        (4.2) 

 

Thus, in order to proceed with the analysis of RUM, one has to link LCA with models of 

microeconomic consumer demand for discrete choices. Let us consider the case where an 

individual tourist has to decide whether or not to visit a cultural heritage park. The above 

choice can be described as a discrete phenomenon, since it requires the tourist to state his 

preferences regarding which type of heritage attraction he prefers to visit (not visit) during 

the duration of his trip. Tourist‟s preferences will depend on the derived welfare or utility 

from his final decision.  

 

The influence of LCA in the formulation of the indirect utility function: 

]);(......,),([ 11 zAcAcU NNc 


      (4.3) 

is implicit in the terms 1c  and Nc   in equation 4.3 above. ci(Ai) represents the profile of 

choice alternative i. This profile is defined as a function of all the generic and specific 

characteristics or attributes of this choice alternative. Following McFadden (2001), in 
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addition to the generic and specific attributes of each profile, each cN profile of choice 

alternatives will include attributes such as travel cost, and a vector of unobserved attributes of 

the choice alternative. Also, researchers have to ensure that respondents select or choose only 

one of the N profiles of choice alternatives. That is because researchers and practitioners in 

CM experiments are interested in getting a single choice from each choice situation.  

 

According to RUM theory, discrete choice among profiles of choice alternatives is the result 

of each individual consumer maximising the indirect utility U* described in equation 4.3 

above, over a finite set of other profiles of choice alternatives cN, subject to a budget 

constraint. In terms of equation 4.3, this is expressed by: 
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      (4.4) 

where y represents household income and p stands for the price of each profile. The budget 

constraint also suggest that for any given income level y, only fixed amounts of the choice 

alternative and composite goods can be purchased at any given time (i.e., distance to the 

hotel). If we combine this with the fact that only one choice alternative can be purchased any 

given time, this implies that: 

iicpyz  .         (4.5) 

 In addition to the budget constraint above, one has also to acknowledge the fact that the 

selection of attributes and attribute levels in each choice experiment are already limiting and 

constraining the number of choice alternatives for each respondent.   

 

Following the arguments expressed in the above equations, one can rewrite the original 

indirect utility function in equation 4.3 as follows: 
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       (4.6) 

where, Vi captures the indirect utility from alternative i. It follows from equation 4.6 that an 

individual will select profile ci over cj if and only if: 

.),,(),( jicpyAVcpyAV jjjjiiii       (4.7) 

The above equation summarises the economic theory for discrete choices. This will be the 

basis for the econometric model and the estimation of welfare effects latter on in the 

discussion.  

 

A closer look at equation 4.7 and previous section will also reveal the differences between 

CVM and CM and the effect of LCA. Notice that in general terms; CVM is a special case of 

CM, where there are only two profiles for consumers to choose from. One choice alternative 

describes the „before the project‟ product, while the other choice alternative presents the 

„after the project‟ description of the original good. In CM respondents are making choices 

between profiles of alternatives ci, cj,  …. , cN, whereas in CVM, respondents are making 

decisions based on the monetary bid that will impose the qualitative differences in the same 

product.  

 

4.5.3 Random Utility Maximisation (RUM) Theory 

An economic agent (i.e., an individual tourist) is facing a choice over a number of choice 

alternatives (in this case choice over alternative specification of a hotel development). The 

outcome of this choice, this selection is a discrete phenomenon; the respondent either decides 

to choose the particular hotel or not. The combination of Lancaster‟s Characteristics 

Approach (LCA), Random Utility Maximisation Theory (RUM), and information processing 

theories summarise the behavioural or decision process (Ben-Akiva et al. 1999) behind the 
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individual tourist‟s choice patterns. Based on the discussion on the previous section in the 

analysis, the disentanglement of the product into its corresponding characteristics is an 

important step in understanding how individuals form their decision process. Consequently, 

the individual‟s decision making process is also influenced by preferences.  

 

Ben – Akiva et al. (1999) have provided a platform for the economic analysis of an 

individual‟s choice process. They suggested that initially, individual consumers at the early 

stages of their decision – making process collect information about the various choice 

alternatives. Consumers then translate or decompose the information into product attributes 

that help them (the consumers) to value the good. Hence, consumers aggregate the values / 

utilities from each attribute into a single utility measurement for the whole good. Hence, the 

total utility derived from each individual product attribute is the tool through which 

individuals make choices. Following von Neumann and Morgenstern‟s theoretical analytic 

framework, the focus of economic analysis is to relate the provision of information for a 

product or a service available to the individual decision maker (through product attributes and 

characteristics) to the decision making process. In other words, to associate information as 

the input to the economic choice as the output of the decision making process.  

 

McFadden (1974, 2001) further developed and consolidated the above relationship and the 

involved concepts with his work on discrete choice modelling. Generally speaking, discrete 

choice models consider the answer to the question „which one is chosen or preferred?‟ The 

ability of discrete choice models to handle discrete choice alternatives, and explain the 

individual respondent‟s choices on the basis of the characteristics of these choice alternatives 

was of particular importance to the goals of this research study. Expressed in this way, the 

selection of the discrete choice modelling methodology was particularly close to the 
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objectives of the analysis, given that it was geared towards the identification of particular 

managerial and policy initiatives (independent variables) that affected individual tourists‟ 

choice patterns regarding hotel developments in the Abu Dhabi Emirate.  

 

The economic theoretical analysis of RUM starts from the assumption of consumer 

rationality and utility maximisation. To frame the above statement and model respondents‟ 

preferences, the analysis defines a simple utility function U. The respondent is assumed to 

choose one choice alternative from a finite choice set of N choice alternatives. Following 

Sandström (1996), the model utility maximisation model can be written as: 

),,,(max xxu n  
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Xn represents the numeraire good. P stands for the associated price, xj is the vector of discrete 

goods (in this case the two cultural heritage attractions), b is the associated vector of product 

characteristics and finally  is the stochastic term associated with the discrete good xj. The 

most common assumption in the above framework is that the error term  (epsilon) enters the 

representative utility function in an additive way. Even though this assumption is restrictive, 

it is very helpful in the estimation of welfare effects latter on in the analysis.  

 

The conditional direct utility function (conditional on choosing choice alternative j), is: 

û (xn , xj, bj, j).        (4.9)  

Given the initial time constraint, it follows that: 

xn + pj = y,  {xj = 1}.        (4.10) 

Further substitution results in the conditional indirect utility function: 
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 û (y – pj, βj, εj).         (4.11) 

Since the individual is described as a rational consumer, he will consume the alternative that 

will maximise his utility. So the corresponding utility function (4.11) can be written as: 

u (y – p1, y – p2, ……., y – pN, β, ε) = max [û1, û2, ….., ûN], where:  

ûj = û (y – pj, βj, εj).        (4.12) 

 

According to McFadden (2001), the fact that the utility derived from choice alternative j is 

stochastic (due to the existence of ε), allows us to write the utility derived from alternative j 

in probabilistic terms as follows: 

πj = prob [max {û1, û2, ….., ûN} = ûj ] = prob [ûj > ûn ,  n = (1,2,…N)]. (4.13) 

The above implies that the individual respondent will choose alternative j if the derived utility 

from consuming j is higher than the utility from the consumption of any other choice 

alternative in the set. Finally, rearranging ûj as: 

ûj = Vj + εj.          (4.14) 

In order to specify the utility function above, the analysis needs to specify the functional form 

of Vj and select the appropriate product characteristics (Aj). These product attributes will then 

be used to describe the choice alternatives in the discrete choice experiment. Defining Vj as  

Vj = (y – pj, β),        (4.15) 

the probability that individual i will choose choice alternative j would be:  

].,[ njVVprob ninjijij        (4.16) 

 

Assuming that different agents react in the same way, no allowance is made for the 

unobservable individual attributes (i.e. taste variation). Emphasising on taste variation, 

consider a situation where an individual has to choose between visiting, or not visiting a 
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particular heritage attraction. Following Deaton and Muellbauer (1991), consider a function 

of the form: 

xSvpq  *          (4.17) 

where p and q represent the price and quantity of a nondurable respectively, v* is an annual 

rental, or a premium for use, and x is the budget constraint. S takes the value of 1 if the 

individual chooses to visit the attraction and 0 otherwise. The underlying utility function will 

take the form of: 

),,( Sqvu           (4.18) 

where  is a parameter that captures an individual‟s unobservable tastes. 

 

According to Deaton and Muellbauer, (1991:367), following equation (4.9), if the individual 

decides not to visit, his consumption will be at x/p in Figure 4.3. However, if he decides to 

visit his consumption will be at x-v*/p. The individual who chooses to visit the attraction will 

have a utility function of the form: ),1,
*

(1 
p

vx
vu


 , whereas the individual who decides 

not to visit will have a utility function of the form: ).,0,(0 
p

x
vu   

Assuming different  among individuals but identical budget constraints, an individual will 

decide to visit the attraction if u1 > u0. Who is going to visit the attraction and who is not will 

depend on variation in tastes across individuals. This unobservable variation in tastes can be 

modelled econometrically through the mixed multinomial logit (MMNL) method within the 

discrete choice modelling framework.  
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4.6 Econometric Theory 
 

In this study, the dependent variable (i.e., the observation of interest) will take two values. 

The observable variable will either take the value of „1‟ if the respondent chooses a „hotel‟ a 

particular hotel development and „0‟ if he does not. Greene (2002) has categorised these 

models that involve the observation of a discrete outcome (visit – not visit) as discrete 

qualitative response models. Describing the above situation, Maddala (1983) provided a 

general framework to examine these qualitative response models as follows: 

)

,()(Pr)(Pr

stcscharacteriindividual

attributesproductfiYoboccursiattractionofchoiceob 
  

In his original work, McFadden proposed that individuals have preferences for product 

attributes based on some established taste templates, and individual characteristics. What is 

q 
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   Source: Deaton and Muellbauer, 1991:367 
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FIGURE 4.3: An Individual’s Choice Regarding Heritage Tourism Visitation 
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more, each individual decision making process is unique due to unobserved differences in 

tastes.  

 

The relationship that brings together individual preferences for product characteristics and the 

dependent variable is summarised under the multinomial logit model. The logit model 

provides the framework for the examination of the decision making process that underlines 

the individual tourist‟s choice behaviour (Manrai 1995). However, the form in which the 

dependent variable is used, also determines the choice of econometric model. In the current 

context, the traditional multinomial logit model is reduced to a simpler binomial logit model, 

because the choice involved only two choice outcomes each time (visit [Y=1], no – visit 

[Y=0)]). The behavioural decision making process used to predict the probability of visitation 

as well as identifying the effect of a particular variable on the choice process is summarised 

in the following equation: 

ijUU njni  , .        (4.19) 

 

The equation above indicates that the individual decision maker n will select choice 

alternative i over choice alternative j, if and only if the corresponding levels of utility derived 

from alternative i are greater than utility levels derived from alternative j. However, as it was 

argued earlier, each individual will have a different decision making process depending on 

the individual‟s choices and tastes.  Researchers are not capable of observing directly 

everyone‟s taste patterns, and therefore are unable to observe direct utility Uni. What they can 

however is to observe indirect utility Vni as a function of the derived utility from the 

consumption of certain product attributes or characteristics xni and / or individual socio – 

demographic characteristics Zn, plus some error term, which captures randomness (i.e., the 

influences researchers cannot observe). 
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Hence, the utility function in equation 4.10 above can now be expressed as follows: 

ninini VU  .        (4.20) 

The parameter  (epsilon) represents the error term, which captures all the unobserved 

influences in the utility function. Following this, the individual decision maker will make 

decisions on the basis of probabilistic inferences regarding utility from choice alternatives j, 

and i: 

 

 

 

The error term  is assumed to be distributed independently, identically giving rise to the iid 

restrictive property of multinomial logit models (Train 2003). This independence is taken to 

imply that the error terms associated with the choice alternatives in the choice set (and 

correspondingly, the unobserved portion of utility for each choice alternative) is independent, 

or unrelated to the unobserved portion of utility from another choice alternative in the same 

choice set (Train 2003). Later on, the analysis will consider models that relax this restrictive 

property. 

 

The next step is to find a way to express the probability of visitation in a hotel in AD in 

probabilistic terms. Following Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000) and Maddala (1983), the 

dependent variable Probni is transformed into (Probni/1-Probni). Then, taking the natural 

logarithm to define the dependent variable resulting in
ni
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take any value between - to +. In this form, the formula indicates that the dependent 

variable is expressed by the odds of visiting cultural heritage attractions over the odds of not 

visiting any cultural heritage attractions. This is called the log odds ratio (visit / not – visit) of 

the dependent variable. One of the first studies to use the odd ratios in the cultural tourism 

area was by Prince (1990) who examined the factors influencing museum visits. The study 

actually looked at the probability of museum visitation using socio – demographic 

characteristics as the explanatory regressors of the dependent variable. 

 

Rearranging Probni as ninini Xob  Pr     (4.22) 

the probability of visitation can be expressed as: 
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The equation above (4.14) identifies the basic discrete choice multinomial logistic regression 

model specification (MNL), where individual preferences can be expressed as a linear 

additive function of the form: 
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  .       (4.24) 

 

Following Train (1993) and Greene (2002), the advantage of expressing probability of 

visitation through logit probability models rests on the fact that Probni always takes values 

between 0 and 1, and can therefore be expressed as a probability (Figure 4.3 below). 

According to Train (2003), when the indirect utility Vni from consuming a particular choice 

alternative increases, probability Probni approaches the top ceiling in Figure 4.4. On the 

opposite case, when the indirect utility Vni falls, probability Probni approaches the bottom 

ceiling in Figure 4.4. Also, the choice probability will always sum to one.  
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Figure 4.4: The Discrete Choice Probability 

 

 

The above sigmoid curve expressing the probability of visiting cultural heritage resources in 

AD (Saadiyat Island), can be framed under the discrete outcome of the individual‟s i 

behavioural decision making process as: 
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 (Maddala 1983).   (4.25) 

The above system of equations describes the dichotomous realisation of any decision making 

process under the discrete choice environment. In the current case, if the respondent decides 

to visit, then the probability of participation will assume the value of „1‟, whereas if he does 
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not, the probability of participation will assume the value of „0‟. The discrete choice 

probability in Figure 4.4 above will flatten out at either end of the graph in order to remain 

within the natural probability boundaries. The literature identifies two alternative ways to 

estimate the probability of a discrete phenomenon (chosen, not – chosen).  

 

4.6.1 Accounting for Heterogeneity 

Researchers can either assume a closed form in the probability in equation 4.11 (that give rise 

to the standard multinomial logistic regression), or they can assume more flexible preference 

patterns (that give rise to either systematic heterogeneous or mixed multinomial logistic 

regression models) (Train 2003). The mixed logit preference specification captures 

heterogeneity across individuals implicitly by allowing preferences to vary randomly rather 

than being fixed as in the MNL model specification. The analysis here will deal with both of 

these approaches. Correspondingly, “consumers are heterogeneous in unobserved 

characteristics such as their taste templates and the mechanisms they use to form perceptions” 

(McFadden 2001: 357).  

 

4.6.2 Mixed Multinomial Logit Model 

As it was argued at the beginning of the theoretical section of the analysis, the conditional 

logistic regression model of eliciting individuals‟ preferences for future or hypothetical 

developments in the hospitality sector suffers from two main limitations. These are the 

incorporation of taste or preference heterogeneity among people and a flexible pattern for 

substituting choice alternatives. Following what we have argued the restrictive „independence 

of irrelevant alternatives property (IIA) of multinomial logit models is to be blamed for the 

latter and the independence identically distributed (iid) property of the error terms is to be 
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blamed for the former. According to Layton (2000), the IIA property is considered to trigger 

the iid property of the error term in the utility function. The analysis then went forward in 

utilising alternative homogeneous preference elicitation models to overcome these 

shortcomings of the conditional logit model.  

 

In this section the analysis reverts to the examination of mixed (or random parameters) logit. 

Mixed logit models (henceforth MMNL) represent the most flexible specification of all 

discrete choice models. According to McFadden and Train (2000) MMNL models can 

approximate any random utility maximisation (RUM) model to any degree of accuracy. The 

attractive property of the underlying model rests on the fact that it does not assume 

homogeneous preferences and as a result, taste parameters (betas) enter the utility function in 

a non-linear way. The condition of non-linearity allows for variation in tastes across 

individuals. Indeed, MMNL models are constructed in such a way to enable them to 

“reproduce any desirable disturbance structure (i.e., specify random parameters) in the 

identification of the utility function” (Walker and Ben-Akiva 2002: 306). Also, unlike probit 

models, MMNL models are not restricted to normal distribution of preference patterns.  

 

This section of the theoretical analysis will concentrate first briefly on the underpinnings of 

MMNL models. The discussion in this section will indicate how preference heterogeneity can 

be explained from an economic perspective and how this is latter accommodated through 

econometric methods.  

 

The starting point for the discussion around the derivation of the MMNL model is the 

standard behavioural equation 4.20, where  (beta) represents a vector of parameters referring 

to an individual‟s (i) preferences (tastes) for a vector of product attributes X of alternative (n), 
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and  (epsilon) stands for the error term that is distributed iid extreme value. The main 

departure of MMNL from the basic MNL models described in equation 4.16 is the fact that 

beta parameters (individuals‟ preferences) are allowed to vary across the population rather 

than remaining fixed (an assumption which leads to preference homogeneity). In order to 

allow random taste variation across respondents and more flexible substitution patterns across 

choice alternatives, the MMNL model is based upon the identification of random parameters 

(betas) that capture preference heterogeneity across the population. 

 

Allowing the vector of individual preferences to vary randomly rather than being fixed across 

the population, beta can now be further decomposed into a random and a fixed part: 

),0(~, Wiii  
       (4.26) 

where  represents the fixed part of the preference vector and i represents the unobservable 

variance (i.e., the random part) in tastes and preferences across the population. The random 

(unobserved) term i is distributed with mean zero and variance W. Furthermore, i varies in 

the population with density f(i), where  (theta) represents the true parameters of the 

distribution density. Decomposing i into  and i, we get equation (4.1), which leads to the 

MMNL specification.  
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In equation 4.15 above, b is still observable, but not i anymore. The observable part of the 

utility function is now bXin, whereas the stochastic part is nXin + in. The incorporation of n 

in the stochastic error term in means that the stochastic part of the utility is now correlated 

over sites and individuals and it does not any more exhibit the restrictive IIA property of the 
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MNL model. Equation 4.15 therefore represents an extension of equation 4.11, because it 

allows preferences to vary randomly across sites and individuals. 

 

Following Brownstone and Train (1999) and Train (2003) since i is allowed to vary 

randomly, researchers no longer can observe choice probabilities. If researchers knew the 

value of i in equation 4.16, the conditional choice probability that an individual i will 

choose alternative n is represented as: 
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Researchers however do not know individuals‟ preference patterns. There is a need therefore 

to estimate the unconditional choice probability. As it was argued above, the estimation of i 

is not possible now, however what is known and therefore can be estimated is density 

distribution of f(i). One can therefore calculate the unconditional choice probability of the 

random parameter by integrating equation (4.17) over all the possible values of i: 
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f(i) can be specified to be either normal, log-normal, or fixed.  

4.6.3 Model for Multinomial Logit Analysis 

The framework of discrete choice modelling can be extended to those situations when the 

dependent variable can have more than two discrete outcomes. In the context of this research 

the analysis considers respondents‟ expenditure patterns. The dependent variable in this case  

refers to overall daily tourism expenditure whilst on AD. In addition to that, the dependent 

variable can be  broken down to three categories (low, medium and high levels of individual 

expenditure patterns).  Since our objective is to identify the variables that affect individual 
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expenditure patterns whilst in AD, and individual expenditure patterns is defined in terms of 

changes in expenditure patterns that crosses several thresholds, the analysis will be 

considering a multivariate econometric model that allows the dependent variable to be of a 

discrete nature. As a result, in this empirical examination we make use of the multinomial 

logistic regression model (MNL), which is mostly used in cases where the dependent variable 

is discrete and consists of more than two categories.  

 

In order to explain the MNL model that we will be using in this investigation, we first 

consider the particular outcomes 1, 2,…..m the dependent variable Yi will assume. In our 

case the dependent variable assumes three outcomes (categories). For example, these are the 

low (Up to 5000Drhs), medium (5001 Dirham‟s – 17500 Dirham‟s), and high levels (more 

than 17501 Dirham‟s) of individual expenditure patterns. For the purposes of this 

investigation, the low spending category is going to be considered as the base for all the 

econometric estimations. In addition to that, we also define a set of independent variables, 

summarised in the matrix X. In the case of the MNL model, we estimate a set of coefficients 

β(2), …., β(N) that corresponds to each outcome category. Outcome 1 and the set of 

associated coefficients β(1) is used as the base for the empirical investigations. Thus, when 

outcome Y = 1, then effectively β(1) = 0. Following that,  
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4.6.4 Ordered Probit Methodology 

 

In addition to the discrete nature of the data, the data can also of an ordinal nature. As far as 

the empirical exercise carried out in Chapter 8 is concerned, the dependent variable used 

represents over a range of values representing the level of expenditure. In this empirical 

application, the dependent variable takes four values (0 to 3). Given that the dependent 

variable is discrete, multiple and ranked in nature, the analysis opted towards the use of 

ordered probit models (Oliveira and Pereira, 2008; Yang and Raehsler, 2005). Thus, the 

empirical analysis can use an extension of the binary probit model explained above for the 

analysis of visitor‟s expenditure in AD, based on the fact that the dependent variable is 

ordinal in nature (in the sense that response category 0 < response category 1 < response 

category 2).. 

 

Ordered-response models of individual choice take into consideration the indexed nature of 

the dependent variable; in this context, the value of individual expenditure measured in UAE 

Dirham‟s. This factor represents a considerable improvement over multinomial logit and 

probit models since ordered probit models require estimation of fewer parameters (thus 

increasing the degrees of freedom available for estimation) and do not exhibit the undesirable 

property of independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) (Greene, 2000). The empirical 

model specification used is as follows: 

Yn* = Xn*β+ εn,          (4.31) 
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where Yn* = the latent and continuous (ordinal) measure of expenditure by the nth visitor, 

Xn = the standard vector of explanatory variables specific for the nth individual (comprised 

of a number of socio demographic, and visitor specific attributes), β = a vector of parameters 

to be estimated and εn = a random error term (assumed to follow a standard normal 

distribution). Further, given the ordinal nature of the dependent variable, the observed and 

coded discrete level of total tourism expenditure, Yn, is determined from the model as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

Yn=             (4.32) 

 

 

where μ1, μ2, μ3 and μ4 are threshold variables in the ordered probit model to be estimated. 

Given the nature of the ordered classes, the interpretation of the beta parameters in the model 

is as follows: positive signs indicate higher expenditure, while a negative sign suggests the 

opposite (Kockelman and Kweon, 2002). 

 

4.7 Welfare Effects 
 

The main purpose of discrete choice experiments is to estimate welfare effects of changes in 

the levels of the product attributes. In the current context of choosing or not, welfare effects 

refer to the particular choice of type of a hotel. The estimation of these welfare effects for 

changes in the product attributes in the two heritage attractions will be very useful in 

0 if  -∞ ≤ Yn* ≤ μ1 (up to 5,000 Drhs) 

 

1 if  μ1≤ Yn* ≤ μ2  (between 5,001 and 10,000 Drhs) 

 

2 if  μ2≤ Yn* ≤ μ3  (between 10,001 and 17,500 Drhs) 

 

3 if  μ3≤ Yn* ≤ μ4  (more than 17,501 Drhs) 
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informing decision policy making in the area. Utility can be further expressed in monetary 

terms as estimates of consumer surplus (Train 2003). Any changes in the configurations of a 

particular product attribute will have significant effect on consumer surplus. As it was argued 

earlier in the analysis, a rational decision maker will operate under conditions of utility 

maximisation. Hence, he will choose the option (or in this case the alternative) with the 

highest utility. Diagrammatically, this is shown in Figure 4.5, where the individual chooses to 

consume at point A, where the indifference curve II‟ is tangent to the effective budget 

constraint of the individual consumer. At point A, the individual yields the highest level of 

satisfaction. Thus, the theory states that a rational consumer will try to maximise his derived 

utility, subject to a budget constraint. 

 

The concept of consumer surplus is pivotal in the Marshallian demand theory since it is 

associated with an individual‟s utility maximisation as a result of a positive change in the 

attribute of a particular good or service. In this case study, we measure the effect of a 

reduction in congestion levels in a museum on visitors‟ satisfaction levels. Like the 

conventional neoclassical demand function, the Marshallian demand function estimated the 

relation between price and quantity demanded. „This implies that unlike the conventional 

demand function however, the Marshallian demand function is conditioned upon the 

attributes of the purchased products. It therefore is capable of describing how “quantities 

purchased shift as product attributes are modified” (Ravensway et al. 1992: 3). In order to 

estimate the change in satisfaction/ utility that a particular individual consumer experiences 

from a change in one of the characteristics of a commodity/ service, economists utilise the 

Marshallian theory of consumer surplus.  
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By doing so, economists equate the increase in utility that the individual consumer would 

have experienced from a change in one of the product attributes (i.e. star classification), with 

what he would have gained in terms of an „equivalent‟ variation in his money income, or 

what could compensate the respondent for lower or higher star classification (compensating 

variation). Following Boxall and Adamowicz (1999), the above discussion regarding 

equivalent, or compensating variation can be associated with the change in product attributes 

and the resulting compensatory amount that has to be given to individuals in order to retain 

their original satisfaction/ utility levels prior to the change (i.e., stay in the same indifference 

curve). 

 

What is more, Alpizar et al. (2001) have shown that under conditions of independence 

between choice alternatives and personal characteristics, income will have an effect on the 

choice of alternatives and therefore, welfare effects will not suffer from any income effects. 

Since the choice situation does not include household income, this means that whether the 

individual is poor or not, will not affect the alternative he chooses. Furthermore, based on the 

iid property of the error terms in the standard MNL model, the expected compensating 

variation (CV) in the change of levels of a particular attribute can be expressed as (Hanemann 

1999): 









  
 Si Si

ii VVCVE )0exp(ln)1exp(ln
1

)( 


    (4.33) 

where Vi0 represents the indirect utility before the change in the product attribute and Vi1 

the estimated change afterwards (Earnheart 2001). S represents the number of choice sets and 

 stands for the marginal utility of income, or price. The division by  (gamma) translates 

the indirect utility into monetary estimates. 
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 Figure 4.5: Basic Consumer Choice Theory 

 

Equation 4.19 above can be simplified even more when one considers changes in only one 

product attribute each time. Following Blamey et al. (1999) equation 4.19 above can now be 

expressed as: 

).()(
1 0101 AAVVCV 






      (4.34) 

From equation 4.34 it is obvious that welfare effects of the change in one product attribute is 

simply the ratio of the coefficient of the corresponding levels of the attribute. However, as it 

is most likely to happen in the context of discrete choice modelling, the examination of 

individual tourists‟ choices involves the evaluation of a single type of hotel at a time. Thus, 

equation 4.34 reduces to the following: 

)(
1 01 AACS 


.        (4-35) 
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Furthermore, the above expression can be simplified even more when the value of a specific 

product characteristic is being estimated. In turn, the marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) 

(or as it is sometimes called part worth estimate) for the implicit change in attribute i is equal 

to: 

.


 i
iMWTP   As it was argued above, the analysis assumes that the term  (marginal utility 

of income) does not exert any influence (i.e., it is independent) on the probability of choice.  

 

In order to simplify the analysis, gamma is going to be replaced by the price (entry fee) 

coefficient. This will allow a straightforward interpretation of the derived MWTP value. A 

negative  will give a positive MWTP estimate, indicating that individual respondents are 

prepared to pay a positive amount of money for the prospective change. The compensating 

variation (CV) and individual n associates with a corresponding change A0 to A1 in a 

particular product attribute, is the amount of money that must be subtracted from his income 

in the new state in order to equate utility in the new state of the world with utility in the initial 

state of the world. Thus, for any improvement (worsening) in travelling time to and from the 

airport in AD, the compensating variation will be the amount of income that can be taken 

from (needs to be given to) the individual respondent in order to put him at his initial level of 

utility. For an improvement in congestion, CV could therefore be interpreted as the 

individual‟s maximum willingness to pay to secure the positive change, while for any 

deterioration on congestion levels, it would be the minimum amount he would have to be 

paid to accept the change. 
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CHAPTER 5: Descriptive Results 

 

Summary 

 

This section of the empirical analysis presents the descriptive analysis of the empirical 

findings. This is the first effort to segment the results derived from the stated preferences 

discrete choice modelling survey analysis, using mostly a priori methods. Thus, for this 

section of the analysis, we employ descriptive statistics (percentages and cross – tabulations) 

to segment respondents based on their observable attributes and characteristics. This is a 

fairly simplistic, yet quite powerful way to derive some preliminary results from our sample. 

In addition to that, these results could act as supporting evidence for the empirical results 

derived latter on through the econometric analysis.  
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This section of the analysis analyses the descriptive results from the analysis of the stated 

preferences discrete choice modelling survey questionnaire. The SPDCM survey 

questionnaire was developed in three stages. During stage 1, the survey questionnaire was 

vetted by an anonymous staff member of the Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority (ADTA) and 

three academic experts placed in the UK. Following certain comments and observations, the 

2
nd

 stage involved a pilot testing of the survey questionnaire on a convenient sample of 50 

volunteers who were visiting the areas Abu Dhabi. The decision to perform a pilot survey 

choice modelling questionnaire is well versed in the literature (Hanley et al. 1999). After 

minor changes, resulting from the comments and empirical analysis of the pilot survey 

questionnaire, the final SPDCM survey on a sample of 500 questionnaires was conducted in 

2009 in Abu Dhabi at the AD Airport and various hotels. In tables 5.1 – 5.8, the numbers of 

respondents are given in parentheses.  

 

The analysis is divided into four (4) sub sections.  

 Part 1: Analysis of individual socio – demographic information. 

 Part 2: Analysis of past visitation experience 

 Part 3: Analysis of current visitation experience 

 Part 4: Validation of results  
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5.1 Part 1: Analysis of individual socio – demographic information 
 

This section of the analysis considers respondents‟ socio – demographic profile. Table 5.1 

below summarises the relevant discussion. Unfortunately and despite the researcher‟s efforts, 

the analysis could not manage to identify any other tourism demand surveys in the area in 

order to test for representativeness of the sample. In any case, the results from Table 5.1 

indicate that, as expected, AD seems to be dependent upon two major markets; that of Europe 

(43.4% of all respondents) and Asia (with 34.8%) of all respondents originating from this 

geographic area). Visitors from the rest of the world only account for a meager 21.6%. 

Although hard to believe at first, yet this result makes perfect sense once one considers the 

large expatriate mainly European community residing in the Emirate. On the other hand, the 

large percentage of visitors from Asia could be explained through the large community of 

workers from the sub – continent working in AD as well as particular religious and cultural 

reasons that motivate Asians to visit AD. In any case, it appears that the AD emirate is 

heavily dependent upon two main markets to attract visitors from.  

 

Gender wise, the empirical results seem to provide a fairly clear cut picture, with males to be 

over – represented in the sample (almost 71% of respondents are male). In the absence of a 

reliable measure of comparison, we tend to confirm this piece of evidence given that certain 

cultural and social reasons may prohibit any greater involvement of women in completing the 

survey. The results also indicate that the majority of respondents (about 91% of them) are not 

professionally related to the tourism and hospitality sector. This is a variable that we have 

included in the SPDCM survey questionnaire to discriminate between those with a 

„tourism/hospitality‟ background and those without.  
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Moving on, the empirical results also indicate that the overwhelming majority of respondents 

are married (60.6%), and considerable fewer of them reported single (20%). Again, for 

cultural and social reasons, the proportion of them in any other form of social relationship 

(widowed, or living together with another member) was very low at the current survey. Age 

wise, the results suggest that the majority of visitors to the AD emirate are early middle aged 

and late middle aged (31 – 64 years of age) (82.4%). Having this in mind the fact that a large 

proportion of them also reported the existence of at least one child alongside (34%) makes 

perfect sense. Combined together, these two pieces of evidence tend to suggest that AD 

appears to be a family friendly destination, where the majority of visitors are middle aged and 

as a result express strong preferences towards security and quality of accommodation. 

Finally, the evidence form Table 5.1 also indicate that respondents are very well educated, 

with 82% of them reporting the existence of an official qualification (degree or above). 

Again, this could be explained given the large proportion of business travelers in the area. 

  

Table 5.1: Socio-demographic profile 

Place of Origin  

Europe 43.4 (n= 217)  
North America 7.4 (n= 37)  
South America 1.4 (n= 7)  
Asia 34.8 (174)  
Australia 5.0 (n= 25)  
Africa 7.8 (n= 39)  

   
Gender   
Male 70.4 (n= 352)  
Female 29.6 (n= 148)  

   

Is normal occupation related to tourism and / or hospitality sector  
Yes 9.2 (n= 46)  
No 90.6 (n= 453)  

   

Marital Status  
Single (not married) 20.2 (n= 101)  
Divorced 6.8 (n= 34)  
Widowed 2.2 (n= 11)  
Separated 5.0 (n= 25)  
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Living together 3.8 (n= 19)  
Married 60.6 (n= 303)  
Re-Married 1.4 (n= 7)  

   

Age band  
Under 20 0.8 (n= 4)  
21 to 30 14.6 (n= 73)  
31 to 40 32.8 (n= 164)  
41 to 50 34.2 (n= 171)  
51 to 64 15.4 (n= 77)  
65 + 2.4 (n= 12)  

   

Current Level of Educational Attainment  
Compulsory school education 6.2 (n= 31)  
Vocational training 8.6 (n= 43)  
Degree level qualification  43.6 (n= 218)  
Post graduate qualification 38.4 (n= 192)  
Other 3.0 (n= 15)  

   

Size of Party  
Number of Children   
1 34.6 (n= 173)  
2 10.4 (n= 52)  
3 4.6 (n= 23)  
4 + 5.4 (n= 27)  

 

In the following sections, explanation is presented mainly for those attributes where relative 

percentages are high, reflecting high response rate for those attributes.   

5.2 Part 2: Past Visitation Experience 
 

Given that the main focus of this thesis revolves around the concept of demand segmentation, 

the first „level‟ of segmentation is through the separation / identification of different types of 

tourism demand based on some distinguishable features. One such feature relates to the case 

of repeat versus first time visitors. This is because the wider literature in the tourism and 

hospitality sector has long ago established the fact that these two segments of tourism 

demand have rather distinctive tastes and preference patterns (Chi 2012, Shani et al. 2012). 

One prominent example of this rests on loyalty grounds (Lau and McKercher 2004). Table 

5.2 below presents a summary of respondents‟ past visitation experience. The results here are 
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based upon the participation of all those respondents that have visited the destination at least 

once in the past (repeat visitors). According to the empirical evidence 28% (= 140) of 

respondents are repeat visitors, and about 72% (= 360) are first time visitors to Abu Dhabi. 

For comparative purposes, all empirical results were converted into 100% in order to make 

comparisons between first time and repeat visitors easier.  

 

Table 5.2: About Past visitations experience: 

Have you visited Abu Dhabi before  

Yes………………………………………… 28.0% (n= 140) 

No…………………………………………. 72.0% (n= 360) 

  

How many times have you visited before?   

1 – 2 times………………………………… 17.0%  (n= 85) (60.7%) 

3 – 4 times………………………………… 7.4%  (n= 37)(26.4%) 

5 times and more…………………………. 3.6% (n=18) (12.8%) 

  

When did you visit Abu Dhabi during your last trip there?  

Autumn……………………………………. 5.6%  (n= 28)(20%) 

Winter……………………………………... 9.0% (n= 45)(32.9%) 

Spring……………………………………... 7.4% (n = 37) (26.4%) 

Summer…………………………………… 5.8% (n = 29) (20.7%) 

  

What was the main reason for your last  trip to Abu Dhabi? 

Mainly for business……………………….. 12.4% (n= 62) (44.3%) 

Mainly for holidays……………………….. 8.0%  (n= 40)(28.6%) 

Mainly a stop – over………………………. 2.4%  (n= 12)(8.6%) 

Mainly for a short trip…………………….. 2.6% (n= 13) (9.3%) 

Mainly for shopping………………………. 0.6% (n= 3)(2.1%) 

Mainly for attending a conference………... 1.4% (n= 7)  (5%) 

Other………………………………………. 0.8% (n=4) (2.1%) 

  

How long did you stay in AD during your last trip there 
Up to 3 days………………………………. 10.0% (n= 50)(35.7%) 

Up to a week………………………………. 10.2% (n= 51) (36.2%) 

Up to 2 weeks……………………………... 4.4% (n= 22) (15.7%) 

More than 2 weeks………………………... 3.4% (n=17) (12.1%) 

  

What type of accommodation did you use during your last trip to Abu Dhabi? 

Friends and Family………………………... 7.2% (n= 36) (20.8%) 

Own accommodation……………………... 0.8% (n=4) (2.9%) 

3* hotel……………………………………. 2.6% (n= 13) (9.3%) 

4* hotel……………………………………. 7.2% (n= 36) (25.7%) 

5* hotel……………………………………. 9.8% (n= 49) (35%) 

Other………………………………………. 0.4% (n= 2) (1.5%) 
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How did you book your hotel in your last trip to Abu Dhabi? 

Through a travel agent……………………. 9.6% (n= 48) (34.3%) 

Through hotel‟s web site………………….. 6.4% (n= 32) (22.9%) 

Online – independent web site……………. 2.4% (n=12) (8.6%) 

Other  (work/secretary, wife/family)……… 9.8% (n= 49) (35%) 

Note: The percentages in parenthesis represent repeat visitors. 

 

In particular, the empirical results indicate that the about two thirds (60.7%) of repeat visitors 

have visited once or twice in the past 5 years. Of the rest, about a quarter of repeat visitors 

(26.4%) have visited 3 or 4 times, and only 12.8% were considered to be very frequent 

visitors (5 times and more).  

 

Visitation patterns, as anticipated were spread across the year, with the majority of them 

occurring during spring (26.4%) and winter time (33%). Turning to the main reason for 

visiting AD in the past, most of the respondents indicated that business (44.3%), holidays 

(28.6%), and short trips (9.3%) were the top 3 reasons as to why they have chosen AD. The 

empirical evidence, align with the conclusion reached above, as to the nature of AD as a 

business and short haul destination, as opposed to a traditional mass tourism destination. 

From there onwards, only 5% of respondents said that they had visited AD in the past as part 

of a conference, or for shopping (2.1%), whereas 8.6% responded that they are in AD as part 

of a stopover. 

 

As far as the duration (or length) of visit was concerned, most of repeat visitors stayed for 

either 3 days (transit or short haul) (35.7%), or up to a week (36.2%). Less than a sixth of 

visitors (about 15.7%) have stayed in AD for up to two weeks and as anticipated considerably 

fewer (12.1%) have stayed for more than 2 weeks. Hence, the results from the descriptive 

analysis indicate that the majority of respondents are visiting the AD emirate for a very short 
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or short period of time. These results partly confirm that AD is still considered to be an 

„uninstitutional‟ tourism destination for the majority of tourists.  

 

Related to the main theme of this thesis, about a third (35%) of respondents that had visited 

AD in the past argued that they have stayed in a 5 – star hotel. The analysis argues that this 

could be related to the strong segment of business tourists frequenting the AD emirate. One 

could support this claim on the basis of business travelers‟ preferences towards up market 

hotel accommodation. About a quarter of all repeat visitors (25.7%) in AD had stayed in a 4 – 

star hotel, and slightly more than a fifth (20.8%) have stayed with friends and relatives during 

their past stay in AD. This last point confirms that argument that aside from the up – market 

or/and business minded tourism demand segment in AD, there is also a considerable 

proportion of tourism demand that visits AD due to formal and informal ties with the place. 

Based on anecdotal evidence, this segment of tourism demand traditionally stays occupied 

with things like religious pilgrimage, spending time with relatives and friends and engaging 

in leisure time activities, as opposed to shopping or other related tourism activities. Either 

because of the large expatriate communities (mainly originating from Europe and the sub-

continent) or due to religious, cultural and social reasons (many Arab visitors visiting AD to 

attend religious events, or simply to visit their families), the Emirate seems to benefit from an 

important VFR (visiting friends and relatives) demand segment. Of the remaining, only 9.3% 

decided to stay at an economy (3 – star) hotel, and 1.5% did not specify their type of tourist 

accommodation. However, the questionnaire didn‟t ask whether the choice of hotel was their 

first choice and this could be an interesting research angle for future research. 

 

Moving on to booking arrangements, 35% of repeat visitors argued that they had other than 

the specified types of arranging for accommodation. This provides one additional piece of 
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evidence to suggest that AD is strongly preferred among business visitors. Close second 

comes those who booked their tourist accommodation through a travel agent (34.4%) 

(organised tourists), whereas interestingly, only 8.6% of all repeat visitors have visited AD in 

the past independently.  

 

Table 5.3 below enquires about the factors that repeat visitors to AD (accounting for 28%) 

were considered to be the most important in their selection as far as the choice of their hotel. 

Evaluating the empirical results summarized in Table 5.3, it could be argued that price seems 

to be one of the most important attribute in visitor‟s decision making process when it comes 

to the selection of travel accommodation. In particular, more than two fifths (57.1%) of all 

repeat visitors argued that price was either a very important, or an important factor when 

making up their mind. Similarly, quality issues seem to generate an equal degree of 

importance on repeat visitors‟ decision making process given that 63.5% of them argued that 

quality is either very important, or important. So, far these two attributes (price and quality) 

seem to exert the most important influence on repeat visitors‟ decision making process. These 

are also matched by the hotel‟s security (risk), with 61% of repeat visitors arguing that this 

was either important or very important element. 
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Table 5.3: Importance of the following aspects in helping to choose last hotel you stayed in Abu Dhabi 

 +ve (+/-)ve -ve 
 Very 

Important 

Important Neutral Not Important Not Important 

at All 

      

Price 10.6  (n= 53) 

(37.8%) 

5.4 (n= 27) 

(19.3%) 

6.6 (n= 33)  

(23.6%) 

2.2 (n=11) 

(7.8%) 

2.8 (n= 14) 

(10%) 

      

Quality (*s) 10.6 (n= 53) 

(37.8%) 

7.2 (n=36) 

(25.7%) 

6.4 (n= 32) 

(22.8%) 

1.8 (n=9) 

(6.4%) 

1.8 (n=9) 

(6.4%) 

      

Location 6.4 (n= 32) 

(22.8%) 

9.0 (n= 45) 

(32.1%) 

8.2 (n=41)  

(29.3%) 

1.8 (n= 9) 

(6.4%) 

2.4 (n= 12) 

(8.6%) 

      

Hotel Security 

(risk) 

10.8 (n= 54) 

(38.5%) 

6.4 (n= 32) 

(22.8%) 

7.2 (n=36) 

(25.7%) 

1.4 (n= 7) (5%) 2.0 (n= 10) 

(7.1%) 

      

Loyalty 

programmes 

4.6 (n= 23) 

(16.5%) 

5.6 (n= 28) 

(20%) 

9.2 (n=46) 

(32.3%) 

5.4 (27) 

(19.3%) 

3.0 (n= 15) 

(10.7%) 

      

Hotel’s style 3.2 (n= 16)  

(11.5%) 

8.4 (n= 42) 

(30%) 

10.2 (n=51)  

(36.8%) 

3.6 (n= 18) 

(12.5%) 

2.4 (n= 12) 

(8.6%) 

      

Package offers 4.4 (n= 22) 

(15.7%) 

8.4 (n= 42) 

(30%) 

8.2 (n= 41) 

(29.3%) 

4.4 (n= 22) 

(15.7%) 

2.4 (n= 12) 

(8.6%) 

      

Booking 

/Reservation 

convenience 

7.4 (n= 37) 

(26.5%) 

5.8 (n= 29) 

(20.7%) 

7.4 (n= 37) 

(25.7%) 

4.2 (n= 

21)(15%) 

3.0 (n= 15) 

(10.7%) 

Note: the percentage figures in the parenthesis represent relative percentage response by 

repeat visitors for each attribute (e.g. price). Each row percentages in the parentheses add 

up to 100. 

 

On the other hand, those visiting AD for a multiple time indicated that loyalty programmes, 

the hotel‟s style and potential package offers are not valued as equally as the ones above.  In 

all these three cases, the neutral responses outweighed or were very close with the positive 

ones (those reporting that the abovementioned developments were important to their selection 

process). Finally, the last feature/ attribute of the hospitality accommodation sector in AD 

(reservation convenience) seemed to generate mixed responses among visitors, with almost a 

quarter of them indicating that they were neutral to this particular feature. In this respect, 

respondents‟ preferences for this attribute were no different to the ones discussed above. .  
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5.3 Part 3: Current Visitation Experience 
 

Moving on to the next sub – section of the analysis, part 3 analyses the results pertaining to 

respondents‟ current visitation experience. The empirical evidence summarized in Table 5.4 

below indicates that the overwhelming majority of visitors to AD tended to visit mainly for 

business (28%), and for holidays (32%). These results reflect repeat visitors‟ responses earlier 

on in the sense that they have also identified business and holidays as the main reasons for 

choosing to visit the AD emirate. Even though there is a small qualitative difference between 

the two samples and their preferences. From there onwards, the only notable difference 

between the two samples is the fact that conference tourism seems to be on the rise in AD, 

since 12.6% first time visitors, compared with to only 5% repeat ones, have opted to visit AD 

due to this reason. This could partly reflect emirate tourism planners‟ and policy makers‟ 

efforts to differentiate the emirate‟s tourism product on offer (Henderson 2006).  

 

Table 5.4: About Your Current Visitations Experience: 

What is the main reason for your current visit to Abu Dhabi 

Mainly for business 28.0% (n= 140) 

Mainly for holidays 32.0% (n= 160) 

Mainly a stop – over 12.8% (n= 64) 

Mainly for a short trip 9.6% (n= 48) 

Mainly for shopping 2.0%  (n= 10) 

Mainly for attending a conference 12.6% (n= 63) 

Other 2.4% (n= 12) 

  

How long are you planning to stay in Abu Dhabi during your current visit 

Up to 3 days 41.6% (n= 208) 

Up to a week 43.4% (n= 217) 

Up to 2 weeks 11.8% (n= 59) 

More than 2 weeks 3.4%  (n= 17) 

  

What type of accommodation are you using during your current trip to Abu Dhabi? 

Friends and Family 11.6% (n= 58) 

Own accommodation 1.4% (n= 7) 

3* hotel 7.0% (n= 35) 

4* hotel 39.6% (n= 198) 
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5* hotel 40.4% (n= 202) 

Other 0.2% (n= 1) 

  

How did you book your hotel during your current trip to Abu Dhabi? 

Through a travel agent 50.0% (n=250) 

Through hotel‟s web site 25.8%  (n= 129) 

Online – independent web site 6.0% (n= 30) 

Other 18.2% (n= 91) 

Note: figures presented in the table are percentages and for each question (e.g. what is the 

main reason for your current visit to Abu Dhabi) the column figures add to 100 per cent. 

 

 

Carrying on, the empirical results indicate that the overwhelming majority of visitors to AD 

would stay for either up to 3 days (short haul/short visits) (41.6%), or for up to a week 

(43.4%). Again, qualitatively these results are similar to the responses provided by repeat 

visitors earlier on, indicating that there are no major differences (admittedly not tested) 

between the two populations. Perhaps a small quantitative difference between the two groups 

can be observed, but overall the result align in these two cases. Where things begin to differ 

among the two samples (repeat versus first time visitors) is when the analysis considers 

booking arrangements for accommodation purposes. In this instance, first time visitors to the 

AD are more likely to book through a travel agent (50%), indicating in this way their risk 

adverse nature and their unfamiliarity with the destination, as compared to their repeat 

counterparts. As it has been mentioned earlier on in the document, this is particularly true 

among business visitors have their bookings done for them through a travel agent. 

 

Finally, as far as the type of accommodation first time visitors to AD seem to prefer, the 

results from the descriptive results tend to suggest that they are more likely as compared to 

their repeat visitor counterparts to stay at luxury (4*) or upper class (5*) hotels. 

Correspondingly, the proportion of first time visitors who decide to stay with friends and 

relatives (VFR) is slightly smaller (11.6% as compared to 20.8% for repeat visitors). One 

reason to explain this slight difference between the two samples may be that due to 
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familiarity with the destination, repeat visitors tend to prefer the informal accommodation 

sector more as compared to first time visitors to AD. To understand the visiting patterns and 

preferences of the VFR visitors, a detailed analysis has been carried out in Chapter 7.  

 

As far as the holiday accommodation sector, the results from Table 5.5 below indicate that 

respondents placed considerable attention to price (almost 70% were positive), quality levels 

(71%), and hotel‟s security (68%). Hence, in this respect, the results from Table 5.5 align 

both quantitatively as well as qualitatively with the ones generates in Table 5.3 for the repeat 

segment of tourism demand in AD. In both cases, quality issues alongside security concerns 

came at the top of respondents‟ (repeat or first time) lists when it came to the most influential 

attributes of the hospitality product. The price element comes second in terms of importance 

attached by respondents. Characteristically speaking, respondents were less positively 

disposed when it came to hotels‟ loyalty programmes, style and promotional offers. 

Similarly, they were relatively less positive as far as the location of the hotel and the hotel‟s 

booking or reservation system. Again these results confirm earlier empirical evidence 

presented in Table 5.3 about repeat visitors in AD. Combined these observations ascertain 

two things. On the one hand, the empirical evidence presented so far indicates that there were 

no major differences between repeat and first time visitors to AD. In this respect, overall 

tourism demand in the area appears to be fairly homogeneous. On the other hand, the 

empirical results tend to establish a rather interesting picture. Contrary to what appears to be 

the norm in the literature in the area, tourists seem to place a much lower importance / 

significance on price issues as compared to what we would have initially thought. Thus, the 

fact that respondents have downgraded the price attribute on the second place in terms of 

importance is indeed worth noting. 
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Table 5.5: Importance of the following aspects in helping to choose current hotel in Abu Dhabi 

 +ve (+/-)ve -ve 

 Very 

Important 

Important Neutral Not 

Important 

Not Important 

at All 

      

Price……………………………...... 42.2% (n= 

226) 

27.2% (n= 

136) 

18.2% (n= 

91) 

8.2% (n= 

41) 

4.2% (n= 21) 

      

Quality (*s)………………………... 38.8% (n= 

194) 

32.8% (n= 

164) 

16.6% (n= 

83) 

8.6% (n= 

43) 

3.4% (n= 17) 

      

Location………………………….... 26.6% (n= 

133) 

34.6% (n= 

171) 

26.0% 

(n=130) 

8.4% (n= 

42) 

4.2% (n= 21) 

      

Hotel Security…………………….. 40.4% (n= 

202) 

27.8% (n= 

139) 

19.8% (n= 

99) 

7.2% (n= 

36) 

4.8% (n= 24) 

      

Loyalty programmes……………... 19.2% (n= 

96) 

24.4% (n= 

122) 

30.6% (n= 

153) 

19.0% (n= 

95) 

7.0% (n= 35) 

      

Hotel’s style……………………….. 15.0% (n= 

75) 

29.4% (n= 

147) 

33.0% (n= 

165) 

15.8%(n= 

79) 

6.6% (33) 

      

Package offers…………………….. 17.8% (n= 

89) 

27.4% (n= 

124) 

30.8% (n= 

154) 

17.7% (n= 

88) 

6.4% (n= 32) 

      

Booking/Reservation 

convenience.. 

33.8% (n= 

169) 

21.8% (n= 

109) 

23.2% (n= 

116) 

14.4% (n= 

72) 

7.0% (n= 35) 

Note: the figures in the table are percentages and each row should add to 100. 

 

5.3.1 Part 3.1 Respondents’ Attributes and Sensitivity to Price 

Given the importance and congruency of these results to the purposes of the current thesis, 

the analysis is focusing relatively more on the interaction between the three more important 

attributes of the hospitality product in AD, as indicated in the section above (namely price, 

quality and security/risk concerns), and respondents‟ various socio – demographic variables. 

The discussion is summarized across Tables 5.6 to 5.8 below.  

 

More specifically, Table 5.6 below considers respondents‟ attitudes and sensitivity towards 

the price attribute. In particular, the positive (very important and important in Table 5.5) price 

tag indicates respondents that assign quite significant weight on price considerations when 

choosing a hotel in AD. Correspondingly, the negative (not important and not very important 
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at all in Table 5.5) price tag indicates those who do not really consider price to be such an 

important determining feature when they make choices regarding tourist accommodation in 

AD. Hence, for various respondent characteristics (e.g. males vs females) the responses are 

compared in each row as price sensitivity (price (+ve)) against price insensitivity (price (–

ve)). The empirical evidence summarized in Table 5.6 suggests that Europeans 51.6% said 

price attribute is either not important or not important at all when choosing a hotel and Asians 

visitors tend to be less price sensitive and 37.1% said price attribute is either not important or 

not important at all, as compared to visitors from North America, 47% said price attribute is 

very important or important. This is because the percentage of Europeans and Asians that did 

not consider price that important is greater than the percentage of their counterparts that did. 

This could well be due to the fact that Abu Dhabi is respectively closer to Europe and most 

Asian countries, as compared to the North America or Australia. Thus, visitors from Europe 

and nearby Asian countries face a less tight budget constraint due to cheaper airfares to AD. 

  

Table 5.6: Respondents’ Attitudes and Sensitivity Towards the Price Attribute 

 Price (+ve) Price (+/-) Price (-ve) 

Place of Origin    

Europe 47% (n=235) 47% (n= 246) 51.6% (n= 258) 
North America 7.8% (n= 39) 7.8%  (n= 39) 3.2% (n= 16) 
South America 1.3% (n= 7) 1.2% (n= 6) 1% (n= 5) 
Asia 30.5% (n= 152) 30.5% (n= 152) 37.1% (n= 185) 
Australia 4.9% (n= 24) 4.9% (n= 25) 1.6% (n= 8) 
Africa 8.5% (n= 43) 8.4% (n= 42) 6.5% (n= 32) 
    
Gender    
Male 70.3% (n= 351) 70.3% (n= 351) 72.6% (n= 363) 
Female 29.7% (n= 149) 29.7% (n= 149) 27.4% (n= 137) 
    

Marital Status    
Single (not married) 19.3% (n= 94) 22.0% (n= 110) 22.6% (n= 113) 
Divorced 5.8% (n= 29) 6.6% (n= 33) 12.9% (n= 65) 
Widowed 1.7% (n=  9) 0.0% 8.1% (n= 41) 
Separated 5.5% (n= 27) 4.4% (n= 22) 3.2% (n= 16) 
Living together 2.6% (n= 13) 8.8% (n= 44) 3.2% (n= 16) 
Married 63.4% (n= 317) 58.2% (n= 291) 48.8% (n= 244) 
Re-Married 1.7% (n= 9) 0.0% 1.6% (n= 8) 
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Age band    
Under 20 1% (n= 5) .9% (n= 5) 1% (n= 5)  
21 to 30 10.7% (n= 53) 10.7% (n= 53) 22.6% (n= 113) 
31 to 40 32.3% (n= 161) 32.2% (n= 161) 30.6% (n= 153) 
41 to 50 37.5% (n= 188) 37.5% (n=188) 25.8% (n= 129) 
51 to 64 16.7% (n= 83) 16.7% (n= 83) 16.1% (n= 80) 
65 + 2% (n= 10) 2% (n= 10) 4.8% (n= 24) 
    

Current Level of Educational Attainment   
Compulsory school education 4% (n= 20) 4% (n= 20) 8.1% (n= 40) 
Vocational training 9.2% (n= 46) 9.2% (n= 46) 4.8% (n= 24) 
Degree level qualification  45% (n= 225) 45% (n= 225) 40.3% (n= 201) 
Post graduate qualification 38.6% (n= 193) 38.6% (n= 193) 46.8% (n= 234) 
Other 3.2% (16) 3.2% (n= 16) 0.5% (n= 2) 
    

What is the main reason for your current visit to Abu Dhabi  
Mainly for business 30.5%  (n= 152)  24.2% (n= 121) 19.4% (n= 97) 
Mainly for holidays 32.6%  (n= 163)  32.6% (n= 163) 24.2% (n= 121) 
Mainly a stop – over 15% (n= 75)  15% (n= 75) 3.2% (n= 16) 
Mainly for a short trip 9.5%  (n= 48)  9.5% (n= 48) 17% (n = 85) 
Mainly for shopping 1.2% (n= 6) 6.7% (n= 34) 4.8% (n= 24) 
Mainly for attending a conference 10.1 n( = 51) 10% (n= 50) 29% (n= 145) 
Other 1.2% (n= 6)  2% (n= 10) 2.4% (n= 12) 
    

How long are you planning to stay in Abu Dhabi during your current visit 
Up to 3 days 42.9% (n= 214) 42.9% (n= 214) 41.9% (n= 210) 
Up to a week 41.5% (n= 208) 41.5% (n= 208) 46.8% (n= 234) 
Up to 2 weeks 12.4% (n= 62) 12.4% (n= 62) 9.7% (n= 48) 
More than 2 weeks 3.5% (n= 17) 3.5% (n= 17) 1% (n= 5) 
    

What type of accommodation are you using during your current trip to Abu Dhabi? 
Friends and Family 2.3% (n= 11) 2.3% (n= 11) 33.9% (n= 170) 
Own accommodation 1.2% (n= 6) 1.2% (n= 6) 2.2% (n= 11) 

3* hotel 8.4% (n= 42) 8.4% (n= 42) 1% (n= 5) 
4* hotel 47.6% (n= 238) 47.6% (n= 238) 16.1% (n= 80) 
5* hotel 40.9% (n= 204) 40.9% (n= 205) 45.2% (226) 
Other 1% (n= 5)  1.6% (n= 8) 

    

How did you book your hotel during your current trip to Abu Dhabi?  
Through a travel agent 54.8% (n= 274) 54.8% (n= 274) 35.5% (n= 178) 
Through hotel‟s web site 34% (n= 170) 34% (n= 170) 8.1% (n= 41) 
Online – independent web site 6.9& (n= 35) 6.9%(n= 34) 3.2% (n= 16) 
Other 4.3% (n= 21) 4.4% (n= 22) 53.2% (n= 266) 

+ = Very Important and Important 

+/- = Neutral   

- = Not Important and Not Important at All 

 

The empirical results also indicate that sensitivity to price does not seem to differ 

substantially for male and female respondents. Thus, for male respondents 70.3% appear to 
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be strongly influenced by price considerations and 72.6% reported that they are less affected 

by the hotel‟s price tag. Qualitatively speaking, the same applies for female travelers. There 

are two particular observations one can make with respect to these findings. First, that this is 

a positive result given that there is a strong part of tourism demand (i.e. Europeans and 

Asians) in AD that do not seem to be off-put by high prices and thus, willing to pay for 

quality accommodation. The second argument is that, contrary to the case in other tourism 

settings and cases there are no notable differences as far as male and female tourists are 

concerned. Again, this could be evaluated in a positive way since managers, planners and 

policy makers seem to be able to treat these two „segments‟ of tourism demand equally, 

without making any special arrangements or concessions especially for one of the two 

groups.  

 

As far as the influence of respondents‟ marital status on their price sensitivity, in the majority 

of cases, there does not seem to appear any notable difference as far as attitudes to price is 

concerned, hence, single, separated, those living together, and those who are re-married do 

not exert notable differences among themselves. On the contrary, those who are divorced, 

widowed or married appear to exhibit some differences towards their attitude to prices. 

Divorced or widowed respondents appear to be less likely to be influenced by prices in their 

choice of hotel establishment in AD. For example, 8.1% of widowed respondents said that 

they care very little about hotel prices, whereas only 1.7% of them said they do. 

Correspondingly, about twice as many divorced tourists (12.9%) said that higher prices are 

not particularly significant for them, as compared to those who said that they are (5.8%). For 

married people it is the other way around. They tend to be more price conscious as compared 

to other tourists. In particular, 63.4% of married respondents argued that price is a quite 

influential factor in their decision making process, whereas only about 49% of them said that 
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prices do not matter that much. This piece of evidence could be easily justified on the 

grounds that divorced (in some cases cost of divorce may be high and those may be more 

sensitive to prices) and widowed tourists have probably fewer family responsibilities to deal 

with, as compared to their married counterparts and hence, less likely to be affected by higher 

hotel prices.  

 

Moving on, the empirical results also suggest that young tourists (21 to 30 years of age) tend 

to be less price sensitive as compared to other tourists belonging to different age bands. In 

particular, 22.6% of tourists falling under this age group have reported that prices do not 

matter that much to them, as compared to about half of them (10.7%) who said that prices 

play a quite important role in their decision making process regarding the selection of a 

holiday residence in AD. On the contrary more mature visitors (those on the 41 to 50 age 

band) tend to be more price conscious (37.5% of them said that prices do matter, whereas 

almost 26% said that they do not). Equally interesting are the result concerning respondents‟ 

educational levels. It appears that attitudes towards hotel prices seem to be particularly 

affected by one‟s level of educational attainment. Thus, receiving compulsory school 

education, vocational training, or up to degree level educational qualifications are more likely 

to be affected by higher prices. On the contrary, those with a post graduate degree tend to be 

less concerned or affected (46.8% as compared to 38.6%) from higher prices. These results 

tend to partly confirm the results from other settings as far as the tourism demand and 

demand‟s attitudes towards prices in general. From this perspective, AD does not seem to be 

different to any other quality tourism destination worldwide.  

 

Another interesting observation relates to the impact of purpose of visit on respondents‟ price 

sensitivities. The empirical results from Table 5.6 suggest that there is a clear picture 
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emerging as far purpose of visit influence is concerned. Thus, those visiting AD for business 

purposes, as part of their holiday, or as a short stop over consider hotel prices to exert a 

particularly important role in their choice patterns as far as the selection of accommodation is 

concerned. On the other hand, those visiting AD as part of a short trip, for shopping or as part 

of a conference tour tend to be less price sensitive. These results tend to be of interest because 

they seem to distinguish the three main tourist markets in AD (namely those of business 

tourists, those of holiday makers, and those of conference tourists) into two distinctive 

categories. This could imply that hotel managers‟ practices may well differ across these three 

tourism demand segments. One could also argue that the existence of conference tourists to 

AD provides a lot of flexibility to hotel managers and practitioners given that they could 

incorporate the conference fee into the accommodation cost. Contrary to this result, the 

evidence regarding length of stay and price sensitivity seems to be more uniform, with the 

majority of respondents to be quite price sensitive. Thus, it appears that with the exception of 

those travelling to AD for up to a week appear to be rather influenced by hotel prices.  

 

Finally, the last two categories in the Table 5.6 (namely booking method and type of travel 

accommodation) appear to provide quite interesting results when considered together. The 

empirical results indicate that travelers residing in luxury hotel accommodation (5*) are the 

only type of visitors not to be particularly bothered about hotel prices. Combined this with the 

results regarding booking type (where only those categorized under the „other‟ option seem to 

be less likely to be negatively disposed toward prices (53.2% as compared to 4.3%) provide a 

rather interesting picture. A careful assessment of these two pieces of evidence would suggest 

that conference visitors appear to be the ones who are not really discouraged by high hotel 

prices. This is because conference participants usually book their travel tickets possibly 
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through their employer, and they also tend to stay close to the conference (usually organized 

at luxury and / or expensive hotel developments).  

 

 

5.3.2 Part 3.2 Respondents’ Attributes and Attitudes towards Quality 

Table 5.7 below summarises the discussion regarding this association between trip and socio-

demographic variables with quality considerations. At this point, it should be worth 

mentioning that quality concerns and considerations have received considerable attention in 

the hospitality literature (Verma 2010, Victorino et al. 2005, Binkley (1999), Edvardsson and 

Olsson (1996), Reid et al. 1992). Indicatively, Karmarkar (2004) argued that service quality 

is a strong pre-requisite for managers‟ quest to stay competitive in such dynamic conditions 

and environment. The argument is that once managers succeed in approaching customers‟ 

preferences towards service quality, they have almost covered half the distance towards a 

successful business relationship.  

 

Table 5.7: Respondents’ Attitudes and Sensitivity Towards the Quality Attribute 

Place of Origin Quality (+ve) Quality (+/-) Quality (-ve) 

Europe 48.6%  (n= 243) 26.5% (n= 133) 36.7% (n= 183) 
North America 9.2% (n= 46) 2.4% (n=12) 3.3% (n= 17) 
South America 1.7% (n= 8) 1.2% (n= 6) 0.9% (n= 5) 
Asia 28.5% (n= 142) 51.8% (n= 259) 48.3% (n= 242) 
Australia 4.5% (n= 22) 8.4% (n= 42) 3.3% (n= 17) 
Africa 7.3% (n=36) 9.6% (n= 48) 8.3% (n= 41) 
    
Gender    
Male 70.7% (n= 354) 71.1% (n= 356) 68.3% (n= 342) 
Female 29.3% (n= 146) 28.9% (n= 144) 31.7% (n= 158) 
    

Marital Status    
Single (not married) 19.8% (n=99) 18.1% (n= 91) 25.0% (n= 125) 
Divorced 6.4% (n= 32) 8.4% (n= 42) 6.7% (n= 34) 
Widowed 2.0% (n= 10) 1.2% (n= 6) 6.7% (n= 34) 
Separated 4.2% (n= 21) 4.8% (n= 24) 10.0% (n= 50) 
Living together 2.5% (n= 13) 7.2% (n= 36) 6.7% (n= 34) 
Married 63.4% (n= 317) 60.2% (n= 301) 43.3% (n= 217) 
Re-Married 1.7% (n= 9) 0.0% 1.7% (n= 9) 
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Age band    
Under 20 0.8% (n= 4) 1.2% (n= 6) 1% (n= 5) 
21 to 30 10.9% (n= 54) 18.1% (n= 91) 30.7% (n= 153) 
31 to 40 31.6% (n= 158) 39.8% (n= 199) 30% (n= 150) 
41 to 50 36% (n= 180) 31.1% (n= 156) 26.7% (n= 133) 
51 to 64 17.9% (n= 90) 10.8% (n= 54) 6.7% (n= 34) 
65 + 2.8% (n= 14) 0% 5% (n= 25) 
    

Current Level of Educational Attainment   
Compulsory school education 4.5%  (n= 22) 12% (n= 60) 8.3% (n= 42) 
Vocational training 8.1% (n= 41) 12% (n= 60) 8.3% (n=42) 
Degree level qualification 41.9% (n= 210) 42.2% (n= 211) 55% (n= 275) 
Post graduate qualification 42.2% (n= 211) 30.1% (n= 150) 26.7% (n= 133) 
Other 3.4% (n= 17) 2.4% (n= 12) 1.7% (n= 9) 
    

What is the main reason for your current visit to Abu Dhabi  

Mainly for business 31.8% (n= 159) 18.1% (n= 91) 20% (n= 100) 

Mainly for holidays 32.7% (n= 163) 33.7% (n= 168) 25% (n= 125) 

Mainly a stop – over 12.3% (n= 61) 16.9% (n= 84) 10% (n= 50) 

Mainly for a short trip 8.1% (n= 41) 13.3% (n= 67) 13.3% (n= 67) 

Mainly for shopping 1.7% (n= 9) 2.4% (n= 12) 3.3% (n= 17) 

Mainly for attending a conference 12.3% (n= 61) 12% (n= 60) 15% (n= 75) 

Other 1.1% (n=6) 3.6% (n= 18) 8.3% (n= 41) 

    

How long are you planning to stay in Abu Dhabi during your current visit 
Up to 3 days 41.6% (n= 208) 42.2% (n= 211) 41.6% (n= 208) 

Up to a week 43% (n= 210) 47% (n= 235) 40% (n= 200) 

Up to 2 weeks 12.6% (n= 63) 4.8% (n= 24) 16.7% (n= 83) 

More than 2 weeks 3.1% (n= 16) 6% (n= 30) 1.7% (n= 9) 

    

What type of accommodation are you using during your current trip to Abu Dhabi? 
Friends and Family 1.7% (n= 9) 36.1% (n= 181) 36.7% (n= 183) 

Own accommodation 1.1% (n= 6) 1.2% (n= 6) 3.3% (n= 16) 

3* hotel 6.7% (n= 33) 4.8% (n= 24) 11.7% (n= 59) 

4* hotel 45.3% (n= 226) 26.5% (n= 133) 23.3% (n= 117) 

5* hotel 45.5% (n= 227) 31.1% (n= 156) 23.3% (n= 117) 

Other 0.1% (n= 1) 1% (n= 5) 1.7% (n= 9) 

    

How did you book your hotel during your current trip to Abu Dhabi? 
Through a travel agent 54.2% (n= 271) 36.1% (n= 180) 43.3% (n= 217) 

Through hotel‟s web site 32.4% (n= 162) 8.4% (n= 42) 10% (n= 50) 

Online – independent web site 5.3% (n= 27) 7.2% (n= 36) 10% (n= 50) 

Other 8.1% (n= 41) 48.2% (n= 241) 36.7% (n= 183) 

 

 

As far as the empirical results are concerned, Table 5.7 indicates that trip related and socio – 

demographic variables do actually exert some influence on respondents attitudes towards 
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hotel service quality. Thus, it appears that respondents from Europe primarily, and North 

America to a lesser extent seem to be particularly affected by service quality considerations. 

48.6% of respondents with a European background were positively affected by service 

quality when making a choice of their hotel accommodation, as compared to 36.7% of them 

who reported negatively. The corresponding figures for respondents originating from North 

America were 9.2% and 3.3% respectively. On the other hand, respondents from South  

America, Asia, Australia and the rest of the world were rather indifferent to quality 

considerations. These results are quite interesting because they provide us with a slightly 

different picture as to the one usually depicted in the literature. While the literature in the area 

maintains that issues of service quality seem to be universally considered as particularly 

important for the generation of competitive advantage, the empirical results in the present 

investigation do not align with this conclusion.  

 

Marital status also appears to generate some notable differences among respondents and their 

perceptions of service quality. In particular, Table 5.7 suggests that single (not married), 

widowed, separated, and those co-habiting tend to be more negatively affected (e.g., in 

simple words not bothered) by service quality issues. Divorced and re-married respondents 

seemed to be indifferent to quality considerations, whereas married respondents seemed to 

care the most (63.4%) about quality issues whilst deciding in which hotel to reside. 

Presumably, this is because married people are more likely to travel with a family (existence 

of dependent parties) and this tends to create some concerns about service quality provisions.  

 

As far age is concerned, this variable seems to exert a linear effect on service quality. The 

empirical results indicate that the impact of service quality gets stronger and stronger as one 

gets older, but this ends at 50 years of age. Thus, those visitors under their 20s show very low 
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levels of positive considerations (less than 1% of them actually). On the other hand, about a 

third (36%) of all middle aged (41 to 50 years of age) are positively affected by service 

quality. Although the proportion of those who are positively affected by the hotel‟s quality of 

service is still quite high at a later age (18% for early matures – 51 to 64s), this proportion 

starts to fall dramatically for the senior visitors (just 2.5% for those on retirement age). On 

the other hand, the relationship between the perceived negative effect of service quality and 

age seems to be normally distributed across age categories. Thus, it peaks at about 31 to 50 

years of age, and plateaus at either ends respectively (1% for the young visitors, and 5% for 

the senior respondents (65+ years of age), respectively.  

 

According to the empirical results on Table 5.7 the cross tabulation between respondents‟ 

educational attainment and service quality seem to confirm to well established arguments in 

the tourism and hospitality sector. Hence, the better educated the respondents are, the more 

positively they will be associated with service quality. The results confirm this revealing that 

42.2% of those who considered service quality in a positive way held a post graduate 

qualification of some kind. This piece of evidence could be taken to suggest that respondents 

with a high accumulation of cultural capital tend to be more positively affected by service 

quality as far as their choice of hotel establishment. On the other hand, more than half (55%) 

of all respondents who reported that service quality does not affect them at all are holding a 

degree level qualification. Even though the difference is not that considerable, yet we can 

observe that respondents with low and medium level qualifications (compulsory, vocational 

and degree level qualifications) outperform their counterparts with the same educational 

qualifications but with a more positive opinion for service quality.  
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Contrary to the discussion above, the evidence regarding the effect of purpose of visit and 

length of stay on respondents‟ opinions on service quality does not seem to be as straight 

forward as in the cases above. First, as far as the purpose of visit is concerned, Table 5.6 

indicates that business (31.8%) as well as leisure visitors (32.7%) were at the same time more 

likely to be positively affected by service quality as well as not being affected at all (20% and 

25% respectively for the two categories of travelers). This is a fairly unexpected outcome and 

probably indicates a high degree of heterogeneity among the business visitors and holiday 

makers in the survey. One way to interpret the results would be to say that the majority of 

business and leisure visitors are much affected, in a positive way, from service quality, but 

there is also a sizeable portion in these two groups that do not show the same degree of care 

for service quality when making a decision regarding their tourism accommodation.  On the 

other hand, those visiting AD as part of a conference itinerary appear to be more laid back as 

far as service quality goers (15% of them said that they are not that bothered about service 

quality). One possible explanation would be that for these kind of travelers the main 

attraction of the trip is conference as opposed to leisure.  

 

We could use roughly the same line of arguments to explain the association between length 

of stay (LoS) and individual perceptions of service quality. In fact, the results from Table 5.7 

indicate that the proportion of positive and negative perceptions of service quality on hotel 

choice among those who are staying for very short (up to 3 days) and short (up to a week) 

periods of time in AD is virtually the same (approximately 42% in each case). Similarly, to 

the abovementioned case, one could interpret this result as an indication of heterogeneity 

among these type of visitors as far as this product attribute is concerned. We anticipate that 

this observation / hypothesis will crop up in latter stages of the analysis during the 

econometric analysis of the empirical results. Interestingly though, the rest of the evidence 
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tend to suggest that the longer respondents stay in AD (so LoS increases), the proportion of 

negative attitudes towards service quality tends to decrease drastically.  

 

Moving on, the results regarding type of accommodation and perceptions of service quality in 

the hospitality sector in AD seem to follow a logical path. In that sense, those who stay at 

high quality hotels (4* and 5* hotels) are also the ones exhibiting the highest proportion of 

positive attitudes towards service quality (45.3% and 45.5% respectively). On the other hand, 

those who chose to reside with friends and relatives (VFR) as well as 3* hotels are the ones 

least likely to share any positive feelings with respect to this particular product attribute. The 

explanation for this observation lies on the fact that almost by default those who reside in 

high quality tourist accommodation are more concerned about quality as compared to any 

other type of traveler. In addition to this, those respondents that have chosen to stay at 3* 

hotels have already (kind of) made their selection known to us, given that 3* hotels are 

known for their practicality as opposed to their luxury and superior service quality.  

 

Finally, the last set of variables examined in Table 5.7 relate to booking methods. The 

empirical results indicate that there is an almost clear distinction between booking methods 

and perceptions of service quality. On the one hand, positive influences of service quality on 

choice / selection process was very high among those who managed their trip through a travel 

agent (54.2%) and through a hotel‟s web site (32.4%). On the other hand, negative influences 

of service quality on choice / selection process was very high among those who managed 

their trip either through an independent web site (10%) or other means (36.7% respectively).  
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5.3.3 Part 3.3 Respondents’ Attributes and Attitudes towards Security/Risk 

The analysis in this part considers the association between individual variables and product 

attributes relates to attitudes towards security/risk concerns. Through the expression „hotel 

security concerns the analysis refers to “hotel security and insurance policies”. This is the 

exact wording that has been used in the survey questionnaire, and we simplify it by 

summarising it under „security/risk‟. Thus, in this setting a positive stance toward security 

concerns actually indicates a risk adverse individual, whereas a negative sign associated with 

security concerns actually describes a risk loving individual. The discussion around the 

empirical results concerned is summarized in Table 5.8 below. In particular, as far as the 

place of origin is concerned, the empirical results from Table 5.8 indicate that there are no 

major differences between respondents. Granted, respondents travelling from Europe ( seem 

to be more risk adverse individuals (53%) as compared to everybody else, but at the same 

time they also indicate the highest proportion of risk loving tourists among the respondents 

(48.3%). Exactly the same applies to Asians (28.7% and 39.7% respectively, albeit in this 

case risk loving individuals outnumber risk adverse ones).  

 

Although the results appear to be straight forward in the sense that visitors from Europe and 

Asia are more likely to visit AD (for geographical, religious and social issues, as we have 

seen earlier on the discussion), yet the results are not as straight forward in their 

interpretation. Hence, on a first account, the results act as initial indicators of preference 

heterogeneity among the respondents. The results could also be taken to imply that as far as 

risk adverse individuals are concerned, European visitors are more adverse as compared to 

Asian visitors. This could be partly to cultural reasons (European visitors are less familiarized 

with risk and uncertainty as compared to other populations), and to social reasons (Asians 

tend to have a bigger community there, thus a stronger safety net in case things go pair-

shaped).  
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Things are clearer cut when it comes to gender issues. The empirical results indicate (risk +ve 

(risk averse) vs risk –ve (risk loving) ) that males are more risk loving (70.7%), whereas 

females are more risk adverse (33.7%).  This result seems to conform to current expectations 

and align with the existing literature in the field, in the sense that males tend by default to be 

considered as more risk adverse individuals as compared to females. In addition to that, one 

does not have to ignore the cultural background of the current setting. Society in general in 

Abu Dhabi is much more conservative as compared to Europe and other places, so it would 

be logical to assume that female travelers to be more cautious and reserved when placed in 

such an environment.  

 

Table 5.8: Respondents’ Attitudes and Sensitivity Towards the Security/Risk 

Attribute 

    

 Risk 

Adverse 

Neutral Risk Loving 

 Risk (+ve) Risk (+/-) Risk (-ve) 

Place of Origin    

Europe 53% (265) 44.2% (221) 48.3% (242) 
North America 7.9% (40) 6.6% (33) 0% 
South America 1% (5) 1.4% (7) 1.7% (9) 
Asia 28.7% (143) 34.9% (174) 39.7% (198) 
Australia 3% (15) 5.3% (27) 1.7%(9) 
Africa 5.9% (30) 7.3% (36) 8.6% (43) 
    
Gender    
Male 66.3% (332) 68% (340) 70.7% (354) 
Female 33.7% (168) 32% (160) 29.3% (146) 
    

Marital Status    
Single (not married) 20.3% (102) 19.2% (96) 22.4% (112) 
Divorced 1.3% (7) 7.0% (35) 6.9% (34) 
Widowed 2.0% (10) 1.3% (7) 5.2% (26) 
Separated 3.5% (17) 4.0% (20) 6.9% (34) 
Living together 2.5% (13) 3.3% (17) 6.9% (34) 
Married 63.9% (319) 63.8% (319) 48.3% (242) 
Re-Married 2.0% (10) 1.3% (7) 3.4% (17) 
    

Age band    
Under 20 1% (5) 1% (5) 0% 
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21 to 30 10.4% (52) 12.3% (62) 25.9% (130) 
31 to 40 28.7% (143) 31.9%(159) 31% (155) 
41 to 50 38.1% (191) 36.2% (181) 36.2% (181) 
51 to 64 18.3% (92) 16.3% (81) 3.4% (17) 
65 + 3.5% (17) 2.7% (14) 3.4% (17) 
    

Current Level of Educational Attainment  
Compulsory school education 5% (25) 7% (35) 8.6% (43) 
Vocational training 9.9% (49) 10.3% (52) 6.9% (35) 
Degree level qualification  40.6% (203) 41.9% (210) 51.7% (258) 
Post graduate qualification 42.6% (213) 38.2% (191) 32.8% (164) 
Other 2% (10) 2.3%(12) 0% 
    

What is the main reason for your current visit to Abu Dhabi 
Mainly for business 35.1% (176) 30.6% (153) 20.7% (103) 

Mainly for holidays 35.6% (178) 34.2% (171) 27.6% (138) 

Mainly a stop – over 6.9% (35) 11.6% (58) 13.8% (69) 

Mainly for a short trip 7.9% (40) 10% (50) 8.6% (43) 

Mainly for shopping 2% (10) 1.3% (7) 3.4% (17) 

Mainly for attending a conference 10.4% (58) 9.9% (49) 12.1% (61) 

Other 2% (10) 2.3% (12) 8.6% (43) 

    

How long are you planning to stay in Abu Dhabi during your current visit 
Up to 3 days 36.1% (180) 39.2% (196) 48.3% (241) 

Up to a week 47% (235) 45.8% (229) 36.2% (181) 

Up to 2 weeks 14.4% (72) 12.3% (61) 13.8% (69) 

More than 2 weeks 2.5% (125) 2.7% (13) 3.4% (17) 

    

What type of accommodation are you using during your current trip to Abu Dhabi? 
Friends and Family 1.5% (7) 11.3% (56) 36.2% (181) 

Own accommodation 1% (5) 1% (5) 3.4% (113) 

3* hotel 8.4% (43) 7%  (35) 6.9% (34) 

4* hotel 44.6% (223) 40.6% (203) 25.9% (13) 

5* hotel 45% (225) 40.5% (202) 25.9% (13) 

Other 0% 0% 1.7% (9) 

    

How did you book your hotel during your current trip to Abu Dhabi? 
Through a travel agent 46.5% (233) 46.5% (232) 44.8% (224) 

Through hotel‟s web site 40.1% (51) 30.9%(154) 8.6% (43) 

Online – independent web site 5.4% (27) 5.7% (28) 10.3% (51) 

Other 5.9% (30) 17% (85) 36.2%(181) 

 

 

The above mentioned line of argument seems to be also applicable when discussing the 

interaction between marital status and attitudes towards risk. Interestingly enough, all 

categories in this variable but married individual are exhibiting a higher percentage of risk 

adverse behaviour as compared to risk loving one. Individuals that reported their marital 
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status to be „married‟ were the only ones to exhibit a higher risk adverse behaviour towards 

hotels (63.9%) as compared to risk loving one (48.3%). We hypothesize that this is because 

married individuals almost by default tend to be more cautious and conservative in their 

choice patterns as compared to non – married individuals. This applies to many settings, 

including the hospitality sector. On top of that, the fact that there are no notable differences as 

far as the other marital groups are concerned.  

 

As far as the effect of the age variable‟s influence on risk perceptions about risk, the 

empirical results indicate that young visitors (up to 40 years of age) tend to exhibit a more 

risk loving attitude as compared to their counterparts with risk adverse behavior. Indicatively, 

for the 21 to 30 years of age category, 25.9% have reported a risk loving behaviour and only 

10.4% a risk adverse attitude. The same applies for the next age group (31 to 40 years of 

age). Thus, as one would expect, young age respondents are more risk loving individuals as 

compared to their older counterparts. This does not seem to be the case as far as the 

educational attainment variable is concerned. In this case it appears that highly educated 

respondents (those holding bachelor degree) tend to be risk loving and respondents with post 

graduate degree  appear to be risk adverse individuals. This could again be argued that this 

may be down to the existence of heterogeneity among these respondents in the survey 

sample.  

 

The effect of the purpose of visit on risk perceptions resembles the marital status pattern, 

discussed earlier on. Thus, for all but two categories (those were business visitors and holiday 

makers) everybody else tends to exhibit a more risk loving behavior (in the sense that their 

risk loving proportions are higher compared to their risk adverse proportion). Business 

travelers as well as holiday makers appear to be much more reserved and cautious as 
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compared to everyone else. And while the research kind of expected this outcome for 

business travelers, this was certainly unexpected for holiday makers. However, one could 

argue that given the high proportion of 1
st
 time visitors, as well as the cultural context that 

many Europeans and female travelers are not familiar (or even comfortable) with the area 

could possibly explain holiday makers‟ risk adverse nature.  

 

Other notable point to consider from the descriptive analysis of the empirical results is the 

considerable influence of the type of hotel on behavioral patterns. Thus, high quality hotel 

accommodation (4* and 5* hotels) is predominately associated with a risk adverse behaviour. 

More than 90% of all respondents who revealed a risk adverse behaviour tend to reside in 

high quality hotels in AD. Thus, the issues pertaining to security, and risk taking are expected 

to be extremely important when making a selection regarding hotel accommodation. At the 

same time, the results indicate that those who book their hotel accommodation through the 

hotel‟s own web site were very cautious and thus very likely to exhibit a risk adverse 

behavior (40% of them). The same applies for those who have used a travel agent to book 

their hotel. Out of all risk adverse individuals in the sample, 46% of them have booked their 

hotel through a travel agent. In this case, physical presence seems to counteract online 

uncertainty. In addition to that, the fairly large financial commitment that is required in order 

to book decent accommodation in AD implies that individuals do not want to leave anything 

to chance, hence their preference to physical travel agents.  

 

5.4 Part 4: Validation of the Survey Questionnaire Results 
In addition to the abovementioned analysis, there is also a need to validate, or cross check the 

empirical results of the survey questionnaire. In other words, researchers should always strive 

to justify the validity and representativeness of the empirical results, especially when these 
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have been generated through a questionnaire survey. Unfortunately in our case, this is the 1
st
 

published study of tourism demand analysis in AD, thus there is a paucity of relevant 

information.  

 

For this reason, the analysis has turned to other sources of information in order to compare and 

cross – check the relevance and representativeness of the survey results. For this reason we 

turned to the International Passenger Survey (IPS) conducted by the United Kingdom Office of 

National Statistics (ONS) every year for visitors travelling to and from the UK to other places 

of the world. For the purposes of the analysis, we have restricted our search to 2012 (the last 

year in the survey at the time of writing this chapter) and to UK travelers to Abu Dhabi 

specifically. The study acknowledges the limitations of the current approach, but at the absence 

of a better alternative, the decision was deliberate. Given that there is no direct pairing between 

the two surveys Table 5.9 will be compared mainly against information provided in tables 5.1 

and 5.4.  Furthermore, the analysis will only consider questions and information that is 

included in both surveys (so for example, the information regarding the period of visitation of 

UK travelers to AD will not be discussed, even though it is provided in Table 5.9 below).  

 

Starting from the purpose of visit variable, the results from tables 5.1 and 5.9 reveal that there 

is a considerable degree of congruency between the two sources of information. In particular, 

the empirical findings indicate that in both cases the majority of visitors travel to AD mainly 

for holiday purposes, and then followed by business purposes. In actual terms the percentages 

are not very far off from each other. In the case of the IPS survey, the next item down the list is 

VFR travel, whereas in the case study, the third „motivating‟ factor is en route to a different 

destination. Actually, the percentages regarding transit visitors (en – route to another 

destination, or generally speaking those who are not planning of staying for more than a few 
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hours) are very close between the two surveys, 12.8% for the case study, and 8.2% for the IPS 

study.  

 

Moving on, the results regarding respondents‟ gender (Tables 5.1 and 5.9) are not really 

comparable, given that there is an over-representation of males travelers in the case study 

survey (70.4% as opposed to 57.4% in the IPS survey). However, one could possibly justify the 

difference between the two studies on coverage grounds. The IPS survey considered only UK 

travelers (by definition a much more balanced out sample), whereas the case study survey 

considered travelers from all parts of the world. Given the fact that those travelling from Asia 

and the sub-continent tend to be mainly male travelers, one could appreciate the differences 

between the two sample statistics. Correspondingly, the same applies for female travelers and 

their percentage. 

 

The next comparison indicator refers to respondents‟ age distribution. Given the fact that the 

age categories are not the same across the two studies, one could not generate safe conclusions, 

so in this case the analysis will focus on those categories that appear to share some similarities. 

Hence, according to the evidence presented in tables 5.1 and 5.9 the proportion of those 

travelers in their early teens seems to be directly comparable across the two studies (0.8% in 

the case study and 2.1% from the IPS dataset). The same applies in the case of senior travelers 

more than 65 years of age (2.4% for the case study and 4.9% for the IPS dataset), mature 

travelers (15.4% for the case study survey and 15.2% for the IPS survey), as well as the young 

visitors in the two surveys (14.6% for the case study and 14% for the IPS survey).  

 

Finally, as far as respondents‟ length of stay is concerned, the results in Tables 5.4 and 5.9 

reveal that there is some degree of congruence mainly across the first two categories. This is 
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mainly because again, there is a problem of category pairing, with the two studies following 

different measurement scales. However, one can notice that the percentages of those visiting 

AD en route to a different destination are quite close. Hence those visiting AD for a short 

period of time only are 41.6% in the case study survey, whereas those visiting AD for up to 3 

days are 37.2% in the IPS survey. The proportion of those visiting AD for up to a fortnight is 

almost 45% in the IPS survey, whereas the „corresponding‟ percentage in the case study dataset 

is 43.3%. this represent a fairly close match between the two survey populations, and provides 

some degree of confidence as far as the representativeness of our sample. 
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Table 5.9: Validation of the Survey Results 

Variable Description Percentage 

Quarter Visitation Period in AD  
Quarter1 Jan–Mar, 23.5% (n=1058) 
Quarter2 Apr–Jun, 25.4% (n=1143)  
Quarter3 Jul–Sep 27.9% (n= 1255) 
Quarter4 Oct–Dec 23.2% (n= 1044) 

   

Mode Mode of travel  
Mod1 Air 98.5% (n= 4432) 
Mod2 Sea 0.3% (n= 14) 
Mod3 Tunnel 1.2% (n= 54) 

   

Purpose of visit Purpose of visit  
Purp1 Holiday 34.8% (n= 1566) 
Purp2 Business 28.9% (n= 1300) 
Purp3 Study 1.6% (n= 72) 
Purp4 VFR (visit friends or relatives) 26.5% (n= 1193) 
Purp5 Transits 8.2% (n= 369) 

   

Package Method of Booking   
Pack1 Independent 86.8% (n= 3906) 
Pack2 Non-Independent 13.2% (n= 594) 

   

Gender Respondent‟s gender  
Sex1 Male 57.4% (n= 2583) 
Sex2 Female 42.3% (n= 1903) 

   

Age Respondent‟s Age  
Age1 0-15 2.1% (n= 95) 
Age2 16–24 14% (n= 630) 
Age3 25–34 22% (n= 990) 
Age4 35–44 22,1% (n= 995) 
Age5 45–54 19.8% (n= 891) 
Age6 55–64 15.2% (n= 684) 
Age7 65 & over 4.9% (n= 220) 

   

Duration Length of Stay  
Dur1 0–3 nights 37.2% (n= 1674) 
Dur2 4–13 nights 44.4% (n= 1998) 
Dur3 14–27 nights 12.7% (n= 571) 
Dur4 28 nights + 5.3% (n= 239) 

Source: International Passenger Survey (IPS), (2012),  Office of National Statistics (ONS). This table is 

based on a random sample of 4500 UK visitors to AD in 2012. 
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CHAPTER 6: Econometric Results 

Chapter 6 is in a way continuing from the point where the previous chapter, chapter 5, ended. 

This is because the econometric analysis is in principle extending the storyline that started 

from the descriptive analysis of the survey dataset. As a result, the analysis considers chapter 

6 (the econometric analysis) as an extension of the empirical findings in such a way that it 

provides richer and more reliable evidence (parametric) to support the initial hypothesis. 

Given the nature of the hypothesis analysed in chapter 1, and the discussion of the proposed 

methodology, as suggested in chapter 4, chapter 6 deals with the econometric analysis of 

respondents‟ stated preferences for a number of future policy initiatives on AD hotels.  

 

6.1 Homogeneous Preference Specification (MNL model) 
 

As a starting point, this section of the discussion considers the analysis of the empirical 

results derived from the multinomial logit model (MNL) preference specification. The 

empirical results derived from the MNL preference specification are summarised in tables 6.2 

to 6.4 and figures 1 and 2 below.  Table 6.2 refers to the individual preference beta (β) 

coefficients, Table 6.3 discusses the marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) estimates from the 

homogeneous choice modelling specification, Table 6.4 contains the marginal effects, 

whereas the discussion in this section concludes with Table 6.5 and the elasticity estimates.  

 

In Table 6.1 below, the analysis provides a summary of the signs (relationship between 

dependent and independent variables) we anticipate seeing, in advance. So for example, the 

analysis anticipates that all respondents are naturally risk averse as far as security risks are 

concerned, so they would all prefer some sort of protection (in this case protection could take 
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the form of an insurance policy offered for free from respective hotels). Nevertheless, the 

analysis also anticipates that hotels (especially upmarket hotels) should be expected to offer 

free medical care in case of an accident. Hence, the analysis anticipates that such a policy 

initiative should not feature very prominently among respondents. In addition to that, Table 

6.1 indicates the “status quo” conditions as far as the SPDCM experiment is concerned. for 

that matter it identifies a base category for each attributes used in the experimental design. 

This base category represents the current state of the world as far as the provision of the 

particular attribute is concerned. Hence, the SPDCM experiment recognises that the majority 

of hotels being built in AD nowadays are 4*, that the majority of them advertise their services 

through own as well as independent means, that the majority of hotels are clustered along a 

strip that is located no more than 30 minutes drive from the airport etc.   

 

Table 6.1: Expected Signs (A Priori Expectations)  

Advertisement Practices  

Hotel advertises through own and independent websites Base 

Own website PLUS collaborative relationships with partner websites +ve 

Own website PLUS mail shots / emails to previous guests +ve 

Own website PLUS social networking sites +ve 

Star (Quality) Rating  

4 Star Base 

3 Star -ve / +ve 

5 Star +ve 

5 Star Superior +ve 

Hotel Style  

Contemporary Boutique style  Base 

Heritage (Arabian) Style hotel -ve / +ve 

Spa Style hotel +ve 

Eco-friendly Style hotel +ve 

Distance from the Airport (Location) +ve 

Up to 30 min. Base 

Up to 15 min. -ve/+ve 

Up to 45 min. -ve / +ve 

More than 45 min. -ve 

Package Offers -ve 

Package includes room rate ONLY Base 

Base PLUS 20% discount to any guest who opt for Advanced Purchase Stay "Not 

Refundable" 

-ve/+ve 

Base PLUS free transportation from and to the airport for those staying up to 3 +ve 
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nights 

Base PLUS 2 free entry passes to major cultural attraction and events in AD +ve 

Hotel Security/ Risk  

Hotel does not offer any form of risk protection Base 

Hotel offers free medical care in the event of an accident  -ve 

Hotel offers full refund for any property lost in the hotel +ve 

Hotel offers full refund in case of medical epidemic or natural disaster +ve 

Cost / Price  

Price -ve 

 

 

All MNL and mixed logit (MMNL) results were derived using Nlogit version 9.0 in a Limdep 

environment. As customary in other settings, the analysis first considers the empirical results 

relating to the individual preference coefficients (βs). Overall, the model appears to exhibit a 

decent fit (R
2
: 20.4%), indicating a fairly good predictive ability. Table 2 below indicates that 

the homogeneous preference specification regarding individual preferences for future or 

hypothetical policy initiatives in AD hotels generates a number of statistically significant 

results: 

 First, it appears that the alternative specific constant (ASC) is positive and statistically 

significant. This practically implies that respondents value in a positive way the existing 

hospitality offers in place at the emirate.  

 Second, as far as the advertisement practices are concerned, respondents provided mixed 

responses regarding the policy initiatives being proposed for the future. On the one hand, 

respondents were particularly negative as far as advertisement and promotion practices 

combining the hotel‟s own website and emails to guests that have stayed at the hotel in 

the past (reminder emails). On the other hand, respondents were particularly positive as 

far as the use of social media and social networking sites.  

 Third, respondents only seemed to appreciate superior hotel developments (superior 5* 

hotels) in AD.  This is a particularly interesting piece of evidence because it suggests that 

visitors appreciate mostly those lavish luxury developments that are taking place in AD. 
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This results tends to indicate that respondents are looking for a „wow‟ factor when 

travelling to AD, and more or less have associated the destination with something out of 

the ordinary, or a „once – in – a lifetime‟ experience.  

 Fourth, as far as the style of the hotel‟s development is concerned, respondents were 

particularly positive towards hotels built in a way that it respects and protects the 

environment (eco-friendly hotels), whereas at the same time they were particularly 

negative towards spa style hotels. Practically, the current piece of evidence indicates that 

respondents in AD are convinced that practitioners and managers should do more as far as 

the implementation of environmentally friendly practices in the hospitality industry are 

concerned.  

 Fifth, the empirical evidence regarding the hotel‟s location (in terms of its distance from 

the main international airport) indicates that respondents hold pretty strong views 

regarding the hotel‟s location. Thus, they appear to be particularly disproving of any 

policy initiative in which they have to drive for 45 or more from the airport to the hotel.  

 Sixth, respondents expressed strong negative views as far as package deals containing 

basic discount offers tying in together the room rate with travel arrangements to and from 

the airport.  

 Finally, respondents were generally less sympathetic to price increases. Thus, higher 

prices meant that there was a lower likelihood of choosing a particular hotel. In a way, 

and despite the nature of the service being offered, this acts as a confirmatory sign for the 

study, in the sense that less of a particular product or service will be required at a higher. 

Thus, from a validity perspective, the results seem to confirm orthodox economic 

theorising. 
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Table 6.2: Beta  (β) Coefficients from the Homogeneous Preference Specification 

Constant .089 (.001)*** 

  

Advertisement Practices  

Hotel advertises through own and independent websites Base 

Own website PLUS collaborative relationships with partner websites -.138 (.192) 

Own website PLUS mail shots / emails to previous guests -.402 (.000)*** 

Own website PLUS social networking sites .183 (.083)* 

  

Star (Quality) Rating  

4 Star Base 

3 Star -.137 (.336) 

5 Star -.172 (.228) 

5 Star Superior .420 (.056)* 

  

Hotel Style  

Contemporary Boutique style  Base 

Heritage (Arabian) Style hotel .074 (.483) 

Spa Style hotel -.597 (.000)*** 

Eco-friendly Style hotel .149 (.062)* 

  

Distance from the Airport (Location)  

Up to 30 min. Base 

Up to 15 min. -.031 (.765) 

Up to 45 min. -.385 (.000)*** 

More than 45 min. -.193 (.073)* 

  

Package Offers  

Package includes room rate ONLY Base 

Base PLUS 20% discount to any guest who opt for Advanced Purchase 

Stay "Not Refundable" 

.029 (.782) 

Base PLUS free transportation from and to the airport for those staying 

up to 3 nights 

-.672 (.000)*** 

Base PLUS 2 free entry passes to major cultural attraction and events in 

AD 

-.063 (.550) 

  

Hotel Security / Risk  

Hotel does not offer any form of risk protection Base 

Hotel offers free medical care in the event of an accident  .006 (.954) 

Hotel offers full refund for any property lost in the hotel -.138 (.179) 

Hotel offers full refund in case of medical epidemic or natural disaster -.099 (.354) 

  

Cost / Price  

Price -.007 (.020)** 

  

Observation 4500 

LL function -2449.276 

R
2
 .204 
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In addition to the beta coefficients being reported in Table 6.2 above, the model also provides 

a set of other diagnostics to evaluate the ability of the model to predict individual behavioural 

patterns with respect to their decision of which hotel to choose for their holidays. In 

particular, figures 6.1 and 6.2 below present the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) 

curve and the sensitivity versus specificity diagram.  

Figure 6.1: The ROC Curve 
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The ROC curve identified above is derived from the numerical analysis of respondents‟ 

answers. The diagonal line that divides the diagram into two equal parts represents the 

probability of what we would have expected if we engage in simple guessing (i.e., leaving 

things at pure chance). The other angled line represents, in simple words, the statistical 

accuracy of the model we are dealing with. According to Zweig and Campbell (1993) and 

Hanley and McNeil (1988), the shape of the ROC curve allows us to visually observe the 

strength of the association between the set of independent variables and the dependent 

variable in question. In other words, it presents in a visual way the statistical „fit‟ of the 

model and the respective empirical results we have got at hand. Ideally, the more accurate the 
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model, the more angled towards the upper left quadrant the curve will be. So, the further 

away the curved line from the diagonal, the more accurate and stronger the model is. In our 

case here, the overall accuracy of the model is estimated at .732. Based on Faraggi and Feiser 

(2002), anything between .70 and .92 represents a good fit of the model. In this respect, the 

.73 in our case falls within these boundaries so we can argue that the data fits the model quite 

well.  

 

As it was argued in earlier parts of the discussion in addition to the ROC curve, the model‟s 

output includes a set of curves illustrating the sensitivity versus specificity trade – off. This 

information is summarised in figure 2 below.  

Figure 6.2: Sensitivity and Specificity Analysis 
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Figure 6.2 above, plots both sensitivity and specificity versus probability cut - off point c. 

Figure 6.2 illustrates what a researcher would get id he/she varied the cut – off probability c 

from 0 to 1. Based on the abovementioned figure and the fact that the cross section of the two 

curves is closer to the top left hand side corner of the diagram indicates that the model 
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provides a good measure of distinguishing who will visit a hotel with a set of potential or 

future policy initiatives as these are described in the choice experiment and who will not.  

 

6.1.1 Welfare Analysis 

Moving on in the analysis, the discussion next considers welfare effects or in other words, the 

marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) estimates derived from the empirical analysis. Welfare 

effects are of primary importance to policy makers because they provide the monetary 

equivalent of changes in utility that a particular respondent experiences as a result of a 

change in one of the characteristics of the commodity under investigation. One can then 

equate the increase in utility that the respondent would derive from a change in one of the 

product attributes (a reduction in the quality of the hotel, measured according to the star 

rating system) with what he would have gained in terms of an „equivalent‟ variation in his/her 

income. Following Boxall et al. (2003), the above discussion regarding compensating 

variation can be associated with the change in product attributes and the resulting 

compensatory amount that has to be devoted by the individual in order to retain his/her 

original utility levels prior to the change. 

 

A marginal willingness to pay compensating variation welfare measurement for the 

representative consumer is calculated by the formula: 

 

     (6.1) 

 

where V
0
 and V

1
 denote conditions before and after the change and βM is the marginal utility 

of income (the price coefficient will be employed as a proxy). Furthermore, the 
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abovementioned equation can be simplified even more when the value of a specific attribute 

is being estimated. Marginal willingness to pay can be estimated by the ratio of coefficients 

 

        (6.2) 

 

Table 6.3 reports the marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) results. The negative sign in some 

of the attributes indicates a reduction in respondents‟ utility levels. For consistency purposes, 

the discussion will only consider those that correspond to the statistically significant beta 

coefficients from Table 6.2 above. This is particularly useful for researchers given that the 

beta coefficient does not provide any other information other than the direction of the 

magnitude (whether the relationship between the dependent and independent variables is 

positive, or negative).  

 

There are a number of points to consider once we examine the empirical evidence in Table 

6.3. First, and as far as hotels‟ advertisement practices are concerned, respondents argued 

that they would be prepared to pay almost 57.5 Drhs (calculated using equation 6.2) less, as 

compared to the current situation if hotel managers decide to advertise through their own 

(hotel‟s) web site and at the same time send emails to guest that have resided at the hotel in 

the past. The analysis hypothesises that this may be due to respondents‟ preferences towards 

the protection of their electronic privacy. It seems that respondents consider email 

communication as much „closer‟ or personal to them, as compared to other means of 

communication. For that matter, their levels of utility seem to be negatively affected when 

prospective hotel managers try to contact them via this way. On the other hand, respondents 

overall were very happy as far as the use of promotional practices involving social media 

sites. In fact, they have reported that they would be willing to pay anything up to 26.14 Drhs, 
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as compared to the base level, in order to receive promotional information regarding 

prospective hotels and resorts in AD, through social media sites.  

 

Second, it appears that respondents overall, are not any more impressed by „typical‟ types of 

hotel development. Instead, they seemed to appreciate quite dearly the hotel developments of 

a superior type (superior 5* hotels). In fact, they would be willing to pay up to 60 Drhs. per 

day for any such development. We assume that this is because AD has a tradition in similar 

type of hotel developments, as well as a number of landmark hotel properties (Emirates 

Palace, Eastern Mangroves Hotel etc) that have developed certain amount of expectations for 

the prospective visitors to the destination. It seems as if respondents are willing to pay for the 

continuation of this expectation. 

 

Third, the evidence presented regarding the style of future hotel developments in AD is quite 

astonishing. Apparently, respondents did not seem to bother too much about traditional 

(Arabian) style hotels. Instead they seemed to hold particularly strong preferences (both 

negative as well as positive) for alternative styles of hotel development. In particular, their 

utility levels seem to be negatively affected by almost 85.3 Drhs. per day from spa style hotel 

developments in AD. On the other hand, respondents maintained fairly strong preferences for 

eco – friendly type of hotels, reporting a marginal WTP of 21.3 Drhs. per visitor per day. 

Thus, there seems to be a particular trend here, with respondents willing to pay for the „wow‟ 

factor (earlier developments) but as it seems only for environmentally friendly developments, 

or hospitality developments that also consider the effect to the environment.  

 

Fourth, as it was expected in advance, participants reported a negative WTP (hence, a 

reduction in their utility levels) as far as the location of the hotel is concerned. In particular, 
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their dissatisfaction was equal to 55 Drhs. and 27.6 Drhs. for distances up to 45 minutes and 

more than 45 minutes respectively from the airport to the hotel. Implicitly, these results 

indicate that respondents are keen to experience a seamless experience from the airport to 

their hotel without any delays, having to wait in a hot and probably unfamiliar environment. 

In addition to that, respondents‟ replies may indicate that there should be some effort 

regarding demand management at the airport‟s vicinity so that hotel managers ensure that 

there are no delays in transporting guests from the airport to the hotel.  

 

Fifth, the fact that respondents felt negative about prospective package offers involving free 

transportation to and from the airport included in the price for the room for those staying for 

up to 3 nights (transit visitors) could be explained twofold. On the one hand, respondents may 

have felt that this is only reasonable (at least for upmarket hotels) to offer free transportation 

to and from the airport. This is certainly a common practice being employed across the world 

especially as far as 5* hotels are concerned. On the other hand, respondents may have felt 

that this offer should be extended to all prospective visitors and not on specific segments of 

the hotel‟s clientele.  
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Table 6.3: Willingness to Pay (WTP) from the Homogeneous Preference Specification 

Constant 12.71 

Advertisement Practices  

Hotel advertises through own and independent websites Base 

Own website PLUS collaborative relationships with partner websites -19.71 

Own website PLUS mail shots / emails to previous guests -57.42 

Own website PLUS social networking sites 26.14 

Star (Quality) Rating  

4 Star Base 

3 Star -19.57 

5 Star -24.57 

5 Star Superior 60 

Hotel Style  

Contemporary Boutique style  Base 

Heritage (Arabian) Style hotel 10.57 

Spa Style hotel -85.28 

Eco-friendly Style hotel 21.28 

Distance from the Airport (Location)  

Up to 30 min. Base 

Up to 15 min. -4.42 

Up to 45 min. -55 

More than 45 min. -27.57 

Package Offers  

Package includes room rate ONLY Base 

Base PLUS 20% discount to any guest who opt for Advanced Purchase 

Stay "Not Refundable" 

4.14 

Base PLUS free transportation from and to the airport for those staying 

up to 3 nights 

-96 

Base PLUS 2 free entry passes to major cultural attraction and events in 

AD 

-9 

Hotel Security / Risk  

Hotel does not offer any form of risk protection Base 

Hotel offers free medical care in the event of an accident  .085 

Hotel offers full refund for any property lost in the hotel -19.71 

Hotel offers full refund in case of medical epidemic or natural disaster -14.14 
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6.1.2 Marginal Effects 

Based on the information provided by Devkota et al. (2004), the empirical results derived 

from the homogeneous preference specification model (MNL) in the form of beta coefficients 

cannot really be interpreted. So, in order to provide a more thorough picture of respondents‟ 

(homogeneous) preference patterns, the analysis also considers marginal effects and elasticity 

estimates derived from the MNL model. The analysis first considers the analysis at the 

margin. Table 6.4 below presents the marginal effects for the set of future or hypothetical 

policy initiatives in AD. Following Apostolakis and Jaffry (2013), the analysis computes 

marginal effects as the percentage change in the probability of visitation as a result of a 

unitary change (or a change from one category to the next) in the explanatory variables in the 

choice experiment. Marginal effects are estimated as:  

 

          (6.3) 

 

where jx represents the coefficient of characteristic x for choice alternative j.  

 

For brevity reasons, and keeping to the important aspects of the empirical findings, the 

analysis will only consider for discussion the statistically significant coefficients from Table 

6.4. The empirical results from Table 6.4 indicate that the probability of someone visiting a 

hotel that attempts to advertise through its own website and through emails to individual 

customers would be lower by 8.3%, as compared to the base category (where the hotel 

advertises exclusively through websites (own and independent). On the other hand, the 

probability of visitation increases by 3.8%, as compared to the base category when managers 
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and practitioners advertise through own web site and social networking media. At the same 

time, respondents argued that they would be 9.1% more likely to visit a 5* superior hotel, as 

compared to the base (4 star hotel).  

 

Interestingly enough, respondents argued that they would be 12.3% less likely to visit a spa 

style hotel as compared to a contemporary boutique hotel. On the other hand, they would 

have been 3.1% more likely to visit an eco – friendly hotel, when compared to a 

contemporary boutique hotel. Apparently, it becomes even more obvious now that 

respondents do not seem to appreciate very much any future or hypothetical development that 

resembles to something small scale and „common‟. However, their responses indicate a deep 

interest for the environment and natural resources. From this perspective, any potential 

hospitality development should focus on the environment in true fashion and not merely as a 

publicity stunt.  
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Table 6.4: Marginal Effects from the Homogeneous Preference Specification 
Constant .223 (.001)*** 

  

Advertisement Practices  

Hotel advertises through own and independent websites Base 

Own website PLUS collaborative relationships with partner websites -.028 (.183) 

Own website PLUS mail shots / emails to previous guests -.083 (.000)*** 

Own website PLUS social networking sites .038 (.090)* 

  

Star (Quality) Rating  

4 Star Base 

3 Star -.027 (.326) 

5 Star -.035 (.228) 

5 Star Superior .091 (.067)* 

  

Hotel Style  

Contemporary Boutique style  Base 

Heritage (Arabian) Style hotel .015 (.487) 

Spa Style hotel -.123 (.000)*** 

Eco-friendly Style hotel .031 (.069)* 

  

Distance from the Airport (Location)  

Up to 30 min. Base 

Up to 15 min. -.006 (.764) 

Up to 45 min. -.079 (.000)*** 

More than 45 min. -.054 (.078)* 

  

Package Offers  

Package includes room rate ONLY Base 

Base PLUS 20% discount to any guest who opt for Advanced Purchase 

Stay "Not Refundable" 

.006 (.783) 

Base PLUS free transportation from and to the airport for those staying 

up to 3 nights 

-.138 (.000)*** 

Base PLUS 2 free entry passes to major cultural attraction and events in 

AD 

-.012 (.547) 

  

Hotel Security / Risk  

Hotel does not offer any form of risk protection Base 

Hotel offers free medical care in the event of an accident  .002 (.954) 

Hotel offers full refund for any property lost in the hotel -.028 (.178) 

Hotel offers full refund in case of medical epidemic or natural disaster -.020 (.347) 

  

Cost / Price  

Price -.010 (.020)** 
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Accordingly, respondents were almost 8% less likely to visit a hotel that is up to 45 minutes 

away from the airport, as compared to the base category (approximately 30 minutes) and 

5.4% less likely to visit is the hotel is more than 45 minutes away from the airport. 

Interestingly the probability of non visitation does not increase linearly. These results could 

imply that any delay up to 45 minutes is not acceptable (hence the lower likelihood of 

visitation), but from that point onwards, potential customers do not mind that much to stay on 

the road for a little bit longer. The empirical results also indicate that respondents would be 

13.8% less likely to visit a hotel that combines the room rate with free transportation for 

transit visitors as a package offer, as compared to the base category (offer includes the room 

rate only). Finally, as far as the price coefficient is concerned, the evidence from Table 6.4 

above indicates, respondents were particularly affected by it (in a negative way). In actual 

terms they were 10% less likely to choose a hotel as a result of a change (increase) in the cost 

of accommodation.  

 

6.1.3  Direct Point Elasticity Estimates 

The direct point elasticities along with the welfare effects analysis also provide useful 

information to policy makers, managers and practitioners alike. Direct point elasticity 

measures the percentage change in the probability of choosing a particular alternative in the 

choice set with respect to a given percentage change in an attribute of that alternative 

(Louviere et al, 2000). According to Apostolakis and Jaffry (2005), direct point elasticities 

measure the percentage change in the probability of visitation with respect to a change in the 

level of a particular product attribute. This measure shows how sensitive the choice 

probabilities are to the changes in the level of attributes. To put it in the context of our current 

analysis, direct point elasticities measure the percentage change in the probability of 

visitation alternative hotel i, if there was a 1% increase in the cost of providing attribute k. 
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Table 6.5 below reports elasticities produced using the MNL homogeneous preference 

specification model. For the purposes of our analysis, the elasticity of alternatives with 

respect to a change in x is given by: 

 

     (6.4) 

Characteristically, the empirical results from the MNL model indicate that a 1% increase in 

the cost of advertisement practices involving promotion of the hotel through its own website 

plus emailing directly guests that have stayed there before would generate a 15.7% lower 

likelihood of visitation. On the other hand, a 1% increase to the cost of promoting through the 

hotel‟s own website and through social networking media could increase the probability of 

visitation by 1.5% overall. Respondents also indicated that a 1% increase in the cost of 

booking to a superior 5* hotel would result into a 1.5% decrease in the probability of 

visitation. Practically, this implies that respondents seem to be rather unresponsive (inelastic) 

to changes in accommodation costs. The analysis argues that this piece of evidence tends to 

suggest that the demand for luxury accommodation (5* hotels) in AD does not seem to be 

particularly affected by price changes. In practise this seems to be the case given that AD 

hotels were less negatively affected by the recent economic crisis, as compared to Dubai 

hotels. Consequently, the lower occupancy rates, could probably be explained through the 

over-supply of similar hotel accommodation rather than a result of a more tight budget 

constraint. It is important to note here that the sign of the beta coefficient does not need to be 

the same as the sign of the marginal effect or the point elasticity estimates.  

 

Furthermore, increasing the cost of accommodation at a spa style hotel by 1% would result 

into an almost 3% lower likelihood of visitation, whereas the same increase in the cost of 

booking at an eco – friendly hotel in AD would reduce visitation by 2.2%. Hence, 
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respondents‟ more positive attitudes towards environmentally friendly hotel developments 

are apparent from the difference in the elasticity estimates. Respondents appear to be more 

inelastic as far as their preferences for environmentally friendly hotels, as compared to spa 

style hotels.  

 

As far as the location of the hotel is concerned, the MNL model specification indicates that 

increasing the cost of delays of up to 45 minutes results into a lower probability of visitation 

by 7%m whereas the same effect for delays of more than 45 minutes entails a lower 

probability of visitation by 1.1%. Interestingly, the biggest effect as far as respondents‟ 

probabilities of visitation are concerned is observed in the last two cases. More specifically, 

increasing the cost of package offers that combine the room rate and free transportation to 

and from the airport for transit visitors would reduce the probability of visitation for all 

prospective visitors by 20.8%. Finally, a 1% in the cost of accommodation would result into a 

32.6% decrease of the visitation likelihood. From this piece of evidence one could argue that 

prospective visitors to AD are rather price elastic in terms of their behaviour. 

  

Table 6.5: Elasticity Estimates from the Homogeneous Preference Specification 

Advertisement Practices  

Hotel advertises through own and independent websites Base 

Own website PLUS collaborative relationships with partner websites -.015 

Own website PLUS mail shots / emails to previous guests -.157 

Own website PLUS social networking sites .015 

Star (Quality) Rating  

4 Star Base 

3 Star -.001 

5 Star -.127 

5 Star Superior -.015 

Hotel Style  

Contemporary Boutique style  Base 

Heritage (Arabian) Style hotel .018 

Spa Style hotel -.028 

Eco-friendly Style hotel -.022 

Distance from the Airport (Location)  

Up to 30 min. Base 
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Up to 15 min. .015 

Up to 45 min. -.070 

More than 45 min. -.011 

Package Offers  

Package includes room rate ONLY Base 

Base PLUS 20% discount to any guest who opt for Advanced Purchase 

Stay "Not Refundable" 

.005 

Base PLUS free transportation from and to the airport for those staying 

up to 3 nights 

-.208 

Base PLUS 2 free entry passes to major cultural attraction and events in 

AD 

.002 

Risk and Insurance  

Hotel does not offer any form of risk protection Base 

Hotel offers free medical care in the event of an accident  .011 

Hotel offers full refund for any property lost in the hotel -.032 

Hotel offers full refund in case of medical epidemic or natural disaster -.005 

Cost / Price  

Price -.326 

 

6.2 Heterogeneous Preference Specification (MMNL model) 
 

This section of the analysis will consider the empirical results derived from the 

heterogeneous multinomial logit (MMNL) model specification. This section of the analysis 

assumes that each respondent has different preferences and that these preferences vary 

randomly across the population. Thus, this first section of the empirical analysis assumes that 

individuals have different preference patterns, and thus behave different to each other (so, 

implicitly β1 ≠ β2 ≠ β3 ≠ ….. βN for all respondents. The empirical results from the MMNL 

specification are reported in Tables 6.6 (beta coefficients), Table 6.6 (marginal effects), and 

finally Table 6.7 (marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) estimates below. The analysis will 

also consider a number of heterogeneous MMNL model specifications. The literature 

suggests that experimenting with different models and different iterations is advisable in 

order to find the best fitting model.  
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The discussion in this section will indicate how preference heterogeneity can be explained 

from an economic perspective and how this is later accommodated through econometric 

methods. With particular reference to the econometric section, the analysis will focus on four 

main areas of concern to MMNL models. These are: 

 The selection of the random parameters to enter the MMNL model, 

 The selection of the distribution of the random parameters and; 

 Identification of MMNL models to account for correlation between attributes and; 

 Simulation of maximum likelihood. 

 

6.2.1 The Selection of the random parameters 

The literature on MMNL model specification and preference heterogeneity (Hensher and 

Greene 2003 more notably) considers the correct identification of the model with the correct 

number of random parameters as one of the most crucial for the successful implementation of 

a preference estimation study. This is mostly done through the interpretation of the random 

parameters and their beta coefficients as well as their respective standard deviations. In the 

MMNL model used in this section of the analysis, the price (entry fee) product attribute is 

fixed across the population (not allowed to vary). This is mostly done for ease of calculating 

the model.   

 

The decision to hold the price coefficient fixed in the MMNL model is based on three main 

reasons. First, following Revelt and Train (1998) when all coefficients in the utility function 

are defined as random parameters, then estimation and identification becomes very difficult. 

Related to this is the fact that choosing a particular distribution for the price attribute is rather 

difficult (Goett et al. 2000). Also, allowing for all attributes to vary randomly across 

individuals would require quite of lot of computational power and time. Second, restricting 
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the price coefficient to be fixed, the estimation of marginal willingness to pay becomes much 

easier, since the distribution of marginal willingness to pay for a particular attribute (other 

than the price attribute) will be solely dependent on the distribution of that attribute. Third, 

based on the analysis of the descriptive analysis, the overwhelming majority of respondents 

indicated their animosity towards higher entry fee (price) charges. Hence, as advocated by 

standard economic theory, the analysis restricts the price coefficient to be fixed and non-

positive for all individuals (Train 2003). Ultimately however the decision regarding whether 

the price coefficient should vary randomly or not depends upon the particular requirements of 

the study.  

 

As far as the other product attributes are concerned, some of the parameters are normally 

distributed and correlated over some of the attributes (Train 1998, Carlsson 2003). In 

particular, the analysis adopted a fairly simplistic but very appropriate strategy whereby all 

statistically significant product attributes from the homogeneous MNL model specification 

were allowed to vary randomly, whereas all other variables were set as fixed. 

 

6.2.2 The Selection of the Distribution of the Randomly Varied Attributes 

The selection of the empirical distribution of random parameters across the population is 

probably one of the most hotly debated areas in the application of MMNL specifications. 

This is because the choice of the most appropriate distribution function for random 

parameters will always depend on the particular study requirements and objectives. In fact, 

the selection of a particular distribution represents an arbitrary approximation of real 

behavioural life; essentially how researchers perceive reality. If the researcher believes that 

the population has mixed opinions for a particular attribute, or policy development, then he 

has to select a type of distribution that will express both positive and negative signs (i.e., 
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positive and negative preferences). Our discussions with managers of hotels as well as tourist 

guides indicated that for the non-price attributes in the choice experiment, there were tourists 

who liked and tourists who disliked the proposed managerial and policy developments.  

 

Correspondingly, the study allowed the coefficient of the price attribute to remain fixed 

(constant) across the population and the other coefficients of the product attributes were 

allowed to take any sign (both positive and negative) depending on the tastes and preferences 

of individuals. Hence, all the non-price and statistically significant coefficients (in the MNL 

model specification) were distributed independently normally across the population. The 

selection of the normal distribution for the non-price coefficients ensured that the normally 

distributed mean and standard deviation determined the proportion of the population with 

positive and negative preferences for any particular attribute. The evidence suggests that this 

distinction between fixed price coefficients and normally distributed non-price coefficient is 

the most frequent in the literature (Carlsson 2003, Carlsson et al. 2003, Sandor and Train 

2002, Goett et al. 2000, Revelt and Train 1998).  

 

As it was argued above, the non-price coefficients were distributed independently normally. 

This means that the vector of beta coefficients is described by density f() such as   

N(b,W), where b is the mean and W is the standard deviation. The mean b and W describe 

the density f(). To illustrate the above, assume that the vector of individual preferences in 

the utility function only consists of a single random variable in described by density 

f(i|b,W). Particularly the above density function and particularly b and W will determine the 

weight of the probability that an individual I will choose alternative n.  
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The study did not allow for any product attribute to be distributed log-normally for two main 

reasons. First, it was felt that the implicit assumption of log-normal distribution, namely that 

individuals have either positive or negative preferences for any of the non-price attributes, 

was not particularly valid in this case study. In other words, the log-normal distribution is 

useful only when the researcher is sure that every decision maker has the same preferences 

for a particular product attribute. Second, even though in cases where log-normal appear to 

impose the correct sign (for example Revelt and Train 1998), their application still remains 

problematic because they tend to be difficult to converge to a maximum (Revelt and Train 

1998) and because of their restriction to the non-negative domain they usually produce 

extremely high and unrealistic willingness to pay estimates (Hensher and Greene 2003). 

Nevertheless, the choice between normal and log-normal distribution is usually an empirical 

issue since the results derived from independently log-normally distributed coefficients are 

similar qualitatively to the ones obtained with all coefficients independently normally 

distributed (Revelt and Train 1998).  

 

6.2.3 Allowing for Correlation through Flexible MMNL Models 

The more flexible MMNL structures considered in this section allow for correlation between 

attributes (and alternatives), but it does not allow for correlation between choice sets. This 

latter type of correlation is a rather different issue that the data collected from the choice 

experiment survey cannot address adequately. Following the above point, one can notice that 

so far in the discussion, the study has only considered MMNL models with independently 

normally distributed coefficients. However, this independence assumption between attributes 

and alternatives may not be true if respondents have same preferences for particular product 

attributes that are common across choice alternatives. So for example the independence 

assumption may not be appropriate if respondents who are concerned about hotel styles at 
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various hotels are also concerned about the effect of the promotional incentives (package 

offers, since these incentives are put in place in order to alter tourists‟ visitation patterns to 

different hotels in AD.  

 

In the case where random coefficients are normally distributed and correlated then the density 

function f() used above to describe  now becomes   N(b,) (Hensher and Greene (2003). 

Correspondingly, the coefficient vector of  is now expressed as:  

 = b +Zi           (6.5) 

where Z is a covariance matrix with off-diagonal elements capturing the correlation, or 

dependence of one product attribute on another.  

 

6.2.4 Simulation of Maximum Likelihood 

According to the discussion so far, the analysis has shown that MMNL models can account 

for taste or preference heterogeneity across the population by assuming that . n  to 

achieve this, the probability integrant in equation 4.18 has to be estimated through simulation. 

In that way, the value of the choice probability enters the log – likelihood function in order to 

maximise the simulated maximum likelihood of the observed effects (Stern 1997). The 

estimation of the integral involves the drawing of values of β either randomly or quasi – 

randomly from some density θ.  

 

Quasi-random sampling methods, or Quasi Monte Carlo (QMC) as they are referred in the 

literature, incorporate techniques such as antithetic, systematic sampling and Halton draws. 

For reasons that will be examined promptly, Halton draws method appears to be the preferred 

sampling estimator. Despite the conceptually straight forward way of taking random draws 
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from a given density, there are two particular issues that each researcher has to take account 

of when drawing from a density f(). These are the issues of coverage and correlation 

between draws. Coverage implies that the selected sampling method has to draw values 

evenly from the total area of the density domain, while correlation suggests that draws have 

to be negatively correlated rather than independent in order to reduce variance. Clearly, as far 

as coverage is concerned,  “the potential advantage of Halton draws arises because Halton 

sequences are created such that each subsequent point fills in an area that has not been 

covered in previous point” (Sándor and Train 2002:4). On the other hand, with random 

draws, variance decreases by 1/R, with Halton draws, the rate of decrease is faster: doubling 

the rate of draws decrease the simulation variance by a factor of 3 (Train 1998). In addition to 

that, QMC methods and Halton draws in particular, have proved quite popular when drawing 

from a sample of a medium size like the one we will be using here.  

 

Hence, the overall suggestion is that Halton draws provide greatly improved accuracy than 

purely random or pseudo random sequences (Ben Akiva et al. 2001, Walker and Ben-Akiva 

2002). In fact, Train (1998) concluded that simulation variance in the estimation of mixed 

logit parameters to be lower with 100 Halton draws than with 1000 random draws. In regards 

however to the rest of the quasi-random simulators of simulated probabilities, Halton draws 

have some attractive properties embedded in them. Given that the purpose of the analysis is 

not restricted to the examination of the pros and cons of each simulator, only a brief 

examination will be attempted here. To start with, antithetic draws do not perform better than 

Halton draws in either the coverage of the distribution domain, or the correlation between 

draws. Actually, coverage of antithetics is by definition determined by the original draw, 

whereas correlation between two draws never assumes a negative value. On the other hand, 

systematic sampling, a simulator similar to Halton draws, does cater for coverage but have to 
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suffer on coverage in order to improve on correlation issues. As we will see however in the 

next few paragraphs, Halton draws take account of both those issues.  

 

Draws provided through Halton sequences account for both coverage and, unlike the other 

methods considered so far, induce a negative correlation over observations. The procedure for 

generating Halton sequences is pretty iterative in their development. The researcher selects 

first a prime number r for example 3 (r  3). Then, divides the unit interval into three equal 

intervals (b) determined by the prime number (i.e., 1/3, 2/3, 3/3). Hence, the formula for 

drawing Halton draws is: 

  .10, rbbrg l
        (6.6) 

The same procedure takes place in the resulting intervals for as long as the researcher is 

required to do so. By doing so, and as the number of draws increases, each subsequent point 

fills in an area that has not been covered in previous draws. Hence, coverage with Halton 

draws improves as the number of draws increases, such that the advantage of having more 

draws is accentuated by having them more evenly spread across the domain. As a result of 

this, “simulated probabilities become negatively correlated over observations and reduce the 

variance in the log likelihood function” (Train 2000:2).  

 

 

6.2.5 Empirical Evidence 

The empirical results from the heterogeneous model specification, or else mixed multinomial 

logit (MMNL) model, are summarised in tables 6.7 and 6.8 below. Table 6.6 below 

summarises the empirical results derived from a number of model iterations. Each one of the 

models assumes the same functional form (in terms of which product attributes and their 
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levels) are allowed to vary randomly across respondents), but what differentiates the models 

is the number of random draws for the simulated probabilities. It was felt that the best test 

regarding the most appropriate number of draws used in this study would be to estimate the 

model over a range of different draws (Hensher and Greene 2003). The results across the 

board are fairly consistent and stable. Nevertheless, it is important to note that looking across 

the various specifications reported on Table 6.6, the selected model specification that 

maximises the log likelihood function is the one with the 1000 random draws. However, 

based on the empirical results, the analysis has made a conscious choice over the penultimate 

model specification on the grounds of number of attributes that exhibit statistical 

significance. Hence, the analysis has opted for the model using 500 random draws to 

simulated the probabilities of choice. Below we present the empirical results of this exercise. 

 

As far as Table 6.7 is concerned, the analysis has opted to allow all statistically significant 

attributes and attribute configurations (from the homogeneous preference specification 

model) to vary randomly across respondents. Thus, the following attribute configurations 

were allowed to vary randomly (and normally distributed) across the population:  

 Advertisement practices involving the hotel‟s own website plus personal emails to 

previous guests, 

 Advertisement practices involving the hotel‟s own website plus the utilisation of 

social networking sites to contact guests, 

 The provision of superior 5* hotels, 

 The development of spa – style hotels, 

 The development of eco (environmentally) – friendly hotels, 

 The location of the hotel being up to 45 minutes drive from the airport, 

 The location of the hotel is more than 45 minutes drive from the airport and; 
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 Existence of package offers combining the room rate plus free transportation to and 

from the airport for transit passengers. 

As it was argued earlier on, despite its statistical significance, the price coefficient was not 

allowed to vary across individuals on computational effort and interpretation grounds. The 

literature suggests that allowing the price (or cost) coefficient to remain fixed across 

individuals would make it much easier to interpret marginal willingness to pay estimates 

latter on. In addition to that, the analysis has also tried to estimate a model specification 

where all product attributes and their configurations were allowed to vary randomly across 

respondents, but the results did not add considerably to the stock of knowledge. Hence, the 

decision to restrict the model to the initial statistically significant attributes. 

Table 6.6: Correlated Normally Distributed MMNL Model Specification 

 Estimated Variance – Covariance Matrix 

 Up to 45 min. More than 45 

min. 

Base PLUS free 

transportation from and to the 

airport for those staying up to 

3 nights 

Mail shots / emails to 

previous guests 

 -.573 (.000)*  

Spa Style hotel .245 (.004)** .087 

(.062)*** 

 

Eco-friendly Style hotel -.156 (.029)**   

Up to 45 min.   -.769 (.001)** 

 Estimated Correlation Matrix 

 Up to 45 min. More than 45 

min. 

Base PLUS free 

transportation from and to the 

airport for those staying up to 

3 nights 

Mail shots / emails to 

previous guests 

 -.369  

Spa Style hotel .086 .038  

Eco-friendly Style hotel -.132  -.926 

Up to 45 min.    

* = Significance at 1% of stat. significance, ** = Significance at 5% of stat. significance, *** = Significance at 10% of 

stat. significance 
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The estimation of the heterogeneous MMNL model specification provides a richer set of 

information given that we can also report standard deviation estimates for those product 

attributes that are allowed to vary randomly across individuals. Thus, a statistically 

significant standard deviation estimate indicates preference heterogeneity in our sample.  

 

The information presented on Table 6.7 indicates that similarly to the empirical results 

derived from the homogeneous preference specification model (MNL), any advertisement 

initiative that combines the hotel‟s own website and targeted emails to past visitors exerts a 

negative and statistically significant effect on the probability to visit that hotel. The fact that 

both the homogeneous and heterogeneous preference specifications generate, qualitatively 

speaking, similar results indicates the considerable animosity of respondents towards this 

particular policy development. On the other hand though, the fact that the standard deviation 

statistic is statistically significant is indicative of some degree of heterogeneity among 

respondents.  

 

On the other hand, the evidence regarding the last advertisement practice in the list indicates 

that respondents are very positive towards any advertisement initiative that combines the 

hotel‟s website and the various social networking sites available in the market currently. 

There are a couple of interesting points arising out of this observation. First, the fact that both 

the homogeneous and the heterogeneous preference specifications generate positive and 

statistically significant results indicates that there is a strong degree of consistency as far as 

what respondents are expecting from hotels as far as legitimate and successful advertisement 

practices are concerned. Second, combined the advertisement related results indicate that 

respondents seem to value quite highly their privacy and their personal space on the net. 
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Apparently, the evidence points clearly to a conclusion that suggests that respondents do 

appreciate on line advertisement and promotional campaigns as long as these are not done at 

the expense of the respondent‟s privacy and piece.  

 

At the same time, the empirical results regarding the style of hotel indicate that respondents‟ 

preference patterns did not change when we allowed them to vary across individuals. Hence, 

there is a considerable degree of consistency here as well. In particular, respondents argued 

that they would be less likely to visit future spa style hotels, whereas they would be more 

likely to visit any new development that respects the environment (eco – friendly hotel 

developments). One way of interpreting these results would be to argue that respondents have 

been satiated as far as spa style hotels are concerned, after all this kind of development is not 

uncommon in the main markets they come from (Europe and US), thus they do not seem to 

be particularly impressed by such initiatives. On the other hand, partly because they are 

influenced by current rhetoric in favour of the environment, partly because consumers are 

actively seeking to make a difference, they are very keen towards green developments in the 

hospitality industry. Combined to the abovementioned piece of evidence, we reach to the 

conclusion that respondents expect something out of the ordinary but at the same time, it has 

to be developed in such a way that it blends in nicely with the natural environment, in a non – 

harmful way.  

 

Finally, the last product configuration that was allowed to vary randomly across respondents 

related to packaged offers at the hotel and more specifically the joint effort to tie in a room 

rate deal with free transportation to and from the hotel for short stay visitors (up to 3 nights) 

was perceived very negatively from respondents. One explanation for this piece of empirical 

finding could be that the number of transit / short stay visitors is small anyway so this policy 
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initiative would sound attractive to only a small minority of respondents. The fact that the 

standard deviation for this policy initiative is statistically significant tends to confirm such an 

approach.  

 

As it was argued in earlier parts of the discussion, the MMNL specification specified all non-

price product attributes to be independently normally distributed, whereas one could expect 

some of them to be correlated. For example, there may be respondents who value the quality 

of the hotel and the reassurance of a risk covered environment. In other words, this section of 

the analysis examines the case where the independence assumption between attributes and 

alternatives may not be true if respondents have same preferences for particular product 

attributes that are common across choice alternatives. For this reason we examine the case 

where preferences are allowed to vary across respondents but also at the same time to be 

correlated. Following the discussion in earlier sections, this correlation among product 

attributes in described through variance – covariance and correlation matrices. Table 6.6 

summarises the relevant discussion. Note that only the statistically significant results will be 

reported. 

 

According to the evidence presented above, respondents who prefer the hotel to approach 

them directly through their email account appear to be negatively disposed towards the 

location of the hotel being a bit further afield (more than 45 minutes driving time to the hotel 

from the airport). Although on the first reading this does not make much sense, yet on a 2
nd

 

reading it could imply that there are some respondents that appreciate the hotel‟s ability to 

offer solitude and privacy both physically (in terms of distance travelled) and mentally (not 

contacting them through emails). This piece of evidence is also supported by current 

developments in the up market hospitality sector, especially in long-haul tourism 
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destinations. The current state – of – the art hospitality developments are deliberately placed 

at remote locations with minimum engagement with the rest of the society (limited provision 

of electricity, no access to emails and telephone reception during the period of one‟s stay).  

At the same time, there seems to be a positive relationship between those who prefer spa style 

hotels and those who appreciate the hotel‟s location a bit further along. Again this could 

imply that luxury type (or those who appreciate a more personalized hospitality service) 

visitors also expect their hotels to share a peripheral location in the destination.  

 

The hotel‟s distance also seems to generate mixed feelings as far as its association with the 

preferred style of hotels development in AD. In particular, it appears that there is a positive 

correlation between those who appreciate spa style hotels and a 50% driving time increase in 

the hotel‟s location from the airport. Similarly, there is a negative correlation between those 

who appreciate eco – friendly hotels and a 50% increase driving time from the airport to the 

hotel. Thus, it seems that driving time has different effect on individual preferences when 

examined in comparison to the hotel styles and the hotels‟ location. We observe that there is a 

negative association between increases in driving time and eco-friendly hotels and a positive 

association between spa style hotels and increases in driving time. We hypothesize that this is 

due to the fact that respondents would feel very negatively towards any future development 

that increases their tourist carbon footprint (increases in driving time mean more time on the 

road and thus, more fuel), whereas on the other hand, visitors with a more hedonistic 

approach would not mind a hotel to be located further afield.  

 

Finally, and as expected, there is a negative association between the hotel‟s location (up to 45 

minutes driving time from the airport) and any promotional package that involves a special 

rate to short stay / transit visitors. As one would expect, those staying for shorter periods of 
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time to the destination, would prefer their hotels to be locates as centrally as possible in order 

to save time during their transportation to and from the airport. 

 

  

Table 6.7: Beta (β) Coefficients from the Heterogeneous Specification Model 

(selected) 

Constant -.438 (.001)** 

  

Advertisement Practices  

Hotel advertises through own and independent websites Base 

Own website PLUS collaborative relationships with partner websites -.196 (.416) 

Standard Deviation --- 

Own website PLUS mail shots / emails to previous guests -.688 (.002)** 

Standard Deviation .621 (.095)*** 

Own website PLUS social networking sites .425 (.077)*** 

Standard Deviation .902 (.032)** 

  

Star (Quality) Rating  

4 Star Base 

3 Star -.134 (.647) 

Standard Deviation --- 

5 Star -.747 (.018)** 

Standard Deviation --- 

5 Star Superior .294 (.561) 

Standard Deviation .241 (.021)** 

  

Hotel Style  

Contemporary Boutique style  Base 

Heritage (Arabian) Style hotel .265 (.033)** 

Standard Deviation --- 

Spa Style hotel -.209 (.026)** 

Standard Deviation .422 (.359) 

Eco-friendly Style hotel .592 (.019)** 

Standard Deviation .178 (.014)** 

  

Distance from the Airport (Location)  

Up to 30 min. Base 

Up to 15 min. .491 (.042)** 

Standard Deviation --- 

Up to 45 min. -.232 (.394) 

Standard Deviation .819 (.072)*** 

More than 45 min. -.117 (.651) 

Standard Deviation .035 (.020)** 

  

Package Offers  

Package includes room rate ONLY Base 
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Base PLUS 20% discount to any guest who opt for Advanced Purchase 

Stay "Not Refundable" 

.700 (.752) 

Standard Deviation --- 

Base PLUS free transportation from and to the airport for those staying 

up to 3 nights 

-.916 (.000)* 

Standard Deviation .469 (.002)** 

Base PLUS 2 free entry passes to major cultural attraction and events in 

AD 

.230 (.746) 

Standard Deviation --- 

  

Hotel Security / Risk  

Hotel does not offer any form of risk protection Base 

Hotel offers free medical care in the event of an accident  .169 (.400) 

Standard Deviation --- 

Hotel offers full refund for any property lost in the hotel -.160 (.415) 

Standard Deviation --- 

Hotel offers full refund in case of medical epidemic or natural disaster -.089 (.724) 

Standard Deviation --- 

  

Cost / Price  

Price -.005 (.003)** 

LL Function -705.654 

* = Significance at 1% of stat. significance, ** = Significance at 5% of stat. significance, *** = Significance 

at 10% of stat. significance 

 

 

6.2.6 Interpretation of the Standard Deviation Coefficients 

As it was argued above, the results regarding the significance of individual preferences were 

as anticipated, and their interpretation is self-explanatory since they coincide with evidence 

presented in previous parts of the analysis (namely the MNL model specification). For that 

reason we now turn our attention to the interpretation of the results derived from the standard 

deviations of the taste coefficients. Implicitly, the discussion around the interpretation of 

standard deviations summarises the advantages of MMNL models compared to the 

conditional MNL model, namely the richness of information derived from allowing 

preferences to vary across the population. The analysis is particularly interested about the 

interpretation of the standard deviation of mean coefficients (betas) because if the standard 

deviation is significantly different from zero, but the mean coefficient is not, this can be taken 

as an indicator that “preference parameters do indeed vary in the population” (Revelt and 
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Train, 1998: 650). In other words, in the case described above, the product attributes are 

indeed influencing respondents‟ preferences and choices, with some respondents preferring 

sites with the development described by the corresponding product attribute and some other 

respondents without. The mean value of the coefficient in this case is not significant because 

the different tastes regarding that product attribute tend to balance out in the population. 

 

In particular, the analysis of the empirical results from table 6.7 above provides a number of 

interesting observations. First, the empirical results indicate that respondents, contrary to 

what is the case in the homogeneous MNL model specification are rather indifferent as far as 

superior 5* hotels in AD (the beta coefficient is positive but not statistically significant). This 

piece of evidence could imply that the homogeneous MNL model masks the true impact of 

this configuration by wrongly assuming that all respondents are feeling favourably towards 

this policy initiative. The evidence from the results derived from the heterogeneous model 

specification (standard deviation coefficient) indicates that there is a segment in the 

population that feels positively about this development, and there are also some that do not 

appreciate such an initiative. In this case, the interpretation of the standard deviation implies 

that about 12% of respondents dislike this managerial development and the rest 88% of 

respondents see it as a positive initiative. Hence, in this case the empirical results derived 

from the MMNL specification indicate that the overwhelming majority of respondents 

perceive this specific policy initiative in a positive way (hence the positive sign in the 

homogenous model), but there is also a small share in the market that perceive this policy 

development in a negative way. In this respect, the MMNL model specification has identified 

a segment in the population with opposing views to the majority. The distribution of 

probabilities across the respondents was done through the calculation of the cumulative 

normal distribution as follows: 
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)         (6.7) 

 

The analysis follows a similar line of argument for the rest of the attribute configurations that 

were allowed to vary randomly across the population. So, as far as the remaining product 

attributes are concerned, the empirical results from Table 6.7 indicates that, about 14% of 

respondents actually think that advertising through the hotel‟s own website plus sending 

emails to customers‟ personal accounts is not that a bad idea after all, whereas the remaining 

86% are opposing such a scheme. The fact that such an overwhelming majority has voted 

against this particular policy initiative is also reflected on the strong negative and statistically 

significant beta coefficients derived from both the MNL and the MMNL analysis, but this 

time the analysis has provided with the size of a particular segment in the market that they 

would actually like this policy proposal and they would probably visit a hotel engaging in 

such initiatives. The same applies for the other advertisement practice described in the choice 

experiment. More specifically, the MNL and the MMNL model specifications indicate that 

respondents feel very positively as far as the use of social networking media to advertise the 

hotel. The interpretation of the results derived from the standard deviation confirms this 

point, but at the same time illustrates that there is a sizeable group of respondents (about 32% 

of them) that are also negative with this marketing practice. Hence, the interpretation of the 
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standard deviation information derived from the MMNL model specification has provided us 

with qualitatively more useful information.  

 

Moving on, another interesting observation relates to the observation regarding the quality of 

the proposed hotel developments. In particular, respondents through their responses (in the 

homogeneous preference specification model indicated that they feel very positive towards 

future hospitality developments focusing on the upper end of the scale. Hence, a positive and 

statistically significant superior 5* attribute configuration. This observation has not however 

been confirmed in the heterogeneous model. The examinational of the standard deviation 

coefficient indicates that about 15% of the sample disagrees with the stated policy 

development. Hence, whereas the homogeneous preference specification suggests that 

respondents were uniformly in favour of such a development, the results from the 

heterogeneous preferences specification indicates that some respondents are particularly 

negative about this proposed initiative (this also explains why the MMNL coefficient is not 

statistically significant).  

 

As far as the proposed style of hotel developments, the results overall tend to provide a rather 

uniform picture. Thus, both the MNL and the MMNL model specifications indicate that 

respondents are more likely to visit hotels replicating eco – friendly type of hotel 

developments. However, only 7% of them are not approving such initiatives. From a policy 

and managerial perspective this is a particularly useful piece of information because it 

confirms respondents‟ behavioural „turn‟ towards more environmentally friendly means of 

tourism behaviour. In addition to that, managers and practitioners could utilise this 

information for thin type of entrepreneurial policy initiative twofold. On the one hand, they 

could utilise it s a marketing/promotional campaign (within the realms of corporate social 
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responsibility). On the other hand, they could adopt similar practices and actions in order to 

maintain and strengthen their comparative advantage in the region. Given that other 

competing hospitality developments do not have access to this piece of information, 

hospitality managers could use this information to their advantage to easily differentiate their 

offerings from other close competitors in the region.  

 

The empirical findings from the hotel‟s location (measured in terms of the hotel‟s distance 

from the airport) are also quite interesting in the sense that in both cases (distance up to 45 

minutes and distance more than 45 minutes driving from the airport) beta coefficients are not 

statistically significant whereas the standard deviation coefficients are. Comparing the 

MMNL results with those derived from the MNL model specification one could realise that 

they differ from those derived from the homogeneous preference specification. In particular, 

whereas in the case where the location of the hotel is up to 45 minutes driving distance from 

the airport, respondents expressed a strong and negative preference, the MMNL results do not 

indicate any particular preference pattern. Once however we try to interpret the evidence 

provided in the standard deviation analysis, we can see that almost 40% of respondents 

reported that the probability of choosing a hotel that is located up to 45 minutes driving time 

from the airport would be greater as compared to the base category (30 minutes driving time).  

 

Similarly for the other location configuration (the location of the hotel is more than 45 

minutes driving time from the AD airport), the results indicate that about 8% of respondents 

would be willing to stay at a hotel at such a location. One could possibly argue that this 

percentage does not really constitute a solid segment of tourism demand. However, once we 

adopt a cumulative perspective for the location attribute, we can realise that the respondents‟ 

preferences under the MMNL model specification are considerably different to the ones 
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revealed under the homogeneous MNL preference specification. Bearing in mind the fact that 

the first attribute configuration (reduction of 50% as far as the hotel‟s distance is concerned 

from the base category), and the abovementioned evidence from the standard deviation 

coefficients, one realises that respondents have quite positive preferences as far as the hotel 

being located at less central (or correspondingly more distant) locations. Again, this 

development generated from the analysis of the heterogeneous preference specification model 

is in contrast to the conclusion reached after analysing the homogeneous preference 

specification results.  

 

Finally and as far as the package offers policies are concerned, the results from the analysis 

of the heterogeneous preference specification model tends to agree with the empirical 

evidence derived from the homogeneous preference specification model. In plain words, 

respondents seem to be opposing package offers targeted at short stay (transit) visitors. 

However, the evidence derived from the standard deviation statistic in this case suggest that 

there is a small group of respondents (about 3%) that reported positive preferences towards 

this particular policy initiative. Interestingly, when looking at the descriptive results in 

chapter 5, the results indicate that the percentage of those visitors travelling with the purpose 

of a short trip (around 9% of the total responses in the sample) is proportional to the 

percentage derived from the standard deviation coefficient.  

 

6.2.7 Willingness to Pay Estimates (Welfare Analysis) 

The analysis of the empirical results derived from the homogeneous and heterogeneous 

preference specification models conclude with the analysis of the welfare effects (WTP 

estimates) derived from the MMNL preference specification. The discussion is summarised 
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in Table 6.8 below. For brevity reasons, the analysis will only consider the results derived 

from the statistically significant variables. These are the following: 

 Sending emails to previous guests, and the attribute‟s standard deviation statistic 

(advertisement practices) 

 Advertising on social networking sites and the attribute‟s standard deviation statistic 

(advertisement practices) 

 5* hotel developments (star rating) 

 The standard deviation statistic for the 5* superior hotel development (star rating) 

 Heritage (Arabian) style hotel (hotel style) 

 Eco – friendly style hotel, and the attribute‟s standard deviation statistic (hotel style) 

 The standard deviation statistic for the up to 45 minutes distance from the airport 

product attribute (Location) 

 The standard deviation statistic for the more that 45 minutes distance from the airport 

product attribute (Location) 

 Free transportation to/from the airport for those staying up to 3 nights and the 

attribute‟s standard deviation statistic (package offers) 

 

According to Table 6.8, respondents argued that they would be willing to pay up to 85 Drhs 

per day for developing advertisement practices based on the hotel‟s website and social 

networking sites. Interestingly, the homogeneous preference model underestimates individual 

WTP estimates for this policy initiative (26.1 Drhs per day). On the other hand, respondents 

reported a loss of satisfaction equal to 137.6 Drhs per day in the case where the hotel adopts 

an advertisement practice based on its own resources utilised towards sending personal 

emails to respondents‟ email accounts. Similar to the case above, the homogeneous model 

underestimates this effect by a considerable amount (57.4 Drhs). At the same time, 
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respondents argued that their utility levels would suffer by an amount equal to 41.8 Drhs per 

day, if they had to stay at a spa style hotel. In this case, the MNL model overestimates 

respondents‟ dissatisfaction (85.3 Drhs). Contrary to that, the MNL model seems to largely 

underestimate respondents‟ WTP for eco – friendly hotel styles (21.28 Drhs as compared to 

118.4 Drhs for the MMNL model). Finally, respondents reported that they would be 183 Drhs 

worse off (thus a loss of satisfaction) as a result of the hotel offering free transportation to 

and from the airport to transit visitors. The corresponding figure derived from the MNL 

model was 96 Drhs.  

Table 6.8: WTP estimates from the Heterogeneous Preference Specification Model 

(selected) 

Constant N/A 

  

Advertisement Practices  

Hotel advertises through own and independent websites Base 

Own website PLUS collaborative relationships with partner websites -39.2 

Own website PLUS mail shots / emails to previous guests - 137.6 

Own website PLUS social networking sites 85 

  

Star (Quality) Rating  

4 Star Base 

3 Star - 26.8 

5 Star - 149.4 

5 Star Superior 58.8 

  

Hotel Style  

Contemporary Boutique style  Base 

Heritage (Arabian) Style hotel 53 

Spa Style hotel - 41.8 

Eco-friendly Style hotel 118.4 

  

Distance from the Airport (Location)  

Up to 30 min. Base 

Up to 15 min. 98.2 

Up to 45 min. - 46.4 

More than 45 min. - 23.4 

  

Package Offers  

Package includes room rate ONLY Base 

Base PLUS 20% discount to any guest who opt for Advanced Purchase 

Stay "Not Refundable" 

140 

Base PLUS free transportation from and to the airport for those staying up 

to 3 nights 

- 183.2 
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Base PLUS 2 free entry passes to major cultural attraction and events in AD 46 

  

Risk and Insurance  

Hotel does not offer any form of risk protection Base 

Hotel offers free medical care in the event of an accident  33.8 

Hotel offers full refund for any property lost in the hotel - 32 

Hotel offers full refund in case of medical epidemic or natural disaster - 17.8 
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Table 6.9: Beta Coefficients for the Heterogeneous Preference Specification Model 

 Max:50 / pts: 50 Max: 50 / pts: 100 Max: 50 / pts: 200 Max: 50 / pts: 250 Max: 50 / pts: 500 Max: 50 / pts: 1000 

Constant -.413 (.000)* -.417 (.000)* -.422(.000)* -.434 (.000)* -.438 (.001)** -.418 (.001)** 

X1A Base Base Base Base Base Base 

X1B -.177 (.447) -.170 (.440) -.194 (.414) -.115 (.514) -.196 (.416) -.164 (.483) 

Std. deviation  (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

X1C -.635 (.003)** -.672 (.000)* -.659 (.000)* -.610 (.003)** -.688 (.002)** -.680 (.001)** 

Std. deviation .570 (.014)** .423 (.249) .392 (.388) .396 (.415) .621 (.,095)*** .388 (.016)** 

X1D .363 (.048)** .416 (.067)*** .407 (.098)*** .401 (.098)*** .425 (.077)*** .439 (.074)*** 

Std. deviation .776 (.046)** .669 (.094)*** .663 (.063)*** .565 (.012)** .902 (.032** .627 (.027)** 

X2A Base Base Base Base Base Base 

X2B -.083 (.778) -.139 (.601) -.163 (.586) -.150 (.607 -.134 (.647) -.110 (.692) 

Std. Deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

X2C -.520 (.078)*** -.588 (.032)** -.629 (.038)** -.554 (.058)*** -.747 (.018)** -.621 (.045)** 

Std. deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

X2D .443 (.369) .459 (.326) .654 (.047)** .467 (.348) .294 (.561) .400 (.419) 

Std. deviation .328 (.028)** .862 (.022)** .968 (.014)** .629 (.035)** .241 (. 021)** .451 (.045)** 

X3A Base Base Base Base Base Base 

X3B .289 (.184) .312 (.098)*** .295 (.044)** .299 (.047)** .265 (.033)** .314 (.038)** 

Std. deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

X3C -.168 (.400) -.154 (.471 -.183 (.393) -.185 (.376) -.209 (.026)** -.171 (.426) 

Std. deviation .154 (.716) .333 (.640) .544 (.048)** .281 (.621) .422 (.359) .530 (.377) 

X3D .553 (.027)** .494 (.029)** .544 (.015)** .619 (.012)** .592 (.019)** .556 (.015)** 

Std. deviation .808 (.041)** .396 (.594) .699 (.500) .732 (.236) .178 (.014)** .676 (.396) 

X4A Base Base Base Base Base Base 

X4B .394 (.075)*** .494 (.021)** .479 (.031)** .440 (.046)** .491 (.042)** .507 (.023)** 

Std. deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

X4C -.309 (.057)*** -.184 (.455) -.210 (.390) -.306 (.042)** -.232 (.394) -.192 (.452) 

Std. deviation .776 (.095)*** .630 (.336) .562 (.458) .752 (.084)*** .819 (.072)*** .622 (.059)*** 
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X4D -.184 (.445) -.065 (.791) -.108 (.676) -.162 (.538) -.117 (.651) -.100 (.688) 

Std. deviation .992 (.210) .996 (.025)** .273 (.052)*** .286 (.025)** .035 (.020)** .140 (.459) 

X5A Base Base Base Base Base Base 

X5B .040 (.849) .085 (.681) .109 (.614) .124 (.569) .70 (.752) .110 (.607) 

Std. Deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

X5C -.848 (.001)** -.822 (.001)** -.845 (.000)* -.874 (.000)* -.916 (.000)* -.882 (.000)* 

Std. deviation .370 (.003)** .393 (.059)** .289 (.030)** .395 (.057)*** .469 (.002)** .380 (.096)*** 

X5D .003 (.988) .067 (.761) .126 (.571) .069 (.762) .230 (.746) .101 (.667) 

Std. deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

X6A Base Base Base Base Base Base 

X6B .165 (.424) .220 (.259) .257 (.208) .229 (.253) .169 (.400) .239 (.232) 

Std. deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

X6C -.182 (.346) -.136 (.461) -.093 (.618) -.147 (.408) -.160 (.415) -.117 (.529) 

Std. deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

X6D -.133 (.580) -.113 (.626) -.084 (.718) -.093 (.679) -.089 (.724) -.109 (.635) 

Std. deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

Price  -.006 (.011)** -.007 (.042)** -.007 (.063)*** -.070 (.000)* -.005 (.003)** -.006 (.030)** 

Std. deviation (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) (N/A) 

       

LL function -712.710 -710.301 -708.556 -706.483 -.705.654 -707.318 

       

* = Significance at 1% of stat. significance, ** = Significance at 5% of stat. significance, *** = Significance at 10% of stat. significance 
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CHAPTER 7: Examining Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) Demand in 

the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates 

 

7.1 Introduction  

 

The current chapter focuses on a particular segment of tourism demand in AD, namely those 

travellers visiting friends and relatives (VFR). The focus of this chapter is implicitly and 

explicitly linked to the particular aims and objectives of the thesis. On the one hand, the 

examination of VFR preferences is explicitly linked to the thesis‟s objectives since the 

evidence from Table 5.3 in earlier parts of the analysis suggests that the VFR segment is the 

important segment of tourism demand aside those who decide to stay at up-scale hotels in 

AD. From this perspective, the examination of this demand segment‟s behavioural patterns is 

of considerable importance to destination managers and planners.  

 

Implicitly, the analysis of VFR visitors‟ preferences relates to the point that the AD emirate as 

a new and emerging tourist destination needs to ensure that the turn of the economy to the 

services sector (i.e., tourism and hospitality orientation) has to be sustainable in the long term. 

The evidence from the relevant literature and the thesis‟s particular premise from the 

introduction (chapter 1) section is that destination managers and planners need to evaluate 

individual preferences as a whole in order to evaluate the factors that would contribute (both 

positively as well as negatively) on the destination‟s sustainable future and the major tourism 

destination in the sub-continent. Otherwise, future hotel developments will not be able to 

assume their full operations / capabilities (and hence experience high levels of profitability).  

 

The development of a new tourism destination and its long term survival is dependent upon 

the utilisation of all those features that constitute its comparative advantage over rival tourism 

destinations. Inter alia, this activity is usually translated into a detailed scrutiny of the current 

and potential tourism demand for that destination. The evidence from the literature indicates 

that tourism demand analysis usually entails an analysis of consumer preferences, demand 

segmentation, consumption patterns and touristic motivation.  Not surprisingly, of greater 

importance to newly emerging tourism destinations is the issue of touristic motivation 

(purpose of visit) (Lohman 2004, Young et al. 2007, Ali-Knight 2011). This is because 

emerging destinations need to identify where their demand niche lies, first.  
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One such newly emerging tourist destination that seeks to identify its source of comparative 

advantage is the Abu Dhabi (AD) Emirate in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). As a result, 

tourism in the UAE in general is growing at a considerable pace (Hazime 2011). Within the 

UAE, tourism development in the Abu Dhabi Emirate in particular has received a lot of 

attention as a result of focused government action towards the differentiation of the economy, 

and the informed decision to divert sources of revenue (Business Management Middle East 

2014, Ponzini 2011).  

 

The AD Emirate in the last 10 or so years has invested strategically into tourism in an effort to 

minimize the economy‟s heavy dependence on oil and energy. Abu Dhabi is the capital city of 

the seven United Arab Emirates. Abu Dhabi, with almost 1.5 million residents is the largest 

and most prosperous emirate that comprises the United Arab Emirates state (the other six 

emirates are: Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm Al Qaiwain, Ras Al Khaimah, Fujairah). 

Recently, the Administration in Abu Dhabi has publicised its intentions to break away from 

the monoculture economy relying heavily on oil reserves, by taping more systematically on 

the tourism and hospitality industries, following the example of neighbouring Dubai. The 

intention in Abu Dhabi is to build on Dubai‟s successful practices without repeating the same 

mistakes (tourism on a mass scale, prostitution and gambling, exclusion of indigenous 

population from the property market).  

 

However, in this effort AD tourism authorities are facing two particular challenges. On the 

one hand, policy makers and planners in AD up until recently, had very little exposure to 

tourism and tourism activity, with all the relevant expertise and experience coming from 

neighbouring Dubai. On the other hand, the AD emirate has rather uniquely for a tourism 

destination in the Middle East, been blessed with one notable feature; that of a strong segment 

of tourists visiting the area for VFR (visiting friends and relatives) purposes (Dubai Economic 

Council 2009, Nyarko 2010). This is due to the fact that there is a very strong (mainly 

European) expatriate community in the Emirate, while at the same time due to cultural and 

religious reasons, there is a strong Middle Eastern stream of demand visiting the Emirate 

mainly for cultural and religious purposes. Both these two international markets have strong 

links with residents in the Emirate and are quite keen to visit the area. From a research 

perspective as highlighted in Chapter 5, the above mentioned situation provides an incentive 

to study in greater depth the VFR tourism demand segment in the AD emirate.  
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More specifically, the thesis targets those travellers in AD whose purpose of travel is to visit 

friends and relatives and also reside with them whilst at the destination. These are the „pure‟ 

VFR tourists, as identified by Backer (2012). Hence, the focus of the paper would be to 

identify particular traits of behaviour and other features that distinguish or separate this 

special segment of tourism (those visiting friends and relatives (VFRs) from the rest of the 

tourism demand at the destination. In particular, the paper will aim to identify notable 

differences between VFR travellers and the overall tourism demand in Abu Dhabi through the 

examination of their respective socio-demographic profile as well as their particular 

expenditure patterns whilst on the destination. All this, namely the objective to substantiate 

VFR travellers to AD as a distinguishable category of tourism demand could allow policy 

makers and planners to target their marketing strategies much more effectively and efficiently. 

From a quantitative perspective, the overall proportion of those travelling to AD and decided 

to reside with friends and relatives was about 12% (Table 5.3 earlier on). This indicates that 

this particular demand group is the second strongest, after those deciding to reside in luxury 

accommodation during their stay in AD.  

 

 

7.2 Empirical Results 

7.2.1 Descriptive Analysis 

Driven by Seaton and Tagg‟s (1995) hypothesis regarding different typologies of VFR 

travellers, the analysis first considers the hypothesis regarding the difference that exists 

between VFR visitors and overall tourism demand in AD. This exercise, will contribute 

twofold to the current discussion.  

 On the one hand, the examination of whether or not there are any marked (statistically 

significant) differences between the two populations could provide further justification 

of the whole research undertaking. Given the paucity of research in the field, this 

empirical investigation will assist in providing further insight on the travel and tourism 

sector in Abu Dhabi, and help policy makers target their marketing strategies more 

closely.  

 On the other hand, it could confirm the validity of claims in the literature regarding the 

need to differentiate the VFR segment of tourism demand ((Morrison and O‟Leary 

1995, Lehto et al. 2001, Young et al. 2007, Backer 2012). In this way, the study 

would respond to claims by Seaton and Palmer (1997) for further conceptualisation 
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and generalisation. In addition to that, relying on percentages alone does not really 

unmask the true differences between different populations.  

As is customary in these cases, we need to define the set of two hypotheses to test. Thus, our 

null hypothesis is that these two populations are identical over respective characteristics, 

whereas the alternative hypothesis (H1) assumes that these two populations differ in terms of 

their respective attributes or characteristics. Hence: 

Null (H(0)): P(ALL) = P(VFR) and  

Alternative (H(1)): P(ALL) ≠P(VFR).  

 

Table 7.1: Comparison of VFR and All Tourists in Abu Dhabi 

 All Tourists 

(%) 

(A) 

VFR 

(%) 

(B) 

Ho: P(A) = P(B) 

H1: P(A) ≠ P(B) 

Decision Rule  

Accept/Reject 

H0 

Length of Stay     

Up to 3 days………………… 41.6 18.2 -11.107 Reject 

Up to a week………………… 43.4 59.1 7.210 Reject 

Up to 2 weeks………………… 11.8 18.2 4.384 Reject 

More than 2 weeks……………. 3.4 4.5 1.349 Accept 

Place of Residence     

Europe………………………… 43.4 22.7 -9.710 Reject 

North America………………… 7.4 4.5 -1.571 Accept 

South America………………… 1.4 0.5 5.725 Reject 

Asia………………………… 34.8 57.1 10.461 Reject 

Australia……………………… 5.0 4.5 -0.211 Accept 

Africa………………………… 7.8 10.6 1.751 Accept 

Gender     

Male…………………………... 70.4 57.6 -6.277 Reject 

Female…………………..…….. 29.6 42.4 6.277 Reject 

Job in Hospitality     

Yes……………………………. 9.2 10.6 0.629 Accept 

No……………………………... 90.6 89.4 -0.380 Accept 

Marital Status………………     

Single (not married)………… 20.2 21.2 0.571 Accept 

Divorced……………………… 6.8 7.6 0.720 Accept 

Widowed……………………… 2.2 3 1.207 Accept 

Separated…………………… 5.0 4.5 -0.531 Accept 

Co-habiting…………………… 3.8 10.6 8.307 Reject 

Married……………………… 60.6 52 -4.195 Reject 

Re-married…………………… 1.4 0.5 -1.878 Accept 

Age Group     

Under 20………………………. 0.8 1.5 -3.116 Reject 

21 – 30 years of age………… 14.6 33.3 11.069 Reject 

31 – 40 years of age………… 32.8 36.4 2.378 Reject 

41 – 50 year of age…………… 34.2 24.2 -4.903 Reject 

51 – 64 years of age………… 15.4 3 -8.468 Reject 

65 + years of age…………… 2.4 1.5 -1.528 Accept 

Education     

Compulsory schooling……… 6.2 18.2 9.805 Reject 
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Vocational………………… 8.6 4.5 -3.506 Reject 

Degree (BA, BSc)…………… 43.6 54.5 5.012 Reject 

Post Graduate (MA, PhD)…….. 38.4 21.2 -8.263 Reject 

Other………………………….. 3.0 1.5 -2.120 Reject 

Income     

Low…………………………… 21.5 15.8 -2.440 Reject 

Medium……………………….. 34.7 48.1 4.674 Reject 

High………………………… 43.8 36.1 -2.282 Reject 

 

The empirical results reported in Tables 7.1 through to Table 7.5 below are based on the 

responses provided by the same individuals that have completed the SPDCM part of the 

survey questionnaire.  The empirical results are summarised in Table 7.1 above. The results 

indicate that VFR travellers exhibit statistically significant differences as compared to the 

overall sample (hence, providing evidence to reject the null hypothesis) in terms of their 

length of stay (LoS) at the destination, their gender, their age structure, educational 

attainment, and income distribution. On the other hand, the results suggest that the two 

populations exhibit similar characteristics (accept the null hypothesis) in terms of their marital 

status (in most of the cases), their professional relationship with the hospitality sector and 

partly their place of residence. Some of these results make intuitive sense, but for others one 

needs to turn to the literature for justification and confirmation. For brevity reasons and space 

limitation reasons the analysis will only consider the cases where the two samples exhibit 

statistically significant differences, and hence allow us to reject the null hypothesis.  

 

First, it seems that LoS is one of the most effective ways to distinguish VFR travellers from 

the rest of tourism demand. Excluding those visitors staying for more than 2 weeks in AD, the 

rest of LoS categories manage to distinguish VFR from the rest of the tourists in the 

destination. This is a quite interesting observation given Lehto‟s et al. (2001) admittance 

regarding the short stay nature of VFR travels. Similarly, the examination of the gender 

variable indicates that male and female VFR travellers in AD share some notable differences 

with the rest of their male and female counterparts. The fact that all but the senior group of 

VFR travellers in AD appear to exhibit statistically significant differences from the rest of 

tourism demand in the destination, is also a quite provoking piece of information that goes 

contrary to popular belief (Chen et al. 2013) that VFR activity is mainly the prevalence of 

middle aged and mature visitors. The evidence from the empirical analysis so far indicates 

that the VFR phenomenon is even more widely spread across visitors.  

 

The same applies, even more profoundly, as far as the effect of income variable is concerned. 

The empirical evidence indicates that VFR travellers in AD are different to the rest of visitors 
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in the destination. This piece of empirical evidence partly debunks the myth of the 

insignificant contribution of the VFR segment of tourism demand on host economies. This is 

a quite interesting observation given Lehto‟s et al. (2001) and Garcia and Raya‟s (2008) 

admittance regarding the short stay nature of VFR travel and their contribution to the host 

economy. However, the results seem to align with the conclusions reached by De Menezes, 

Moniz and Vieira (2008) in the sense that longer length of stay by VFR travellers increased 

their expenditure patterns. Qualitatively speaking, Barros (2010) also reached similar 

conclusions, albeit from a rather different standpoint.  

 

The empirical results in Table 7.1 indicate that VFR travellers can be distinguished from the 

rest of tourism demand in the case study as far as their income and their financial contribution 

(either directly or indirectly) to the host economy is concerned. Finding how much exactly 

their contribution is would be examined at latter stages in the chapter. Overall, this piece of 

evidence confirms the argument that VFR visitors is not a negligible category of tourism 

demand and there are valid reasons to be considered as a special segment of tourism demand, 

worth exploring.  

 

In addition to the abovementioned observation, respondents‟ educational attainment also 

seems to exert a statistically significant effect as a discriminant factor between VFR visitors 

and the rest of visitors to AD. The results signify that VFR travellers differ in terms of their 

social capital accumulation as compared to the overall tourism demand in AD and hence 

justify the discussion regarding the identification of the said category as a separate segment of 

tourism demand in AD.  

 

7.2.2 Econometric Results 

In this current section, the analysis extends the discussion on the basis of a multivariate 

analysis that deals with more than two variables simultaneously. The econometric model 

being used as the methodological tool for this discussion is the multinomial logit (MNL) 

model outlined in chapter 4. As it was explained above, this is mainly because the dependent 

variable (expenditure patterns) is discrete, with more than 2 outcomes (low, medium and high 

expenditure patterns). The reference (or base) category in all estimations is the category „low 

tourism expenditure‟. In addition to that, the analysis will also consider marginal effects 

derived from the estimation of the econometric model. For consistency purposes, the analysis 

will consider the empirical results from Tables 7.2 and 7.3 organised in terms of sets of 

explanatory variables.  
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7.2.3 Length of Stay 

According to the empirical results in Tables 7.2 and 7.3, a short duration of stay (up to 3 days) 

has a negative impact on high expenditure levels for both VFR travellers and the overall 

tourism demand in AD. Indeed, the results indicate that VFR travellers in AD are less 

influenced by their duration of stay in the destination as compared to the overall tourism 

Table 7.2: Medium Expenditure Patterns (All and VFR Visitors) – β Coefficients 

 Tourist Expenditure (Medium) Tourist Expenditure 

(Medium) 

 ALL VFR 

Constant………………………………... -2.080 (.005)*** -.061 (.460) 

Length of Stay   

Up to 3 days………………………... 1.861 (.000)*** .457 (.117) 

Up to a week……………………….. 2.367 (.000)*** 1.113 (.000)*** 

Up to 2 weeks………………………. 1.058 (.000)*** 1.471 (.000)*** 

Place of Residence   

Europe……………………………… -1.322 (.000)*** -.544 (.200) 

North America……………………… -2.259 (.000)*** -.744 (.053)* 

Asia………………………………… -1.563 (.000)*** .741 (.389) 

Australia……………………………. -1.798 (.000)*** -.487 (.271) 

Africa………………………………. -1.724 (.000)*** -1.189 (.001)*** 

Male……………….……………….. -.395 (.000)*** -.402 (.526) 

Job in Hospitality…………………. -.781 (.000)*** 1.853 (.000)*** 

Marital Status……………………...   

Single (not married)………………... 1.504 (.000)*** -.028 (.159) 

Divorced……………………………. 1.030 (.000)*** 1.732 (.000)*** 

Separated…………………………… 1.908 (.000)*** .520 (.107) 

Co-habiting………………………… 1.602 (.000)*** -1.108 (.000)*** 

Married……………………………... 1.163 (.000)*** 1.135 (.000)*** 

Re-married…………………………. 1.122 (.000)*** -.941 (.003)*** 

Age Group   

21 – 30 years of age………………... -.167 (.752) -1.4712 (.000)*** 

31 – 40 years of age………………... -.865 (.099)* -.955 (.328) 

41 – 50 year of age…………………. -1.174 (.026)** -1.253 (.000)*** 

51 – 64 years of age………………... -1.022 (.0537) .017 (.896) 

65 + years of age…………………… -.153 (.788) 1.710 (.002)*** 

Education   

Compulsory schooling……………... .054 (.822) -.121 (.728) 

Vocational………………………….. .302 (.169) -.600 (.109) 

Degree (BA, BSc)………………….. .304 (.116) .655 (.418) 

Post Graduate (MA, PhD)………….. .106 (.408) .039 (.158) 

Income   

Medium………………………...…… .699 (.034)** 1.102 (.001)*** 

High………………………………… .851 (.005)** 1.239 (.000)*** 

N………………………………………… 4500 594 

McFadden R2………………………….. .268 .189 

LL function…………………………….. -2668.251 -2189.329 
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demand. In other words, VFR travellers‟ expenditure patterns appear to be much less 

responsive to length of stay, as compared to what is the case with the overall tourism demand. 

Reading through the findings from the marginal effects analysis of ((high tourist expenditure 

columns (multiply coefficients by 100 to obtain % figures) in Table 7.5 ), VFR travellers 

staying in AD for up to 3 days are approximately 28.5% less likely to engage in considerable 

expenditure activity as compared to transit travellers. The corresponding figure for the overall 

tourism demand is 26.5%. This is an extremely interesting piece of finding for two reasons. 

On the one hand, the abovementioned evidence confirms earlier findings from the descriptive 

analysis, where it was argued that LoS seems to be an efficient way to discriminate between 

VFR travellers and the rest of the tourism demand in the area. On the other hand, this piece of 

empirical evidence confirms the existing evidence in the literature regarding the economic 

significance of VFR travellers on the host economy and provides solid grounding to the 

argument that VFR travellers essentially subsidy low (or non – existent) levels of hospitality 

expenditure with other forms of expenditure at the host economy. 

 

7.2.4 Place of Residence  

Similar to the conclusion reached through the descriptive analysis earlier on, respondents‟ 

expenditure patterns do not signify any major differences between the two populations. Thus, 

with the sole exception of those visitors travelling from Australia (both VFR travellers and the 

overall sample), all other respondents‟ indicated a positive impact on higher levels of tourism 

expenditure, as compared to the base category (respondents from South America). What is 

more, when considering the evidence in Tables 7.4 and 7.5 (marginal effects for overall and 

VFR segments respectively), one realises that in all but one case (travellers from North 

America) VFR travellers are more likely to overspend at the destination as compared to the 

overall tourism demand. Indicatively speaking, respondents travelling from Europe are 42% 

to spend more in AD as compared to the base category (visitors from North America), 

whereas the corresponding figure for the overall tourism demand at the destination is 25.5%.  

 

Interpreting these results a bit further one can realise that there is an underlying pattern 

emerging from the results concerning place of residence and expenditure patterns. Examining 

the empirical findings more closely one could notice the fact that travellers from Europe and 

Asia (both VFR and overall) tend to spend more heavily as compared to the base category 

(the left-over category used for comparison purposes) when travelling to AD. Indicatively 

speaking, VFR visitors visiting the destination for up to a week tend to spend more as 
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compared to those travelling transit. This statement applies equally for those with average 

expenditure habits (Table 7.4), as well as those that spend more lavishly while at the AD. 

 

One could argue that there are two phenomena taking place here simultaneously. On the one 

hand, VFR travellers from Europe and Asia outspend the overall tourism demand from these 

respective markets. On the other hand, travellers from Europe and Asia tend to outspend their 

counterparts in general. Given the facts, it seems that there are particular reasons as to why 

this is the case with respect to these particular markets. Apparently, in AD there is a thriving 

Asian community, and there is also a bit expatriate community from Europe (particularly the 

UK, the Netherlands and Germany) living and working there. Hence, it seems that the cultural 

connection (existence of family ties, or already established national communities) makes a 

notable contribution to overall tourism spending at the destination.   

Table 7.3: High Expenditure Patterns (All and VFR Visitors) – β Coefficients 

 Tourist Expenditure (High) Tourist Expenditure (High) 

 All VFR 

Constant………………………………... -.737 (.078)* -1.312 (.000)*** 

Length of Stay   

Up to 3 days………………………... -2.460 (.000)*** -1.538 (.000)*** 

Up to a week……………………….. -1.635 (.000)*** 1.434 (.000)*** 

Up to 2 weeks………………………. .304 (.266) 1.837 (.000)*** 

Place of Residence   

Europe……………………………… 2.370 (.000)*** 1.899 (.000)*** 

North America……………………… 3.741 (.000)*** 1.969 (.000)*** 

Asia………………………………… 1.878 (.000)*** 1.291 (.000)*** 

Australia……………………………. .376 (.579) .487 (.115) 

Africa………………………………. 2.561 (.000)*** 1.974 (.000)*** 

Male……………….……………….. .040 (.728) 1.184 (.000)*** 

Job in Hospitality…………………. 1.995 (.000)*** 1.440 (.000)*** 

Marital Status……………………...   

Single (not married)………………... -1.171 (.001)** -.004 (.947) 

Divorced……………………………. -.978 (.013)** .043 (.836) 

Separated…………………………… -1.478 (.000)*** .497 (.115) 

Co-habiting………………………… -1.111(.008)** -.284 (.141) 

Married……………………………... -.986 (.005)** .695 (.010)* 

Re-married…………………………. -.799 (.569) -.589 (.260) 

Age Group   

21 – 30 years of age………………... .948 (.340) -1.962 (.000)*** 

31 – 40 years of age………………... .084 (.320) -1.851 (.000)*** 

41 – 50 year of age…………………. .663 (.129) 1.772 (.000)*** 

51 – 64 years of age………………... .173 (.565) .998 (.025)** 

65 + years of age…………………… .280 (.569) .460 (.117) 

Education   

Compulsory schooling……………... .058 (.827) -1.100 (.000)*** 

Vocational………………………….. -1.611 (.000)*** .915 (.006)** 

Degree (BA, BSc)………………….. .699 (.000)*** .333 (.248) 

Post Graduate (MA, PhD)………….. .759 (.002)** 1.125 (.000)*** 

Income   
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7.2.5 Marital Status 

 The empirical evidence derived from the examination of marital status is less straight 

forward, as compared to the abovementioned discussion. As far as those respondents on a 

formal and/or informal relationship (co-habiting, married, re – married), the results indicate 

that their influence among the two populations is not uniform. Overall, results in tables 7.4 

and 7.5 shows that those on a formal relationship tend to exhibit a positive and statistically 

significant influence on medium levels of individual expenditure. On the opposite case, only 

married VFR respondents indicated a positive relationship with medium expenditure patterns. 

The same applies in the case of those not in a relationship (single, divorced, and separated). 

Only divorced VFR respondents tend to exhibit similar (positive and statistically significant) 

expenditure patterns to the overall sample as far as the medium individual expenditure 

patterns are concerned.  

 

Regarding the other category of tourism expenditure (high levels of individual expenditure 

patterns), the results are equally mixed. Thus, as far as those on a formal relationship are 

concerned, their impact over the two sample populations and the two expenditure categories 

varies. Illustratively, married individuals seem to exert a statistically significant but negative 

influence on high levels of expenditure in AD overall, but their effect is exactly the opposite 

for VFR visitors at the same expenditure category (positive and statistically significant).  

 

Table 7.4: Medium Expenditure Patterns (All  and VFR Visitors) – Marginal Effects 

 Tourist Expenditure (Medium) Tourist Expenditure 

(Medium) 

 All Visitors VFR 

Length of Stay   

Up to 3 days………………………... .305 (.000)*** .231 (.219) 

Up to a week……………………….. .438 (.000)*** .209 (.000)*** 

Up to 2 weeks………………………. .194 (.000)*** .328 (.000)*** 

Place of Residence   

Europe……………………………… -.238 (.000)*** -.129 (.232) 

North America……………………… -.391 (.000)*** -.128 (.076)* 

Asia………………………………… -.284 (.000)*** -.183 (.439) 

Australia……………………………. -.329 (.000)*** -.320 (.332) 

Africa………………………………. -.317 (.000)*** -.293 (.002)** 

Male……………….……………….. -.085 (.000)*** -.009 (.549) 

Medium………………………...…… .671 (.002)*** .931 (.023)** 

High………………………………… .885 (.001)*** .1.125 (.001)*** 

N…………………………………………   

McFadden R2…………………………..   

LL function……………………………..   
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Job in Hospitality…………………. -.158 (.000)*** -.317 (.000)*** 

Marital Status……………………...   

Single (not married)………………... .281 (.000)*** -.042 (.185) 

Divorced……………………………. .196 (.031)** .418 (.000)*** 

Separated…………………………… .330 (.000)*** .299 (.129) 

Co-habiting………………………… .284  (.000)*** -.295 (.000)*** 

Married……………………………... .218 (.000)*** .327 (.001)*** 

Re-married…………………………. .431 (.000)*** -.171 (.000)*** 

Age Group   

21 – 30 years of age………………... -.034 (.748) -.339 (.000)*** 

31 – 40 years of age………………... -.169 (.074)* -.200 (.455) 

41 – 50 year of age…………………. -.233 (.014)** -.211 (.003)** 

51 – 64 years of age………………... -.203 (.036)** .029 (.592) 

65 + years of age…………………… -.031 (.788) .415 (.000)*** 

Education   

Compulsory schooling……………... .011 (.825) -.031 (.492) 

Vocational………………………….. .061 (.163) -.219 (.539) 

Degree (BA, BSc)………………….. .062 (.114) .284 (.384) 

Post Graduate (MA, PhD)………….. .032 (.405) .040 (.290) 

Income   

Medium………………………...…… .021 (.001)*** .239 (.000)*** 

High………………………………… .102 (.000)*** .285 (.000)*** 

 

 

7.2.6 Age Groups  

The empirical results derived from Tables 7.2 and 7.3 provide further validity to the findings 

reported in Table 7.1 above. Hence, as far as the age variable is concerned, VFR respondents 

seem to differ quite substantially as compared to the overall sample of visitors to AD. More 

specifically, the empirical results from Tables 7.4 and 7.5 reveal that mature (41 to 64 years of 

age) and senior (65+ years of age) VFR travellers are more likely to be spending more during 

their visit in AD as compared to the counterparts from the overall sample. In actual terms, the 

results from Tables 7.4 and 7.5 reveal that mature VFR travellers are approximately 44% 

(those in the 41 – 50 age group) and 21% (those in the 51 to 64 age group) more likely to 

engage in heavy expenditure behaviour as compared to the young (21 year old and younger) 

counterparts.  This finding confirms the point regarding the differentiation of VFR travellers 

and their consideration as a distinctive category of tourism demand. In addition to that, these 

results confirm the point raised in Table 7.1 regarding the rejection of the null hypothesis 

(e.g., that VFR travellers and the rest of the sample are similar in terms of the age structure of 

each respective group). The practical interpretation of these results suggests that policy and 

decision makers should actively engage with mature and senior VFR visitors and incorporate 

them more actively in future marketing and promotion campaigns in AD.  
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7.2.7 Educational Qualifications 

The evidence regarding the educational attainment‟s effect on individual levels of expenditure 

reveals that the impact is somewhat similar between the two respective groups, albeit with 

some considerable differentiation among those with strong educational qualifications. This 

piece of evidence partly confirms the empirical findings from earlier parts of the discussion. 

On the one hand, it appears that educational attainment has a statistically significant effect 

only as far as high levels of individual expenditure are concerned. On the other hand, the 

empirical results indicate that those on high levels of educational attainment (degree and post 

– graduate degree holders) in both groups are more likely to spend more as compared to their 

Table 7.5: High Expenditure Patterns (Total and VFR Visitors) – Marginal Effects 

 Tourist Expenditure 

(High) 

Tourist Expenditure 

(High) 

 Total VFR 

Length of Stay   

Up to 3 days………………………... -.265 (.000)*** -.285 (.000)*** 

Up to a week……………………….. -.188 (.000)*** .329 (.000)*** 

Up to 2 weeks………………………. .036 (.287) .491 (.000)*** 

Place of Residence   

Europe……………………………… .255 (.000)*** .421 (.000)*** 

North America……………………… .488 (.000)*** .485 (.000)*** 

Asia………………………………… .206 (.000)*** .295 (.001)*** 

Australia……………………………. .044 (.594) .102 (.485) 

Africa………………………………. .334 (.000)*** .467 (.000)*** 

Male……………….……………….. .004 (.727) .311 (.005)** 

Job in Hospitality…………………. .263 (.000)*** .383 (.000)*** 

Marital Status……………………...   

Single (not married)………………... -.117 (.000)*** -.002 (.599) 

Divorced……………………………. -.098 (.004)*** .089 (.681) 

Separated…………………………… -.138 (.000)*** .110 (.219) 

Co-habiting………………………… -.108 (.001)*** -.029 (.218) 

Married……………………………... -.111 (.005)*** .129 (.057)* 

Re-married…………………………. -.255 (.000)*** -.084 (.301) 

Age Group   

21 – 30 years of age………………... .013 (.544) -.322 (.000)*** 

31 – 40 years of age………………... .056 (.322) -.302  (.000)*** 

41 – 50 year of age…………………. .022 (.319) .438 (.002)** 

51 – 64 years of age………………... .010 (.595) .210 (.036)** 

65 + years of age…………………… .067 (.681) .031 (.567) 

Education   

Compulsory schooling……………... .006 (.828) -.228 (.000)*** 

Vocational………………………….. -.147 (.000)*** .190 (.005)** 

Degree (BA, BSc)………………….. .080 (.000)*** .007 (.692) 

Post Graduate (MA, PhD)………….. .095 (.032)** .206 (.007)** 

Income   

Medium………………………...…… .221 (.000)*** .099 (.009)** 

High………………………………… .418 (.000)*** .198 (.000)*** 
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counterparts from the same groups but with lower educational qualifications. So, for example 

VFR travellers with a post – graduate degree are 20.6% more likely to engage in heavy 

expenditure activity, as compared to their counterparts with no educational qualifications. The 

corresponding figure for the overall tourism demand with similar educational characteristics is 

9.5%. One could argue that VFR visitors, alongside other highly educated travellers do 

represent a financially rewarding group to consider. One could utilise this piece of evidence to 

extend the argument that visitors with higher educational capital, tend to represent a more 

lucrative pie of tourism demand to VFR travellers as well. All in all, the results indicate that 

highly educated VFR travellers seem to be spending more at the destination. Both in general 

and when considered against other highly educated groups of visitors.  

 

7.2.8 Income classification 

The evidence regarding the impact of the income variable on individual expenditure levels 

reveals no major surprises. In fact, uniformly all income categories seem to exert a positive 

and statistically significant effect on expenditure levels (medium and high) for both groups of 

visitors in AD. Thus, similar to the educational qualifications‟ case, one could utilise this 

piece of evidence to extend the argument that more affluent visitors tend to represent a more 

lucrative pie of tourism demand to VFR travellers as well. 

 

7.2.9 Gender 

The effect of gender on individual expenditure levels seems to differ between the two groups. 

On the one hand, on the whole males seem to spend less than females as far as medium levels 

of expenditure are concerned. On the other hand, when it comes specifically to VFR 

travellers, males tend to spend more than their female counterparts as far as high levels of 

expenditure in AD are concerned. Again, this piece of evidence signifies the existence of 

some degree of heterogeneity in behavioural patterns, as far as the VFR travellers‟ segment is 

considered.  

 

7.2.10 Professional Affiliation 

Finally, the inclusion of this variable in the survey design was decided on the basis of better 

selection of individuals from the tourism and hospitality sectors. The analysis argues that 

those employed in the hospitality sector in their own countries would be exhibiting somewhat 

different behaviour to the rest of the sample. In any case, the empirical results from Table 7.5 

indicate that when it comes to the high level expenditure category, this close professional 
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association with the hospitality sector is beneficial both overall and as far as VFR travellers 

are concerned.  

 

In the VFR travellers‟ case, the abovementioned point implies that tourism and hospitality 

professionals, even when they choose to stay with friends and relatives (as is the case here) 

they tend to spend more than their counterparts with no professional association with tourism 

and hospitality. Whereas one would assume otherwise, indeed tourism and hospitality 

professionals do not cut back on their individual expenditure patterns when they decide to 

reside with friends and relatives. Instead, they seem to substitute accommodation expenditure 

with other forms of spending in the local economy. This is a quite interesting piece of 

evidence because it shows that professional association with the hospitality sector does not act 

restrictive to the VFR segment. Instead, the empirical evidence indicates that professional 

affiliation operates additively to the impact that the VFR segment exerts on the local / host 

economy. Hence, it appears that in terms of the local multiplier effect it is not the nature of 

the accommodation sector that matters the most, but instead the development and potential of 

the whole local economy that would maximise the industry‟s economic contribution.   

 

7.3 Policy Implications / Recommendations 
 

This section of the analysis deals mainly with the second objective of this chapter, namely the 

consideration of possible proposals for recommendation. These policy implications and 

recommendations could inform planners (i.e., destination managers) and practitioners in their 

decision making process.  

 

The analysis of the empirical results generates a number of interesting observations. First and 

foremost, one has to acknowledge the fact that both the descriptive as well as the econometric 

analysis of the survey results confirm the existence of heterogeneity among respondents and 

their preference patterns. The results indicate fairly clearly that the current segmentation 

between VFR travellers and the rest of tourism demand is indeed valid, corroborating in this 

way Kotler‟s et al. (2003) assertion on demand segments being distinctive and tangible. 

Practically, this observation implies that there is indeed a case for local policy makers, and 

planners to substantiate a separate policy initiative and marketing campaign on VFR travellers 

in AD. The results considered in the discussion above suggest that AD could benefit from 

such an initiative. At the same time the empirical results imply that further attention and effort 

has to be devoted in examining visitors‟ behavioural patterns while on holidays in AD.  
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In addition to the heterogeneity argument presented above, there is an additional set of 

practical implications derived from the empirical results. On the one hand, the results make 

reference to the particular significance of respondents‟ place of residence. The fact that Asian 

and European VFR visitors expressed a higher likelihood to spend significant amounts of 

money to the local economy implies that managers and practitioners should also capitalise on 

the immigrant‟s population cultural proximity to the native culture. The evidence from the 

literature (Vriens and Hofstede 2000) supports this point arguing that any new tourist product 

or business enterprise that is successfully positioned along consumers‟ benefits or values 

(demand side) faces a lower threat of competitive imitation from incumbents (e.g., new tourist 

destinations). After all, potential visitors tend to affiliate more closely with concepts they feel 

an association with (Fullerton 2003). Potential visitors, especially from expatriate European 

and Asian communities may feel closer to indigenous culture, and thus, more likely to support 

the incumbent tourism industry. Hence, managers and practitioners should actively promote 

cultural proximity branding on markets, such as the VFR market, in order to take advantage of 

the divergence of the population living and working in AD. 

 

Finally, based on the length of service findings, the empirical results indicate that, despite 

popular belief, duration of stay is not as significant as we initially thought as far as tourism 

expenditure is concerned. The empirical results suggest that VFR visitors do not spend 

proportional to their stay, with transit VFR visitors (less than 3 days in AD) spending more 

than those staying for up to 3 days. Practically, this piece of evidence tends to aligns with the 

conclusion reached in earlier parts of the discussion. That is, tourism‟s economic contribution 

to the host economy is not directly dependent upon length of stay or upscale and lavish 

hospitality developments. Decision makers and practitioners should ideally be looking to 

enrich the local tourism product offered by the local economy in order to maximise tourism 

and VFR visitors‟) receipts. From this perspective, the policy implications arising from this 

examination fall in line with those offered by Lehto et al (2001) and Young et al (2007). 

 

7.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has focused on the examination of VFR travellers in Abu Dhabi Emirate, as a 

separate case of tourism demand at the destination. This apparent segmentation of tourism 

demand in Abu Dhabi follows the Emirate‟s intention to focus more on tourism activity as a 

means to differentiate its sources of revenue and break away from the mono-culture nature of 

the native economy. On this basis, Emirate officials and policy makers should develop an 
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effective way to generate some sort of comparative advantage for the destination. Building on 

the existence of a strong VFR market (mainly due to European and Asian populations living 

and working in Abu Dhabi), the paper aims to achieve two goals. On the one hand, to provide 

evidence regarding the different nature of the VFR market in AD. On the other hand, to 

examine at what extent expenditure patterns between the VFR segments differ from the rest of 

the tourists in Abu Dhabi.  

 

The empirical results provide support for both hypotheses. First, the descriptive results 

indicate that VFR travellers to Abu Dhabi illustrate considerable heterogeneity as far as their 

duration of stay, their gender, their age structure, their educational attainment and the income 

classification.  

 

Second, the empirical evidence from the econometric analysis suggests that the current 

segmentation between VFR travellers and the rest of tourism demand is indeed valid, 

corroborating in this way Kotler‟s et al. (2003) assertion on demand segments being 

distinctive and tangible. On a more specific level, the empirical results suggest that policy 

makers and planners should take advantage of the current scale of values (culture and 

religion) in order to attract more VFR visitors at the destination. This is mainly due to the 

large European and Asian communities currently established in Abu Dhabi. At the same time, 

the results suggest that in terms of tourism impact from VFR activity, planners and decision 

makers should be focusing more purposefully on the enrichment of the local tourism product 

on offer as opposed to investing hugely on upscale hospitality development projects. In other 

words, the interpretation of the empirical results call for greater attention to pull motivation 

factors (i.e., through religion and culture) as opposed to push motivation factors (i.e.,  desire 

to reside in a lavish hotel). 
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CHAPTER 8: Expenditure Segmentation 

 

Summary 

As a last component part of the analysis, the discussion considers a „revealed preferences‟ 

approach as well to examine respondents preferences patterns. However, this is done from a 

different perspective. In addition to examining stated preferences (chapters 5, 6 and 7), the 

analysis in this chapter considers respondents‟ actual (revealed) expenditure patterns. The 

current chapter also links quite well with the discussion in chapter 3 about segmentation 

methods. One could argue that SPDCM methods represent the state of the art in as far as 

segmentation methods are concerned (in any case the MMNL method is itself an „extreme‟ 

case of segmentation). On the other hand, expenditure based segmentation represent 

traditional approaches to segmenting tourism demand. The comparison of the two approaches 

(traditional versus state of the art segmentation methods) will offer great insights during the 

discussions related to the policy implications derived from the empirical results.  

 

Over the last few years (focusing especially over the period starting from the beginning of the 

century onwards), tourism and more particularly tourism associated with luxury development 

(hotels, shopping malls, modern urban attractions etc) has started to feature as one of the main 

tourism economic activities in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and the Emirate of Abu 

Dhabi (AD) more specifically. Some of the reasons responsible to trigger such a change have 

been: 

 Changes in consumer preferences with respect to their motivation for travel and their 

decision making patterns,  

 The Advent of new technology, making such trips from Western Europe and the US to 

UAE, a routine, 

 A notable change in official policy and decision making as far as the role that tourism 

activity can serve as far as the diversification and insulation of the national economy 

over oil and energy price fluctuations.  

However, given the increasing globalisation of the tourism phenomenon, and the considerable 

level of competition between tourism destinations and firms for a bigger share in the pie of 
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tourism receipts, there is an increasing need among competing tourism destinations and 

resources to have a detailed information (and profile) of their clientele and their needs (Pina 

and Delfa 2004, Laesser and Crouch 2006). Thus, knowledge of the defining demand 

characteristics as far as tourism expenditure is concerned is of paramount importance to 

policy makers, managers and practitioners alike.  

 

One of the reasons to justify the focus of this empirical research on 4* and 5* hotel 

accommodation in AD relates to the strongly expressed priority among policy makers and 

tourism managers in AD to focus specifically in the business and MICE (meetings, incentives, 

conferences and events) segments of tourism demand (Al Harmaneh and Steiner 2004, 

Business Management Middle East 2012). This is because these two groups are the ones more 

likely to plan their visitation to AD around 4 and 5* hotels. In a way, the empirical analysis to 

follow represents one approach to evaluate the effect of revealed preferences (RP) onto the 

expenditure decision. To a certain extent, the chapter follows Molera and Albaladejo‟s (2007) 

approach in profiling specific segments of tourism demand in AD based on their expenditure 

patterns. In latter stages of the analysis this will later be contrasted against stated preferences 

(SP) presented earlier in Chapter 6 in order to identify potential differences and / or 

similarities.   
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8.1 Introduction 
 

The evidence from the hospitality and tourism literature (Craggs 2009, Moc and Iverson 

2000, Shani et al. 2010) indicates that tourism expenditure is one of the most influential 

factors to determine tourist accommodation preference patterns. For that reason a better 

understanding of how the price variable or attribute influences tourists‟ choice patterns would 

provide invaluable service to managers, practitioners and decision makers. As part of this 

exercise, the empirical analysis in this section of the study examines the effect of a number of 

individual specific variables, such as purpose of visit, length of stay, age, education, income 

on stated individual expenditure patterns. Given the relative concentration of first class and 

luxury hotels in the Abu Dhabi Emirate, the analysis also considers, in addition to the overall 

sample, the effect of the above mentioned socio-demographic variables on expenditure 

patterns of those residing in first class and luxury hospitality accommodation during their stay 

in AD. In addition to that, Pina and Delfa (2004) argue that knowledge of the socio – 

demographic and travel profile of individual visitors is very important for appreciating 

particular individual preference patterns and consumption traits. From this perspective, the 

current endeavour complements the existing discussion in the literature by providing new 

evidence regarding the choice patterns of specific (affluent) segments of tourism demand. 

 

The dependent variable (individual total tourism expenditure) is broken down into four 

ordered and discrete categories (Up to 5,000 Drhs., between 5001 - 10,000 Drhs., between 

10,001 - 17,500 Drhs., and more than 17,5001 Drhs. So, from this point onward, and 

following Graggs‟s and Schofield‟s (2009) and Shawn‟s et al. (2001) analysis, the analysis 

considers those spending up to 10,000 Drhs in total as light spenders, those spending up to 

17,500 Drhs in total as „medium‟ spenders, and those spending more than 17,500 Drhs in total 

as heavy spenders. Carrying on from earlier parts of the discussion, the additional 

contribution of our analysis focuses on upmarket and luxury hotel establishments in AD. In 

this vein, the objective of this part of the analysis is to find segments of tourism demand for 

this type of hotel accommodation in AD based on their individual expenditure activity. 

  

8.2 Econometric Results  
 

The analysis in this part is summarised under 2 main tables. Table 8.1 (below) presents the 

regression output (in terms of beta coefficients) from the ordered probit model explained in 

Chapter 4, with total expenditure patterns as the dependent variable. Conceptually speaking, 
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Table 8.1 could be broken down in travel and tourism related variables (purpose of visit, 

length of stay, hotel booking) and individual socio-demographic variables (place of residence, 

gender, job in hospitality, marital status, age group, education and income levels). 

Consequently, the policy implications arising out of the analysis of the empirical results could 

also follow this pattern (travel and socio-demographic specific).  

 

Table 8.1 below summarises the first set of the empirical results (beta coefficients) for the 

sum of all respondents in the sample. Subsequent tables 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 (for all, 4* and 5* 

residents respectively) summarise the marginal effects for each visitor category. Overall, the 

models seem to fit the data fairly well (R
2
 = .30). Hence, we are confident that the interpretive 

power of the model is reasonably good.  

 

Starting from the tourism related variables first, the empirical results summarised in Table 8.1 

below indicate that as far as the purpose of visit variable is concerned, its impact is rather 

consistent throughout. As far as the selection of the base category for the estimation of the 

empirical results in Table 8.1, the analysis decided to use those categories with the lowest 

frequency observations. Thus, the categories in each characteristic that were left out in Table 

8.1 were the less popular ones. Consequently their selection did not follow any a priori 

reasoning. So, the empirical results indicate that all categories of purpose of someone‟s visit 

have a positive effect on expenditure patterns, as compared to the base category (that is transit 

/ stop over visitors). More importantly, business and conference visitors exert a positive and 

statistically significant effect on overall expenditure patterns, as compared to those that visit 

AD as transit. As far as the length of stay, types of booking, and place of residence, the 

empirical results in Table 8.1 are less straight forward. 

 

 

 

Table 8.1: Expenditure Patterns (All Visitors) – β Coefficients 

 Tourist Expenditure  

Constant………………………………... 1.375 (.000)*  

   

Main Purpose of Visit   

Stop over Base category  

Business……………………………. .743 (.000)*  

Holidays……………………………. 1.258 (.000)*  

Short trip…………………………… 1.010 (.000)*  

Shopping…………………………… 1.915 (.000)*  

Conference…………………………. .456 (.000)*  

Other……………………………….. 1.215 (.000)*  

   

Length of Stay   
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More than 2 weeks Base category  

Up to 3 days………………………... -1.288 (.000)*  

Up to a week……………………….. -.724 (.000)*  

Up to 2 weeks………………………. .336 (.011)**  

   

Hotel Booking   

Independent web – site Base category  

Travel Agent……………………….. .157 (.043)**  

Hotel’s web site……………………. .493 (.000)*  

Other…………….………………….. -.408 (.000)*  

   

Place of Residence   

South America Base category  

Europe……………………………… .191 (.180)  

North America……………………… .778 (.000)*  

Asia………………………………… -.323 (.024)**  

Australia……………………………. -.480 (.003)**  

Africa……………………………...……. .144 (.355)  

   

Gender   

Female……………………………………… Base category  

Male………….……….……………...…….. -.178 (.000)*  

   

Job in Hospitality   

No…………………………………………… Base category  

Yes………………………………………... .674 (.000)*  

   

Marital Status   

Widowed Base category  

Single (not married)………………... -.165 (.256)  

Divorced……………………………. -.362 (.018)**  

Separated…………………………… -.306 (.054)***  

Co-habiting………………………… -.299 (.074)***  

Married……………………………... -.226 (.106)  

Re-married…………………………. -.763 (.000)*  

   

Age Group   

Younger than 20 Base category  

21 – 30 years of age………………... -.582 (.012)**  

31 – 40 years of age………………... -.070 (.760)  

41 – 50 year of age…………………. .122 (.587)  

51 – 64 years of age………………... .069 (.769)  

65 + years of age…………………… -.405 (.122)  

   

Education   

Other qualification Base category  

Compulsory education……………... -.474 (.000)*  

Vocational………………………….. -.882 (.000)*  

Degree (BA, BSc)………………….. -.512 (.000)*  

Post Graduate (MA, PhD)………….. -.102 (.305)  

   

Income   

Low Base category  
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More specifically, the results relating to the length of stay (LoS) indicate that short and 

medium LoS duration (up to 3 days and up to a week respectively) contribute in a negative 

way on total expenditure patterns. On the other hand, „institutional‟ LoS duration (up to 2 

weeks) exert a positive and statistically significant effect on the dependent variable, as 

compared to the base category (more than two weeks). The reason as to why the analysis 

identifies this category as „institutional‟ rests on the fact that a typical tourism package deal 

lasts for about two weeks. This piece of evidence can be useful twofold. On the one hand, it 

provides support to the argument that simply “more (stay) is better” at least from a tourism 

receipts perspective. This coincides very well with the traditional view held by many that the 

more a visitor stays in the destination, the higher his/her impact on the local economy would 

be. On the other hand, this empirical finding implies that the common argument that the more 

one stays at a destination the bigger his/her impact on the local economy is not complete 

accurate. The evidence provided here suggests that this may be true but up to a point.  

 

Moving on, the results referring to the type of hotel booking offer equally revealing findings. 

So, the results indicate that booking a hotel via a syndicated source (travel agent‟s site or the 

hotel‟s site), as opposed to an independent one, adds positively on overall tourist expenditure 

patterns in AD. In this respect, the analysis assumes that the customer (actual or prospective 

visitor) gains value (value added through networks or clusters of suppliers) and is therefore 

willing to contribute / spend more at the destination. This could be taken to imply that 

clustering of affiliate providers or suppliers may as well generate added value to the tourist 

product in AD and this then benefits the local economy. This could be down to the fact that 

the AD as a tourist destination is still at its infancy, actual and prospective visitors still have 

limited information about the destination and its offerings and thus prefer to use a syndicated 

provider that builds reputation and respect from numbers.  

 

As far as the place of residence is concerned, at first glance it generates a set of unexpected 

results. More specifically, this explanatory variable suggests that visitors travelling from Asia 

Medium………………………...…… .328 (.001)*  

High………………………………… .481 (.000)*  

   

Mu (1) .899 (.000)*  

Mu (2) 1.832 (.000)*  

N………………………………………… 4500  

McFadden R2………………………….. .298  

LL function…………………………….. 4745.729   
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and Australia tend to spend less as compared to their counterparts from South America, 

whereas the opposite applies for those travelling from North America. Whereas the finding 

regarding the financial impact of those travelling from Australia is fairly anticipated (due to 

the distance travelled and the substitution that inevitably takes place between air fares and 

expenditure at the destination), the results regarding the expenditure patterns of those 

travelling from Asia and Europe do not make much sense (close proximity in the case of 

Europe, close cultural and religious ties in the case of Asian visitors). One reason to explain 

these outcomes would be to argue that having a considerably large expatriate community (in 

the case of European travellers), and familiarity with the destination (in the case of Asian 

travellers) bears a negative effect on overall tourism expenditure. 

 

The abovementioned discussion considered the set of travel related variables and their effect 

on tourism expenditure patterns. Following the discussion earlier on, there is also a set of 

explanatory variables related to respondents‟ individual attributes and characteristics. The 

results from Table 8.1 indicate that females are less likely to make a positive contribution to 

overall tourism expenditure, as compared to their male counterparts. Although tourism is an 

international phenomenon and it is practised by all irrespective colour, or gender, the results 

provide a hint indicative of the effect of the conservative and male-dominated society in the 

Emirate. The analysis hypothesises that it is this peculiarity of the local society that keeps 

female travellers‟ contribution at low levels (or to be more accurate on lower levels as 

compared to those of male travellers in AD). On the other hand, those respondents with a 

professional link with the hospitality sector seemed to exert an overall positive (and 

statistically significant) effect on tourism expenditure. The inclusion of this variable in the 

survey design was decided on the basis of better selection of individuals from the tourism and 

hospitality sectors. The research argument is that those related to the sector would be 

exhibiting somewhat different behaviour to the rest of the sample. In any case, the empirical 

results from Table 8.1 confirms this hypothesis, given that these individuals tend to spend 

more as compared to those with no professional relationship with the tourism and hospitality 

sector.  

 

With the exception of those reporting single or married status, the rest of the marital status 

categories seem to exert an almost uniform effect on tourism expenditure in AD. This piece of 

empirical findings could may well imply that both single (divorced, and separated), as well as 

in a relation (co – habiting, re – married) respondents tend to spend less as compared to 

widowed respondents. Interestingly, when considering the age‟s effect on tourism 
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expenditure, the empirical findings indicate that, as expected, young respondents (21 to 30 

years of age) are less likely to make a positive contribution in terms of their tourism 

expenditure, as compared to those up to 20 years of age travelling to AD. What cannot be 

easily appreciated is why older and more mature visitors do not exert any statistically 

significant effect on tourism expenditure. We anticipate that further information will be 

revealed to us during the analysis of the marginal effects associated with different tourism 

expenditure categories latter on.  

 

The last two categories relate to education attainment and income levels. As far as educational 

attainment is concerned, the results are pretty consistent throughout. According to the 

empirical evidence all other educational qualifications (with the exception of the post – 

graduate ones) tend to exert a negative and statistically significant effect on tourism 

expenditure, as compared to the effect of other qualifications (base categories). At the same 

time, the effect of the income variable seems to have similar level of consistence, albeit with a 

different direction. Table 8.1 illustrates that respondents on medium and high income levels 

tend to spend more as compared to their counterparts on low income levels. This last 

observation is fairly normal and partly confirms the congruency of the empirical results. 

Finally, the last two terms at the bottom of Table 8.1 (Mu1 and 2) indicate the different 

categories of the ordered probit model.  

 

8.3 Marginal Effects Analysis 
 

Following the above mentioned discussion, the analysis also considers the marginal effects 

associated with the various tourism expenditure categories. Tables 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 

(corresponding to all visitors, those residing into 4* and 5* hotels respectively) are 

summarising the discussion. Rather than dealing with each table on its own, it would be a 

better practise if we instead examine tables one at a time, we examine all three tables together 

but each attribute on its own. In addition to that, taking advantage of the considerably large 

number of observations, the analysis has broken down the dependent variable into 4 

categories: 

 

 Category 1 (Up to 5,000 Dirham‟s./ approx. £820/ approx. €980): Low Expenditure 

levels 

 Category 2 (5001 to 10,000 Dirham‟s./approx. £1640/approx. €1960): Medium 

Expenditure levels 
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 Category 3 (10,001 to 17,500 Dirham‟s./approx. £2860/approx. €3425): High 

Expenditure levels 

 Category 4 (more than 17500 Dirham‟s.): Very High Expenditure levels 

 

 

8.3.1 Profiling the Full Sample 

The following three recurrent sub-sections will attempt to profile visitors (all, those residing 

in 4* and 5* hotels respectively) according to their expenditure patterns. This is a fairly useful 

activity, because it will allow us to delineate possible differences between the 4 different 

expenditure groups. Before engaging any further into the discussion, one should bear in mind 

that the negative sign denotes a lower likelihood for visitors to engage in particular activities, 

whereas conversely a positive sign denotes a higher likelihood for a particular action to take 

place. So, in the case of business travellers, they are less likely to spend up to 5000 Dirhams. 

as compared to the base category (those travelling to AD transit). On the other hand, the same 

group of respondents (business travellers) are more likely to spend more than 17,501 Drhs. 

during their stay in AD, as compared to those travelling transit. 

 

 

According to Table 8.2 below, the overall sample (Table 8.2) illustrates a high degree of 

consistency as far as the low and medium levels of tourism expenditure are concerned, where 

respondents, irrespective of their purpose of visit exhibit lower probabilities to outspend those 

visiting AD as transit visitors. This trend is reversed as far as the top expenditure category 

(17500+ Drhs) is concerned, where all visitors, again irrespective of their purpose of visit tend 

to overspend those visiting AD as transit visitors . 

 

When considering LoS effect on tourists‟ overall expenditure, the empirical results indicate 

that those visiting for up to a week AD really make a poor contribution to the city as far as 

tourism receipts are concerned. On the other hand, those visiting for up to 2 weeks, tend to 

more likely to be more generous as compared to those respondents staying in AD for more 

than two weeks. Thus, the former are 9% more likely to spend more than 17500 Drhs., during 

their stay as compared to those staying for more than a fortnight. In other words, it seems that, 

for the full sample at least, the traditional argument that the more one stays the more 

significant the contribution he/she is making to the local economy is not foolproof. This piece 

of empirical evidence confirms the discussion at earlier parts of the analysis regarding the 
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linkages between duration of stay and financial impact on the local economy. The evidence 

here suggests that, contrary to popular belief the relationship between duration of stay and 

tourism receipts is not a linear one.  

 

As far as method of booking, the results in Table 8.2 suggest that the use of intermediaries 

(travel agents) does very little to the overall tourism expenditure. In other words, the use of 

travel agents does not seem to generate a feeling of economisation on tourists‟ minds, and 

thus does not have an effect on their tourist expenditure patterns. Indicatively, those booking 

through a travel agent were almost 2% less likely to spend up to 10000 Drhs as compared to 

those who booked their stay through an independent web site. On the other hand, those who 

booked their stay directly from the hotel‟s website were 13% more likely to spend more than 

17500 during their stay in AD, as compared to those who booked their stay independently. 

Implicitly, this could be taken to imply that those who booked directly with the hotel may 

have felt that they are adding value to their trip since many hotels in AD are offering 

additional amenities to guests (such as closed circuit bus shuttle, free transportation to/from 

the airport) to guests who book directly with them. 

 

Moving on to the socio-demographic variables, the results regarding respondents‟ place of 

residence provide some quite interesting results.  

 First, it appears that visitors travelling from North America seem to represent a rather 

lucrative segment of tourism demand. More specifically, North American travellers 

are 16% less likely to be spending up to 5000 Dirham‟s. (low category of tourism 

spending) during their stay, as compared to their South American counterparts. At the 

same time, they are 24% more likely to engage in very heavy tourism expenditure 

(more than 17500 Dirham‟s), as compared to South American travellers. These two 

pieces of evidence when put together indicate that overall, North American visitors 

tend to make a considerable contribution in the local economy in terms of their 

expenditure patterns.  

 On the other hand, Australian visitors tend to be located at the other extreme of the 

scale, since they are 16% more likely to be spending lightly, as compared to South 

American visitors, and at the same time, about 9% less likely to be spending up to 

17500 Dirham‟s (heavy tourism expenditure), as compared to South American 

visitors. One could argue that distance is probably one reason to explain this pattern of 

expenditure, but given the evidence presented earlier on this does not seem to provide 

an adequate explanation.  
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 Another interesting point relates to the expenditure patterns of respondents travelling 

from Asia. It appears that they have more chances of spending more than South 

American visitors early on (9.6% and 3.1% for the low and medium spending 

categories respectively), and more chances of spending less than South American 

visitors (almost 5.5% less) when it comes to the high spending category (up to 17500 

Dirham‟s). Given the fact that there is a very sizeable Asian community in AD, and 

that approximately 80% of the population there is comprised on non – locals, this 

piece of evidence is particularly interesting. One could argue that cultural proximity 

(between Asian and the local community/environment) is not particularly conducive 

as far as tourism spending is concerned. This could be a signal for managers and 

policy makers to focus their attention not only to the more affluent American and 

European visitors, but also to take advantage of the culture connection in the form of 

repeat business.  

 

Table 8.2: Marginal Effects (All Visitors) 

 Up to 5,000 Drhs 5001-10.000 Drhs 10,001-17,500 Drhs 17,5001 Drhs + 

Purpose of Visit     

Stop over     

Business………………… -.183 (.000)* -.105 (.000)* .083 (.657) .205 (.000)* 

Holidays………………… -.292 (.000)* -.174 (.000)* .107 (.669) .358 (.000)* 

Short trip…………………… -.193 (.000)* -.174 (.000)* .041 (.829) .326 (.000)* 

Shopping…………………… -.215 (.000)* -.299 (.000)* -.154 (.075)*** .669 (.000)* 

Conference……………… -.111 (.000)* -.068 (.000)* .052 (.700) .127 (.002)** 

Other…………………… -.192 (.000)* -.211 (.000)* -.010 (.953) .419 (.000)* 

     

Length of Stay     

More than 2 weeks     

Up to 3 days……………… .386 (.000)* .088 (.000)* -.195 (.312) -.277 

(.015)*** 

Up to a week……………… .213 (.000)* .067 (.000)* -.115 (.212) -.164 (.335) 

Up to 2 weeks…………… -.085 (.000)* -.047 (.000)* .042 (.713) .090 (.087)*** 

     

Hotel Booking     

Independent web – site     

Travel Agent……………… -.045 (.000)* -.017 (.000)* .025 (.780) .037 (.559) 

Hotel’s web site…………… -.126 (.000)* -.068 (.000)* .063 (.669) .131 (.000)* 

Other…………….………… .128 (.000)* .030 (.000)* -.073 (.000)* -.084 (.499) 

     

Place of Residence     

South America     

Europe……………………… -.054 (.000)* -.022 (.000)* .029 (.755) .046 (.448) 

North America…………… -.161 (.000)* -.133 (.000)* .051 (.767) .242 (.000)* 

Asia………………………… .096 (.000)* .031 (.000)* -.054 (.000)* -.073 (.548) 

Australia………………… .158 (.000)* .022 (.000)* -.091 (.000)* -.090 (.473) 

Africa……………………… -.039 (.000)* -.018 (.000)* .021 (.799) .036 (.607) 
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Gender     

Female……………………     

Male………….……….…… .049 (.000)* .021 (.000)* -.026 (.085)*** -.044 (.691) 

     

Job in Hospitality     

No…………………………     

Yes………………………… -.148 (.000)* -.110 (.000)* .056 (.732) .202 (.000)* 

     

Marital Status     

Widowed     

Single (not married)…… .049 (.000)* .016 (.000)* -.027 (.279) -.037 (.712) 

Divorced…………………… .115 (.000)* .023 (.000)* -.066 (.000)* -.072 (.533) 

Separated………………… .096 (.000)* .022 (.000)* -.055 (.000)* -.062 (.574) 

Co-habiting………………… .094 (.000)* .021 (.000)* -.054 (.000)* -.061 (.579) 

Married…………………… .063 (.000)* .026 (.000)* -.034 (.000)* -.055 (.634) 

Re-married………………… .270 (.000)* -.001 (.859) -.150 (.007)** -.119 (.403) 

     

Age Group     

Younger than 20     

21 – 30 years of age……… .191 (.000)* .028 (.000)* -.109 (.014)*** -.111 (.425) 

31 – 40 years of age……… .020 (.000)* .007 (.001)** -.011 (.790) -.016 (.857) 

41 – 50 year of age…… -.035 (.000)* -.014 (.000)* .019 (.811) .030 (.660) 

51 – 64 years of age……… -.019 (.001)* -.008 (.000)* .010 (.878) .016 (.828) 

65 + years of age……… .132 (.000)* .022 (.000)* -.076 (.000)* -.078 (.511) 

     

Education     

Other qualification     

Compulsory education…… .156 (.000)* .023 (.000)* -.089 (.000)* -.089 (.473) 

Vocational………………… .309 (.000)* .001 (.916) -.170 (.030)*** -.139 (.371) 

Degree (BA, BSc)………… .149 (.000)* .051 (.000)* -.082 (.097)*** -.118 (.422) 

Post Graduate (MA, PhD) .029 (.000)* .011 (.000)* -.016 (.647) -.024 (.803) 

     

Income     

Low     

Medium…………………… .054 (.001) .073 (.001)* .011 (.085)*** .102 (.042)*** 

High……………………… -.119 (.000)* .009 (.000)* .029 (.541) .094 (.023)** 

 

 

The results regarding the impact of respondents‟ gender and occupational connection are 

fairly consistent throughout. In particular, the results indicate that males tend to make less of a 

financial impact in the local economy as compared to female travellers. They are about 5% 

more likely to engage in low (up to 5000 Drhs) during their stay in AD, as compared to 

females. At the same time, they are 2.6% less likely to spend up to 17500, as compared to 

females. The results regarding professional linkages and their effect on tourism spending are 

much more promising. According to Table 8.2, professional affiliation with the hospitality 

sector ensures that respondents would be about 20% more likely to spend more than 17500 

Drhs in Ad during their stay there, as compared to those with no professional associations 
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with the industry. This piece of finding confirms the discussion in earlier parts of the analysis, 

and draws a possible course of action for future policy making and marketing. Given that 

people closely associated with the industry are willing to make such a significant monetary 

contribution during their visit, this means that they act as a badge of excellence for the rest of 

travellers. Their positive stance towards their own colleagues provides a very important 

accolade worth promoting to the rest of the world.  

 

Respondents‟ marital status also generates fairly consistent results. Table 8.2 indicates that all 

visitors, irrespective of their marital status, are more likely to be spending up to 5000 Drhs as 

compared to widowed respondents. Indicatively, divorced respondents were 11.5% more 

likely and re-married respondents were 27% more likely to be spending up to 5000 Drhs, 

when compared to widowed respondents. Although there is an almost unanimous sign 

reversal as far as the medium tourism expenditure (with the exception of re-married 

respondents), almost all respondents (with the exception of single visitors) exhibited a lower 

probability to engage into some heavy spending (up to 17500 Drhs) when visiting AD, when 

compared to widowed individuals. For example, re-married individuals were 15% less likely 

to be spending up to 17500 Drhs, as compared to widowed individuals. One could be tempted 

to compare the abovementioned empirical results with a priori expectations. However, such a 

task would at best be extremely difficult, while at worst case scenario this exercise would be 

futile considering the extremely diverse nature of these groups. However, for discussion 

purposes, the abovementioned analysis does offer some useful insights that could be utilised 

latter on during the policy implications section.  

 

The results relating to respondents‟ age structure follow a similar path as those of 

respondents‟ marital status earlier on. More specifically, table 2 indicates that young (up to 40 

years of age) and senior visitors (65+ years of age) tend to exhibit a higher probability to 

engage in low spending patterns while visiting AD emirate. In particular, 21 to 30 year olds 

were 19% more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs. as compared to their younger counterparts. 

The same applies in the case of senior and retired respondents with 13% more chances of 

spending low, as compared to younger visitors. On the other hand, more mature visitors (31 to 

50 years of age) operate in the approach completely different to the one described above. This 

could be indicative of the low restrained purchasing power some groups of respondents have 

whilst on holidays. 
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Finally, the empirical results based on the educational attainment and income classification 

are summarised at the bottom of table 2. As far as the educational attainment is concerned, the 

empirical results indicate that all respondents, irrespective of their educational qualification, 

are more likely to engage in low or medium (up to 10000 Drhs) spending patterns, as 

compared to those with other qualifications. Indicatively, those with vocational qualifications 

were 31% more likely to do so, whereas those with a post graduate degree only 3% more 

likely to do so. At the end, and as expected, the results suggest that there is a positive 

relationship between tourists‟ income group and their expenditure patterns. Hence, those 

reporting that they belong to the medium or high income group were 10% and 9.4% 

respectively more likely to engage in very heavy spending during their stay in AD, as 

compared to their counterparts on low income groups.  

 

8.4 Profiling 4* (First – class) Hotel Residents 
 

As it was argued earlier on, the purpose of this particular section of the analysis is to profile 

particular types of tourism demand in AD. This is primarily for two reasons. On the one hand, 

tourism development in AD is following a particular trajectory, aiming mainly on business 

and luxury type of tourism development. On a more practical level, the type of tourism and 

hospitality projects currently underway, and recently completed focus almost unanimously 

towards first class and luxury development. So, for those two reasons, the analysis has 

decided to focus on the profile of tourists/visitors residing in 4* and 5* hotel accommodation 

in AD. Table 8.3 below summarises the discussion as far as respondents based on 4* hotel 

accommodation.  

 

The empirical results indicate that as far as the purpose of visit is concerned, there is a 

remarkable uniformity on respondents‟ replies. In particular, all respondents, irrespective of 

their purpose of visit reported a lower chance of engaging into low spending activity (up to 

5000 Drhs), with those visiting for holidays to report an almost 33% lower likelihood of 

spending up to 5000 Drhs. as compared to transit visitors (up to 3 days). Similarly and as 

expected, respondents visiting AD for shopping were almost 21% less likely to spend up to 

5000 Drhs. as compared to transit visitors. On the other hand, all respondents, irrespective of 

their purpose of visit, reported a higher likelihood of spending more than 17500 Drhs. during 

their stay in AD. Those visiting for shopping, holidays, and other reasons were all more likely 

to spend more than 17500 Drhs., as compared to transit visitors (75%, 44.8% and 39.8% more 

likely respectively). These results align with earlier evidence regarding all the respondents in 
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the sample. In addition to that, they imply that qualitatively speaking, those residing in 4* 

accommodation tend to make a bigger impact to the local economy, as compared to the 

overall sample.  

 

Table 8.3: Marginal Effects (for First Class Hotels – 4*)  

 Up to 5,000 Drhs 5001-10.000 Drhs 10,001-17,500 Drhs 17,5001 Drhs + 

Purpose of Visit     

Stop over     

Business………………… .016 (.000)* -.115 (.000)* .066 (.799) .216 (.000)* 

Holidays………………… -.329 (.000)* -.214 (.000)* .095 (.803) .448 (.000)* 

Short trip…………………… -.180 (.000)* -.169 (.000)* .042 (.872) .307 (.000)* 

Shopping…………………… -208 (.000)* -.343 (.000)* -.200 (.000)* .752 (.000)* 

Conference……………… -.126 (.000)* -.086 (.000)* .053 (.806) .160 (.007)** 

Other…………………… -.183 (.000)* -.217 (.000)* .002 (.990) .398 (.000)* 

     

Length of Stay     

More than 2 weeks     

Up to 3 days……………… .199 (.000)* .063 (.000)* -.100 (.443) .162 (.528) 

Up to a week……………… .085 (.000)* .035 (.000)* -.043 (.028)** -.077 (.693) 

Up to 2 weeks…………… -.125 (.000)* -.094 (.000)* .048 (.819) .170 (.008)** 

     

Hotel Booking     

Independent web - site     

Travel Agent……………… -.105 (.000)* -.047 (.000)* .052 (.785) .109 (.091)*** 

Hotel’s web site…………… -.180 (.000)* -.131 (.000)* .066 (.807) .244 (.000)* 

Other…………….………… .102 (.000)* .033 (.000)* -.053 (.032)** -.082 (.674) 

     

Place of Residence     

South America     

Europe……………………… -.103 (.000)* -.047 (.000)* .051 (.786) .099 (.085)*** 

North America…………… -.187 (.000)* -.217 (.000)* .006 (.979) .398 (.000)* 

Asia………………………… .050 (.000)* .020 (.000)* -.026 (.235) -.044 (.791) 

Australia………………… .159 (.000)* .024 (.000)* -.084 (.094)*** -.099 (.623) 

Africa……………………… -.138 (.000)* -.120 (.000)* .044 (.844) .212 (.000)* 

     

Gender     

Female……………………     

Male………….……….…… .021 (.000)* .009 (.005)** -.010 (.834) -.019 (.897) 

     

Job in Hospitality     

No…………………………     

Yes………………………… -.130 (.000)* -.102 (.000)* .048 (.826) .184 (.003)** 

     

Marital Status     

Widowed     

Single (not married)…… .191 (.000)* .035 (.000)* -.100 (.263) -.127 (.577) 

Divorced…………………… .339 (.000)* -.016 (.027)** -.168 (.243) -.155 (.539) 

Separated………………… .261 (.000)* .007 (.257) -.133 (.213) -.134 (.563) 

Co-habiting………………… .338 (.000)* -.022 (.002)** -.166 (.217) -.148 (.546) 

Married…………………… .144 (.000)* .078 (.000)* -.068 (.523) -.148 (.550) 

Re-married………………… .407 (.000)* -.059 (.000)* -.193 (.206) -.155 (.540) 
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Age Group     

Younger than 20     

21 – 30 years of age……… -.002 (.856) -.005 (.854) .006 (.993) .001 (.993) 

31 – 40 years of age……… -.166 (.000)* -101 (.000)* .072 (.780) .195 (.000)* 

41 – 50 year of age…… -.133 (.000)* -.073 (.000)* .062 (.779) .144 (.033)** 

51 – 64 years of age……… -.126 (.000)* -.085 (.000)* .054 (.801) .155 (.008)** 

65 + years of age……… -.067 (.000)* -.041 (.000)* .030 (.834) .077 (.450) 

     

Education     

Other qualification     

Compulsory education…… .082 (.000)* .022 (.000)* -.043 (.000)* -.061 (.725) 

Vocational………………… .464 (.000)* -.061 (.000)* -.216 (.276) -.186 (.511) 

Degree (BA, BSc)………… .224 (.000)* .073 (.000)* -.111 (.490) -.186 (.497) 

Post Graduate (MA, PhD) .066 (.000)* .025 (.000)* -.030 (.000)* -.057 (.745) 

     

Income     

Low     

Medium…………………… -.015 (.000)* .002 (.851) .032 (.003)** .138 (.001)* 

High……………………… -.019 (.000)* .013 (.704) .028 (.052)*** .119 (.004)* 

 

 

Moving on, the empirical evidence from Table 8.3 indicate that those staying for a short 

period of time (up to 3 days and up to a week) are more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs. as 

compared to those staying for more than 2 weeks (20% and 8.5% respectively). The same 

applies for the next expenditure category (up to 10000 Drhs.), albeit a lower level/magnitude. 

Having said that, those visiting for longer periods of time (i.e., up to 2 weeks) exhibit a more 

positive expenditure behaviour. These respondents were less likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs. 

as compared to the base category (by 12.5%), but at the same time they were 17% more likely 

to engage into more „serious‟ spending activity (spend up to 17500 Drhs.) during their stay. 

These results are quite interesting because they deviate slightly from the results of the overall 

sample, in the sense that the contribution of those visiting for up to 2 weeks is more straight 

forward and provides an incentive for more direct marketing efforts being applied to them.  

 

When considering the evidence regarding the effect of respondents‟ type of hotel booking 

there are two issues emerging. First, other means (other than the ones being mentioned in the 

question) do not seem to generate a particularly positive effect on tourism expenditure 

patterns. Respondents residing in 4* accommodation and use other means to book their 

hospitality accommodation are more likely to limit themselves into lower levels of tourism 

expenditure (up to 10000 Drhs) for instance, as compared to those staying in similar type of 

hotels but instead book their accommodation through independent web sites (the probability is 

10% for up to 5000 Drhs. and 3.3% for up to 10000 Drhs respectively. On the other hand, the 

same group of respondents is 5.3% less likely, as compared to the base category, to spend up 
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to 17500 Drhs. Hence, all in all, this group tends to make less of an impact to the local 

economy as compared to other visitors in the sample.  

 

The effect of respondents‟ place of residence follows similar patterns as to the ones described 

above. More specifically, visitors from Asia, Africa and Australia tend to be less likely to 

spend low (up to 10000 Drhs.), as compared to visitors from South America. Indicatively, 

respondents travelling from Australia were almost 16% more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs, 

as compared to respondents from South America. At the same time, the same group of 

respondents when travelling to AD was also 8.4% less likely to spend up to 17500 Drhs 

during the duration of the trip, as compared to the base category (visitors travelling from 

South America). This is a particularly interesting piece of result because it differentiates 

somewhat from the discussion in earlier parts of the discussion, concerning the whole sample. 

This is because when considering the whole sample, respondents travelling from Asia were 

much more positive in terms of their financial impact to the local economy. However, when 

considering those travelling from Asia and residing in 4* hotels, their contribution as it was 

described above, was much more limited. The analysis presumes that this is because Asian 

travellers tend to stay either with friends and family, or in other types of hospitality 

accommodation (for example 3* hotels). This is quite interesting because the two sets of 

results lead to completely different directions. The results from the overall sample suggested 

that Asian travellers were making a significant contribution to tourism receipts. However, the 

results from the constrained sample (4* hotel residents only) suggests otherwise.  

 

At the same time, travellers from Europe and North America seemed to impact tourism 

receipts in completely the different direction as to the ones abovementioned one. More 

specifically, respondents travelling from the States were 21.7% less likely to spend up to 

10000 Drhs. as compared to South American travellers, whereas at the same time were 39.8% 

more likely to spend more than 17500 Drhs. as compared to the base category. More or less, 

the same applies to travellers from Europe and choose to reside in 4* accommodation, albeit 

at a lower degree. Similarly to the discussion above, the segmentation of the sample into 

different groups (in this case based on type of hospitality accommodation) provides some 

interesting findings. Although, in total visitors from Europe did not seem to make a 

particularly strong contribution in terms of their tourist expenditure, when considering first 

class travellers from Europe one can realise that the effects seems to change considerably,  
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The analysis next considers the effect of respondents‟ gender and professional affiliations. 

The empirical results suggest that males residing in 4* hotel accommodation tend to make a 

less significant contribution to the local expenditure through their tourism expenditure 

patterns. In particular, they are more likely to contribute lower amounts of money (up to 5000 

Drhs and 10000 Drhs), as compared to their female counterparts residing in similar type of 

accommodation by 2.1% and 1% respectively. The analysis reaches to similar kind of 

conclusions when considering respondents‟ professional affiliation. In particular, those 

residing in 4* hotels that reported some professional linkage with the hospitality industry 

were 18.4% more likely to spend more than 17500 Drhs., as compared to those who reported 

similar professional association and stayed at similar type of hotel. This last point confirms 

earlier results derived from the overall sample, regarding the financial contribution of those 

who were linked with the industry.  

 

The empirical results regarding respondents‟ marital status also seems to exert an 

inconclusive effect on tourism expenditure in AD. More specifically, whereas all respondents 

staying at a 4* hotel, irrespective of their marital status were more likely to spend up to 5000 

Drhs, as compared to the base category (indicatively re-married individuals residing in 4* 

hotels were 40.7% more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs during their stay in AD, as compared 

to widowed respondents staying at similar hotels across the UAE. Following earlier parts of 

the analysis, the examination of this variable and its impact over individual expenditure 

patterns for different types of respondents produces, qualitatively speaking, different results. 

Whereas, the results derived from the overall sample, indicate that almost all respondents 

would have a negative effect on tourism expenditure (less likely to spend considerable 

amounts of money into the local economy while visiting AD), when segmenting tourism 

demand using type of accommodation as a distinguishable factor, it appears that there are 

some respondents (such as married, and single respondents) that would have a higher 

probability of spending slightly more (up to 10000 Drhs), as compared to the base category.  

 

Moving on, with the exception of the young respondents (21 to 30 years of age), all other age 

categories seem to exert a similar effect on tourism expenditure patterns. In particular, all of 

them tend to be less likely to spend up to 10000 Drhs, as compared to the base (younger than 

20 years of age respondents) and at the same time more likely as compared to the base 

category, to spend more than 17500 Drhs during their stay in AD. Indicatively, mature 

respondents (51 to 64 years of age) staying in 4* hotels were 15.5% more likely to spend 

more than 17500 Drhs when compared to their young counterparts.  
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With the exception of respondents on vocational qualifications, all other visitors staying in 4* 

hotels indicated a higher probability to spend more than 10000 Drhs, as compared to those 

who stayed at similar type of hotels and had other not reported educational qualifications. 

Even worse, two types of respondents (those on post graduate and compulsory qualifications) 

were also less likely to spend up to 17500 Drhs, as compared to the base category (3% and 

4.3% respectively).  Finally, the empirical results from Table 8.3 were as expected in the 

sense that there is a positive relationship between tourists‟ income group and their expenditure 

patterns. Hence, those reporting that they belong to the medium or high income group were 

13.8 and 11.9% respectively more likely to engage in very heavy spending during their stay in 

AD, as compared to their counterparts on low income groups on similar type of hotels. These 

results largely reflect the discussion in earlier parts of the analysis. Qualitatively speaking 

however, the impact of the income variable in this category seems to be more pronounced in a 

positive way.  

 

8.5 Profiling 5* (luxury) Hotel Residents 

 

The last category of tourism demand relates to those staying at 5* (or luxury) type of hotels in 

AD. This is an equally important category of tourism demand in AD, especially when one 

considers that the majority of hospitality related projects in AD recently have focused on this 

end of the market. The empirical results derived from this section of the analysis are 

summarised in Table 8.4 below.  

 

 

Table 8.4: Marginal Effects (for Luxury Hotels – 5*)  

 Up to 5,000 Drhs 5001-10.000 Drhs 10,001-17,500 Drhs 17,5001 Drhs + 

Purpose of Visit     

Stop over     

Business………………… -.146 (.000)* -.102 (.000)* .124 (.620) .123 (.000)* 

Holidays………………… -.204 (.000)* -.126 (.000)* .169 (.568) .161 (.000)* 

Short trip…………………… -.140 (.000)* -.123 (.000)* .110 (.672) .153 (.000)* 

Shopping…………………… -.198 (.000)* -.313 (.000)* -.149 (.594) .659 (.000)* 

Conference……………… .135 (.000)* .033 (.000)* -.115 (.000)* -.053 (.632) 

Other…………………… -.114 (.000)* -.104 (.000)* .090 (.696) .129 (.000)* 

     

Length of Stay     

More than 2 weeks     

Up to 3 days……………… .509 (.000)* .068 (.000)* -.386 (.071)*** -.211 (.413) 

Up to a week……………… .188 (.000)* .080 (.000)* -.162 (.006)** -.106 (.529) 

Up to 2 weeks…………… -.140 (.000)* -.111 (.000)* .155 (.650) .136 (.000)* 

     

Hotel Booking     
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Independent web - site     

Travel Agent……………… .046 (.000)* .023 (.000)* -.041 (.526) -.027 (.776) 

Hotel’s web site…………… -.002 (.731) -.001 (.725) .002 (.983) .001 (.982) 

Other…………….………… .122 (.000)* .040 (.000)* -.106 (.000)* -.056 (.632) 

     

Place of Residence     

South America     

Europe……………………… .001 (.788) .001 (.795) -.007 (.986) -.001 (.987) 

North America…………… -.155 (.000)* -.162 (.000)* .102 (.719) .216 (.000)* 

Asia………………………… .117 (.000)* .050 (.000)* -.103 (.000)* -.064 (.619) 

Australia………………… .024 (.000)* .011 (.003)** -.022 (.805) -.013 (.866) 

Africa……………………… -.027 (.000)* -.015 (.000)* .024 (.850) .018 (.762) 

     

Gender     

Female……………………     

Male………….……….…… .093 (.000)* .055 (.000)* -.085 (.000)* -.067 (.626) 

     

Job in Hospitality     

No…………………………     

Yes………………………… -.124 (.000)* -.103 (.000)* .101 (.671) .126 (.000)* 

     

Marital Status     

Widowed     

Single (not married)…… .171 (.000)* .048 (.000)* -.146 (.000)* -.073 (.583) 

Divorced…………………… .280 (.000)* .019 (.006)** -.219 (.000)* -.081 (.555) 

Separated………………… .194 (.000)* .030 (.000)* -.159 (.000)* -.065 (.591) 

Co-habiting………………… .350 (.000)* -.003 (.694) -.259 (.000)* -.087 (.544) 

Married…………………… .188 (.000)* .104 (.000)* -.160 (.093)*** -.132 (.492) 

Re-married………………… .512 (.000)* -.093 (.000)* -.330 (.000)* -.088 (.541) 

     

Age Group     

Younger than 20     

21 – 30 years of age……… .594 (.000)* -.043 (.000)* -.396 (.007)** -.154 (.470) 

31 – 40 years of age……… .312 (.000)* .085 (.000)* -.253 (.039)*** -.144 (.475) 

41 – 50 year of age…… .146 (.000)* .055 (.000)* -.128 (.000)* -.074 (.588) 

51 – 64 years of age……… .396 (.000)* -.013 (.144) -.287 (.000)* -.095 (.533) 

65 + years of age……… .749 (.000)* -.255 (.000)* -.399 (.000)* -.094 (.535) 

     

Education     

Other qualification     

Compulsory education…… .296 (.000)* .017 (.021)** -.229 (.000)* -.084 (.550) 

Vocational………………… .222 (.000)* .031 (.000)* -.181 (.000)* -.073 (.573) 

Degree (BA, BSc)………… .118 (.000)* .057 (.000)* -.104 (.000)* -.071 (.604) 

Post Graduate (MA, PhD) .046 (.000)* .021 (.000)* -.041(.558) -.025 (.781) 

     

Income     

Low     

Medium…………………… .002 (974) .018 (.020)** .103 (.000)* .102 (.542) 

High……………………… .007 (.959) .111 (.003)** .114 (.000)* .004 (.861) 
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According to the empirical evidence presented in table 4 above, with the exception of those 

visiting AD as part of a conference meeting, all other visitors residing in luxury hotel 

accommodation would be less likely to spend up to 10000 Drhs. as compared to those visitors 

that used AD as a stop over to another destination. In this respect, the results do not 

differentiate greatly when compared to the empirical findings from table 3 earlier on. Thus, 

those visiting AD as part of their holidays; they are 20.4% less likely to spend anything up to 

5000 Drhs. and 12.6% less likely to anything up to 10000 Drhs. At the same time, they are 

16.1% more likely as compared to the base category (stop over visitors) to spend more than 

17500 Drhs. Even more pronounced is the impact that those visiting AD as part of a shopping 

trip are concerned. In particular, these visitors would be almost 66% more likely than the base 

category to spend anything more than 17500 Drhs. Again, these results are qualitatively 

speaking very close to the empirical findings generated from those visitors choosing a first 

class accommodation (4* hotel) earlier on. The only exception to this observation are visitors 

travelling to AD as part of a conference trip. The analysis of the marginal effects in table 4 

indicates that visitors travelling in order to attend a conference are more likely to spend low 

and less likely to spend high, as compared to the base category (11.5% and 5.3% less likely 

for anything up to 17500 and more than 17500 respectively). The analysis hypothesis that this 

may be due to the fact that conference visitors do not pay their expenses on their own (or at 

least part of their expenses) they tend to be more frugal as far as their expenditure behaviour 

is concerned.  

 

The results concerning respondents who stayed at luxury hospitality accommodation and their 

LoS in AD resemble quite closely respondents‟ results from first class hospitality 

accommodation. Thus, those respondents who have decided to stay for up to 3 days and up to 

a week are more likely to spend low and conservative, whereas those who reported that they 

were going to stay for up to 2 weeks were more likely to spend liberally as compared to the 

base category (those staying for more than 2 weeks). Indicatively, this last category of 

respondents argued that they were 13.6% more likely to spend more than 17500 Drhs. as 

compared to the base category, and at the same time they were 14% less likely to spend up to 

5000 Drhs. qualitatively speaking, these results are very close to the ones reported by 

respondents staying in first class hospitality accommodation. Hence, it appears that 

respondents choosing first class and luxury accommodation are more likely to make a 

considerable impact to the local economy. Policy wise, this is a particularly interesting 

finding because it provides confirmation to the hypothesis that lavish hotel development 

(especially at the high end of the market) would be beneficial for the local economy.  
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Table 8.4 also indicates that there is some uniformity as far as luxury type of visitors and the 

effect of hotel booking on their expenditure behaviour. In particular, it seems that those who 

decide to book their hotel through a travel agent and those who decided to book their hotel 

through other means are more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs. as compared to those who 

decided to book their hotel independently. Characteristically, those that have decided to book 

their 5* hotel through other means, were 12.2% more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs. and 4% 

more likely up to 10000 Drhs. Qualitatively speaking these results do not differ substantially 

to those concerning 4* (first class) visitors.  

 

As far as respondents‟ place of residence, Table 8.4 indicates that visitors travelling from 

North America were the only ones to report a positive and statistically significant probability 

to spend more than 17500 Drhs during their stay in AD. In particular, North American visitors 

staying in 5* hotels were 21.6% more likely to spend more than 17500 Drhs, as compared to 

South American visitors. This finding aligns with the overall results and the results 

concerning first class respondents. Overall, it indicates that North American visitors are, 

comparatively speaking, a very lucrative market for the hospitality sector in AD, especially 

the one located at the high end of the market. On the other extreme, respondents travelling 

from Asia and Australia and decided to stay in luxury type accommodation were more likely 

to spend meagre amounts of money during their stay in AD. In particular, Asian visitors 

staying in 5* hotels were 11.7% and 5% more likely to spend up to 5000 and up to 10000 

Drhs respectively, as compared to the base, during their stay in AD. At the same time, the 

same category of visitors was 10.3% more likely to spend less than 17500 Drhs. as compared 

to the base category. In this respect, the current findings the empirical findings derived from 

the previous two sections of the analysis. Specifically for those travelling from Asia, the 

existence of a large VFR (visiting friends and relatives) demand segment must be a very 

prominent factor to explain their low spending behaviour.  

 

As was the case when examining the behaviour patterns of first class respondents, the 

empirical results suggest that males residing in 5* hotel accommodation tend to make a less 

significant contribution to the local expenditure through their tourism expenditure patterns. In 

particular, they are more likely to contribute lower amounts of money (up to 5000 Drhs and 

10000 Drhs), as compared to their female counterparts residing in similar type of 

accommodation by 9.3% and 5.5% respectively. The analysis reaches to similar kind of 

conclusions when considering respondents‟ professional affiliation. In particular, those 
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residing in 5* hotels that reported some professional linkage with the hospitality industry 

were 12.6% more likely to spend more than 17500 Drhs., as compared to those who reported 

similar professional association and stayed at similar type of hotel. This last point confirms 

earlier results derived from the overall sample, regarding the financial contribution of those 

who were linked with the industry. At the same time, they were also less likely to spend either 

low (up to 5000 Drhs) or medium (up to 10000 Drhs) amounts of money during their stay in 

AD (by 12.4% and 10.3% respectively).  

 

Moving on, qualitatively speaking the examination of results concerning luxury type of 

respondents in the sample indicate pretty much reflects the findings in earlier parts of the 

analysis. Thus, similar to the first class case, all categories were more likely to engage in low 

spending patterns (up to 5000 Drhs). More specifically, whereas all respondents staying at a 

5* hotel, irrespective of their marital status were more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs, as 

compared to the base category (indicatively re-married individuals residing in 5* hotels were 

51.2% more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs during their stay in AD, as compared to widowed 

respondents staying at similar hotels across the UAE). Similarly, respondents who reported 

that they were co-habiting and decided to stay in 5* luxury accommodation were 35% more 

likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs. as compared to the base category. On the other hand, and this 

is the discouraging note, all respondent categories, irrespective of their marital status were 

less likely to spend anything up to 17500 Drhs. during their stay in luxury accommodation in 

AD. This is a notable departure from the results concerning first class visitors, but very close 

to the results derived from the overall sample. In principle, these results indicate that the 

profiling of different segments tourism demand indicate that there are some notable 

differences between visitors. On a second reading, these results could be taken to imply that 

there must be some degree of heterogeneity as far as respondents‟ behaviour is concerned.  

 

The empirical results regarding the impact of respondents‟ age on their expenditure patterns 

are fairly straight forward to decipher. In particular, all respondents, irrespective of their age 

indicate that they would be more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs., as compared to the base 

(younger than 20 years of age). At the same time, they also report that they would be less 

likely to spend anything up to 17500. Indicatively, 51 to 64 year olds who stayed at 5* hotels 

were 28.7% less likely to spend more than 17500 Drhs. as compared to their younger 

counterparts. Similarly, retired respondents also staying in luxury accommodation were 

almost 40% less likely to contribute up to 17500 Drhs. The (negative) impact of these results 

is even more pronounced as compared to the effect of the same independent variable on first 
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class‟s (4* visitors) respondents. It appears that the more upscale the hospitality 

accommodation is, the lower the potential impact of visitors to the local economy will be.  

 

Moving on, the effect of the educational attainment‟s variable on total expenditure behaviour 

indicates that there is a strong degree of uniformity underlying respondents‟ behavioural 

patterns. According to the empirical results, all respondents exhibited the same patterns as far 

as the 4 expenditure categories are concerned. Thus, they were all less likely to spend up to 

5000 and 10000 Drhs respectively, were all less likely to spend up to 17500 Drhs. whereas 

there were no statistically significant responses as far as the last expenditure category was 

concerned. qualitatively speaking, these results were very close to the results derived from the 

overall sample as opposed to the results derived from the sample of the first class visitors 

(residing in 4* hotels).  

 

Last but not least, the effect of the income variable on luxury visitors‟ expenditure patterns is 

not what was initially expected to be. The empirical results indicate that those with medium 

and high income levels would be more likely to spend up to 10000 Drhs., and up to 17500 

Drhs. However, there seems that there is statistically significant effect as far as the top 

spending category (more than 17500 Drhs.) is concerned. This is certainly unexpected given 

the empirical findings from the overall and first class (4*) sample.  

 

8.6 Summarising the Discussion 
 

This last section of the analysis will make an effort to put all empirical findings together. The 

objective is to create the profiles of tourists for each spending category. In simpler words, the 

analysis wants to find out what the typical visitor in each spending category looks like. The 

discussion in summarised in Tables 8.5 to 8.8 below.  

 

Table 8.5: Profile of Low Spending (up to 5000 Drhs) Visitors – Highest Likelihood 
 Full Sample First Class Visitors (4* Hotels) Luxury Visitors (5* Hotels) 

Purpose of Visit  ---  Business Conference 
Length of Stay Up to 3 days Up to 3 days Up to 3 days 
Hotel Booking Other  Other  Other  
Place of Residence Australia Australia Asia 
Gender Male Male Male 
Job in Hospitality --- --- --- 
Marital Status Re-married Re-married Re-married 
Age Group 21 – 30 years --- 65 + years 
Education Vocational Vocational Compulsory 
Income --- High  --- 
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As far as the first spending category (up to 5000 Drhs.), Table 8.5 indicates that there is a 

considerable degree of heterogeneity among the various independent variables and the 

respective segments of demand. In plain words, this may well imply that light spenders‟ 

expenditure behaviour is fairly volatile or unstable. However, it seems that overall, those 

respondents staying in AD for up to 3 days, those that have used other means to make their 

hotel booking, males, and those re – married (and probably on a honeymoon) are the ones 

more likely to spend up to 5000 Drhs. notably, business travellers and those coming to attend 

a conference are also featuring in this spending category (for first class and luxury type of 

visitors respectively), as are those travelling from Australia and have vocational 

qualifications.  

 

Moving on to the 2nd spending category (up to 10000 Drhs.) and Table 8.6, the results 

indicate that the typical profile of a visitor more likely to spend up to 10000 Drhs. overall is 

male, to be married, to have a degree (BA, BSc), and to have used other means to make 

his/her hotel booking. In addition to the abovementioned features, those travelling for either 3 

days or up to a week, those travelling from Asia or Australia were also quite likely to spend 

up to 10000 Drhs. depending on the demand segment considered. It is worth mentioning that 

if one considers those first 2 expenditure categories together, it becomes apparent that males, 

Asian and Australian visitors, those visiting AD for a short period of time (3 to 7 days) are the 

ones more likely to make a small or average contribution to the local economy.  

 

 

Table 8.6: Profile of Light Spending (up to 10000 Drhs) Visitors – Highest Likelihood 
 Full Sample First Class Visitors (4* Hotels) Luxury Visitors (5* Hotels) 

Purpose of Visit --- --- Conference 
Length of Stay Up to 3 days Up to 3 days Up to a week 
Hotel Booking Other  Other Other 
Place of Residence Asia Australia Asia 
Gender Male Male Male 
Job in Hospitality --- --- --- 
Marital Status Married Married Married 
Age Group 21 – 30 years --- 31 – 40 years 
Education Degree  Degree  Degree  
Income Medium --- High 

 

 

The evidence regarding the 3rd spending category (Table 8.7 below) does not provide much 

evidence other than the fact that those on medium and high incomes (for first class and luxury 

segments of demand respectively) are the ones more likely to contribute up to 17500 Drhs.  
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Table 8.7: Profile of Medium Spending (up to 17500 Drhs) Visitors – Highest 

Likelihood 
 Full Sample First Class Visitors (4* Hotels) Luxury Visitors (5* Hotels) 

Purpose of Visit --- --- --- 
Length of Stay --- --- --- 
Hotel Booking --- --- --- 
Place of Residence --- --- --- 
Gender --- --- --- 
Job in Hospitality --- --- --- 
Marital Status --- --- --- 
Age Group --- --- --- 
Education --- --- --- 
Income --- Medium High  

 

Finally, as far as the last category of tourism expenditure is concerned (more than 17500 

Drhs.), the evidence presented at Table 8.8 suggests that there is again a considerable degree 

of homogeneity among responses as far as the three demand segments are concerned, but a 

notable degree of heterogeneity as far as the other spending categories are concerned. 

practically, this point may imply that this segment‟s expenditure behaviour is rather stable as 

far as the segment itself is concerned, but fairly unstable when compared to the other three 

groups are concerned. In this respect, the current results largely confirm Laesser‟s (2004) and 

Seddeghi‟s and Theocharous‟s (2002) empirical findings regarding the variables that affect 

tourism spending. When examining the information provided in Table 8.8, one would realise 

that a typical visitor spending more than 17500 Drhs. in AD is more likely to be visiting the 

destination for shopping purposes, to be there for up to 2 weeks, to use the hotel‟s web – site 

to make the booking, to travel from North America, to be professionally associated with the 

hospitality sector and to be of a medium income level (partially).  

 

Table 8.8: Profile of Heavy Spending (More than 17500 Drhs) Visitors – Highest 

Likelihood 
 Full Sample First Class Visitors (4* Hotels) Luxury Visitors (5* Hotels) 

Purpose of Visit Shopping Shopping Shopping 
Length of Stay Up to 2 weeks Up to 2 weeks Up to 2 weeks 
Hotel Booking Hotel‟s 

website 

Hotel‟s website --- 

Place of Residence North 

America 

North America North America 

Gender --- --- --- 
Job in Hospitality Yes Yes Yes 
Marital Status --- --- --- 
Age Group --- 31 – 40 age group --- 
Education --- --- --- 
Income Medium Medium  --- 
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Putting all this information together there are some particular differences to note: 

 First, North Americans are more likely to spend more than 17500 Dirham‟s. Whereas 

Asian and Australian are more likely to spend up to 5000 Dirham‟s and 10000 

Dirham‟s. The analysis hypothesis that the apparent dominance of Asian visitors in the 

low to medium spending category groups is due to the fact that there is a large VFR 

Asian community in AD. Thus, visitors from Asia would find it cheaper to operate in 

that kind of environment. This piece of evidence tends to confirm Laesser and 

Crouch‟s (2006) argument regarding the superordinate significance of place of 

residence as a deterministic variable for expenditure segmentation.  

 Second interesting fact relates to the point regarding respondents‟ professional 

affiliation with the tourism industry and their higher likelihood to spend more than 

17500.  

 Third, it appears that males are the ones more likely to spend low or average amounts 

of money to the local economy (up to 5000 Dirham‟s. and 10000 Dirham‟s.), whereas 

this is not the case for higher spending categories.  

 Fourth, it appears that the longer one stays in AD (up to a fortnight) the more 

significant his/her contribution will be.  

 Finally, it seems that the purpose of visit does indeed seem to exert some effect on 

spending patterns, with those visiting mainly for shopping purposes are the ones more 

likely to spend more than 17500 Dirham‟s., whereas the ones visiting AD as part of a 

conference or for business are the ones more likely to spend low or averagely (up to 

5000 Dirham‟s or up to 10000 Dirham‟s.). Thus, this piece of evidence tends to 

suggest that the concept of the „working holiday‟ does not seem to work in the case of 

Abu Dhabi. Perhaps this means that in the eyes of the respondents, AD is still 

considered to be an exotic destination, and at much earlier stages in the destination life 

cycle.  

 

Overall, individual specific and travel specific attributes seem to exert the same degree of 

influence as far as individual expenditure patterns are concerned. On the one hand, country of 

residence, gender, and income levels, whereas on the other hand, length of stay, hotel 

booking, and (to a lesser extent) purpose of visit seem to exert a statistically significant 

(positive and negative) effect on tourist expenditure patterns. Hence, contrary to the 

conclusions offered by Shani et al. (2010), the empirical findings from this exercise indicate 
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that both socio – demographic as well as travel based segmentations provide some meaningful 

results for policy makers and practitioners alike. As a result, is suggested that destination 

managers do plan and design marketing programmes based on travel specific and individual 

specific attributes.  
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CHAPTER 9: Policy Implications 

9.1 Policy Implications 
 

This chapter will summarise the empirical results and findings derived from the previous 

chapters of the thesis. In particular, this chapter summarises and interprets the results derived 

from the descriptive and the econometric results section of the thesis. This chapter in essence 

is working in parallel to the information provided in other sections of the thesis and aims to 

bring together all the policy related issues and recommendations mentioned during the thesis. 

Overall, the purpose of this chapter is to collate all these policy suggestions and 

recommendations into a chapter that would provide meaningful directions for managers, 

practitioners and policy decision makers.  

The focus of this chapter is on heterogeneity and how we capture preference differentiation 

among respondents. For that purpose, the policy recommendations chapter is structured as 

follows. We first concentrate on the empirical results derived from the descriptive analysis of 

the sample and then move on to the empirical results derived from the econometric analysis. 

The analysis then makes an effort to bring these two different theorising together, offering a 

somewhat unified perspective.  

 

9.2 Analysis of the Revealed Preference Results 
 

This section of the analysis will consider the empirical results derived from the revealed 

preferences of the sample population‟s responses. The analysis considers that as „revealed 

preferences‟ simply because they refer to respondents‟ actual information from their current 

trip. So, these responses reflect their actual behaviour patterns and behaviour. This 
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information, apart from, informing us of the current situation, it could also serve as the basis 

for the segmentation analysis.  

 

Starting from Table 9.1 below, the analysis summarises respondents‟ sensitivity to the three 

most influential hotel attributes, according to their statements. One could immediately observe 

that there is a remarkable consistency across the three hotel attributes, indicating that their 

influence is almost universal as far as visitors in this case are concerned. Thus, the ones most 

sensitive to price and quality considerations, as well as risk concerns tend to be Europeans, 

males, married, middle aged, with high levels of educational attainment, travelling to AD 

mostly for holidays, staying for a short period of time, and reside in a 4* or 5* hotel.  

Table 9.1: Most Sensitive to Hotel Attributes when Making a Choice 

 Price Quality Risk 

Place of Origin Europe Europe Europe 

Gender Male Male Male 

Marital Status Married Married Married 

Age band 41 to 50 41 to 50 41 to 50 

Educational Attainment P/G Education P/G Education P/G Education 

Purpose of Visit Holidays Holidays Holidays/Business 

Length of Stay Up to 3 days Up to 3 days Up to a week 

Accommodation Type 4* hotel 4* / 5* hotel 4* / 5* hotel 

Booking Arrangements Travel agent Travel agent Travel agent 

 

 

When the analysis tries to go a little bit deeper in as far as their expenditure patterns were 

concerned, the evidence in Table 9.2 (top spenders according to their socio-demographic 

characteristic) is also quite revealing. Table 9.2 analyses the different segments of tourism 

demand in AD (full sample, those residing in 4* and 5* hotels) according to their actual 

expenditure patterns. In this case, the analysis focuses on those spending the most during their 

stay in AD (those spending more than 17,500 AED per visit).  

 

According to the information in Table 9.2 below, those most likely to overspend tend to travel 

from North America. This is the case for the full sample overall and the specific 4* and 5* 
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hotel segments. Apparently, those travelling for shopping purposes tend to spend the highest 

amount of money, both generally and specifically for the two hotel categories. This is 

something that was expected given the particular nature of this demand segment. Roughly the 

same applies in the remaining of the cases we have evidence for. So, those travelling mainly 

for shopping purposes, , staying for up to 2 weeks in AD, and being professionally associated 

with the hospitality sector are indicators of individual respondents with a high spending 

record whilst on holidays in AD. Combined, the information in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 in this 

section suggests that there is not much differentiation across respondents as far as their 

revealed preferences are concerned. Hence, respondents to the survey questionnaire seem to 

have fairly homogeneous preferences as far as the current state of the world is concerned.  

 

In practical terms this would seem to suggest that managers and practitioners could easily 

engage in some sort of segmentation in order to maximize the return of their investment. For 

example, the fact that those travelling to AD mainly for shopping purposes are rather 

unresponsive to price changes (in the descriptive chapter) and at the same time they are the 

ones most likely to spend considerable amounts of money during their current visit makes 

them a prime target group for managers and practitioners alike. Exactly the same would apply 

for those visitors travelling from North America. They are the least affected by price 

considerations, but at the same time they are prepared to spend considerable amounts of 

money during their current stay in AD. AD could encourage more investment in shopping 

malls. 

Table 9.2: Top Spenders in AD (Current visit) (More than 17,500 AED/visit) 

 Full Sample 4* hotel visitors 5* hotel visitors 

Place of Residence North America North America North America 

Gender --- --- --- 

Marital Status --- --- --- 

Age band --- 31 to 40 years --- 

Educational 

Attainment 

--- --- --- 

Purpose of travel Shopping Shopping Shopping 

Length of Stay Up to 2 weeks Up to 2 weeks Up to 2 weeks 
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Booking arrangements Hotel‟s website Hotel‟s website --- 

Income Medium Medium --- 

Professional affiliation Yes Yes Yes 

 

9.3 Analysis of the Econometric Results (Stated Preferences) 
 

The policy implications arising out of the consideration of the econometric results is broadly 

split in three parts. The main objective in this sub-section of the chapter is, as was the case 

earlier on, the disentanglement of preference heterogeneity among individual respondents. 

Implicitly, the purpose is to provide an additional degree of accuracy and confidence in the 

process of transforming policy implications into policy suggestions. In other words, the 

information summarised in this section could also be utilised to inform future policy making 

regarding hospitality sector in AD. Thus, in this last part of the analysis, we consider the 

homogeneous and heterogeneous preference specification results. Based on the discussion in 

the aforementioned chapters, the analysis of the homogeneous and heterogeneous preference 

specification models (MNL and MMNL models) can be summarised below: 

  

Table 9.3: Summary of Individual Preferences 

   

 Emails -ve 

Advertisement practices   

 Social networks +ve 

   

 Spa style -ve 

Hotel Style   

 Eco – friendly style +ve 

   

 Up to 45 minutes -ve 

Distance (Location)   

 More than 45 minutes -ve 

   

Package offers Short stay  -ve 

Quality (stars) 5* hotels -ve 
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Before moving on to the discussion of each particular product attribute it is worth mentioning 

a few things in general about the empirical results derived from the examination of individual 

preference patterns. To start with, when looking across the MNL and MMNL model 

specifications, one could observe that there is a remarkable degree of consistency across the 

preference elicitation models. In particular, in all cases the sign of the statistically significant 

variables has remained stable when moving from the homogeneous preference specification to 

the heterogeneous one (Table 9.3 above). On the one hand, this consistency in preferences 

across the two specifications indicates the validity of the exercise. Since, both models provide 

qualitatively the same results, one could argue in favour of the realism of the findings.  

 

On a second note, when looking across the evidence provided by the standard deviation 

statistics one could easily observe that in all but one case (that of the spa style hotel) the 

results generate statistically significant findings. In plain words, this provides a strong signal 

as far as the existence of heterogeneity across the sample population is concerned. The 

empirical results tend to justify the undertaking of the whole exercise and acknowledge the 

point raised in the literature (Victorino et al. 2005, Olsen 2004, Hu and Zehui 2013) regarding 

the need to unmask the sources of heterogeneity in the hospitality market. In particular, the 

literature in both a generic context (Butcher et al. 2009, Pina and Delfa 2004), as well as a 

case specific context (Assaf and Barrow 2011, Daghfous and Barkhi 2009, Sharpley 2002) 

has argued that in order to compete successfully in current competitive practices in the 

hospitality sector, practitioners, managers and decision makers have to have a very good grip 

of what their customers (actual, prospective and latent ones) like and value. From this 

perspective, the current exercise has managed to illustrate that there is indeed a considerable 

degree of heterogeneity into the system, and is worth exploring.  
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Table 9.4: Comparison Between Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Preference Specifications 

 MNL MMNL St Deviation 

Advertisement Practices    

Hotel advertises through own and independent websites    

Own website PLUS collaborative relationships with partner 

websites 

   

Standard Deviation    

Own website PLUS mail shots / emails to previous guests -ve  -ve  

Standard Deviation   +ve (86% -ve) 

Own website PLUS social networking sites +ve +ve +ve (32% -ve) 

Standard Deviation    

Star (Quality) Rating    

4 Star    

3 Star    

Standard Deviation    

5 Star    

Standard Deviation    

5 Star Superior +ve   

Standard Deviation   +ve (12% -ve) 

Hotel Style    

Contemporary Boutique style     

Heritage (Arabian) Style hotel    

Standard Deviation    

Spa Style hotel -ve  -ve  

Standard Deviation    

Eco-friendly Style hotel +ve +ve  

Standard Deviation   +ve (7% -ve) 

Distance from the Airport (Location)    

Up to 30 min.    

Up to 15 min.    

Standard Deviation    

Up to 45 min. -ve   

Standard Deviation   +ve (40% -ve) 

More than 45 min. -ve   

Standard Deviation   +ve (8% -ve) 

Package Offers    

Package includes room rate ONLY    

PLUS 20% discount to any guest who opt for Advanced 

Purchase Stay "Not Refundable" 

   

Standard Deviation    

PLUS free transportation for those staying up to 3 nights -ve -ve  

Standard Deviation   +ve (97% -ve) 

PLUS 2 free entry passes to major cult attraction & events in 

AD 

   

Standard Deviation    

Risk and Insurance    

Hotel does not offer any form of risk protection    

Hotel offers free medical care in the event of an accident     

Standard Deviation    

Hotel offers full refund for any property lost in the hotel    

Standard Deviation    

Hotel offers full refund in case of medical or natural disaster    

Standard Deviation    
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Cost / Price    

Price -ve   

 

The analysis now considers each product attribute (bearing in mind that it will only deal with 

the statistically significant ones) in turn, on the basis of the information provided in Table 9.1 

at the beginning of the chapter. The discussion commences with advertisement practices.  

 

9.3.1 Advertising practices 

Following Buhalis‟s (2000) and Mokoc & Atay‟s (2012) recommendations, the argument 

behind the use of new technologies (mainly through the advent of the internet) to advertise 

hotels in AD is based on the premise that new technologies and the internet would enable 

hotels (especially those at the upper end of the scale) to differentiate their product, target their 

clientele better and more efficiently, and at the same time manage to target specific groups 

more closely. All three of these factors could allow hotels to gain a comparative advantage 

over close competitors. This is especially true in the current case given the increasing degree 

of competition among UAE and AD upper scale hotels.   

 

In the current case study, the empirical results indicate that overall respondents are negatively 

disposed towards corporate emails from the hotels to their accounts. Having said that the 

evidence from the standard deviation indicates that there is also a small group of respondents 

(about 14%) that perceives this marketing initiative in a positive way.  On the other hand, 

respondents exhibit positive preferences towards an even greater use of social media as part of 

hotels‟ advertisement campaigns. In this respect, about two thirds of them have exhibited 

positive preferences and about a third (32%) responded in a negative way. The interpretation 

of these results could possibly be taken to imply that respondents to the choice modelling 

survey would prefer to see a more interactive and holistic type of advertisement practices. 

Given respondents‟ disapproval of more stylised and corporate means of advertisement 
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(corporate email to their email accounts), the analysis argues that the empirical results derived 

from the advertisement practices attribute point towards two particular directions. 

 On the one hand, respondents show particularly strong and negative preferences 

towards more privacy disruptive advertisement and marketing practices. In this 

respects, the empirical findings in the case study align with both the generic literature 

regarding advertisement practices and the valuation of privacy (Tucker 2012, Enisa 

2012), as well as the premises in the tourism literature (O‟Connor 2008). In this 

particular, case, the empirical evidence indicates that individual respondents would be 

137 Drhs less well off with the implementation of such an initiative. Thus, one could 

argue that individual respondents are prepared to pay dearly for their privacy from 

intrusive advertisement practices in the hospitality sector. From a marketing 

perspective, this piece of information could be used to the advantage of the hospitality 

sector (especially the top quality end) in AD as a means to differentiate and 

distinguish their services from the rest of the competition. Considering that there is a 

considerable movement these days in favour of secluded tourism consumption, the 

current empirical finding could provide a further impetus to tourism demand in AD.  

 On the other hand, the evidence pertaining to the social media advertisement practices 

indicate that respondents seem to value quite a lot a more interactive (as opposed to 

the one sided method of email practices), as well as a more holistic approach 

hospitality marketing and advertisement (Morkoc and Atay 2012). This is because 

social media, by default are more susceptible to stakeholder interaction. In addition to 

that, it seems that social media are the preferred means to hospitality marketing and 

advertisement because they tend to generate added value to actual, prospective and 

latent consumers. This is because social media provide marketers interactive 

communication environments with opportunities to enhance existing relationships 

with consumers. According to Mangold and Faulds (2009: 357), “The emergence of 

internet based social media has made it possible for one person to communicate with 
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hundreds or even thousands of other people about products and the companies that 

provide them”. Hence, the empirical findings indicate that respondents seem to value 

quite positively the resulting networking that emerges from social media, the ability to 

interact with other consumers, and suppliers, as well as creating mental consumption 

chains (and scenarios) even before their trip to AD. Thus, in simple words, the ability 

to networking and interaction with key local stakeholders is valued very positively in 

this particular case, and respondents appear willing to pay a premium for the ability to 

generate added value from this marketing / advertisement initiative in the hospitality 

sector in AD.  

 

9.3.2 Hotel style 

The style of hospitality development has seen fairly extensive usage on studies measuring 

individual preference patterns in the hospitality industry either explicitly (Verma and Plaschka 

2003, Victorino et al. 2005, Millar 2009), or implicitly (Masau and Prideaux 2003, Albaladejo 

– Pina and Delfa 2009, 2005). The empirical evidence in the current case study indicates that 

respondents are negative towards the development of spa – style hotels and very positive 

towards eco – friendly hotel developments, although for the latter planning option, there is a 

small group (around 7%) of respondents expressing a negative opinion in the said 

development. Similarly to the case of advertisement and marketing practices, there are a 

couple of points to be raised as a commentary to respondents‟ preference patterns.  

 

To start with, the results concerning the development of spa – style hotels in AD indicates that 

respondents do not really value that much this particular type of hospitality accommodation. 

One could argue that due to social, religious and cultural reasons spa style hotels are not 

particularly attractive in AD. Additionally, these results may well indicate that respondents in 

the choice modelling survey do not seem to appreciate the wellness and wellbeing notion that 

encapsulates spa style hotel developments. Generally speaking, spa style hotels are either 
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implicitly or explicitly associated with notions of wellness, and wellbeing. Respondents‟ 

preferences reveal a more passive, hedonistic type of consumption patterns emerging in AD. 

And for that reason, spa like hotel development does not seem to gain any ground with 

consumers.  

 

On the other hand, and despite the apparent respondents‟ negativity towards more energetic 

and active seeking preferences, they also seem to particularly keen towards environmentally 

friendly hospitality developments. This finding seems to align with the current trend in the 

literature in favour of environmentally friendly practices and approaches in the tourism 

(Mihalic 2000, Prat et al. 2011, Kelly et al. 2007) and hospitality (Bohdanowicz 2006, Masau 

and Prideaux 2003, Soo Lee et al. 2010) sectors worldwide. Naturally, it goes without saying 

that this particular attribute configuration has also been hotly debated in current choice 

modelling studies of hospitality demand and the examination of demand drivers in the 

hospitality sector (Millar 2009, Han et al. 2010, Kang et al. 2012).  

 

This particular empirical finding is of significance for a number of reasons. First, it provides a 

first signal to indicate the point that visitors in the UAE and AD in particular, do actually have 

an element of environmental awareness within them that is translated into a positive 

willingness to pay estimate. Hence, practically, this finding align with the rest of the literature 

in the field (Kang et al. 2012, Kelly et al. 2007, Mihalic 2000) in suggesting that tourists in 

AD are willing to pay a premium for environmentally friendly resources and practices and 

thus, hotels can use this to build some sort of comparative advantage or initiate a different 

strategic plan. So far hotels in AD were investing considerable amounts of money on the 

„wow factor‟, how to impress visitors with their offerings and abundance of their services. In 

other words, the hospitality sector in AD was investing quite a lot on pull motivation to 

appeal to visitors and travellers.  
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What these empirical finding combined indicate is that respondents seem to have made a turn 

as far as the prevailing motivating factors. It seems that push motivating factors (such as the 

need to self – actualisation, the need to be closer to nature, environmental and cultural 

awareness) as opposed to hedonistic consumption start to influence visitors in AD. This 

finding tend to agree with what Mehmetoglu (2011) noted as a particularly interesting 

transformation in the hospitality industry worldwide. The fact that push motivating factors as 

opposed to pull motivating ones start to prevail in AD implies that hospitality firms and 

resources have to adapt their marketing and managerial practices to accommodate for this 

transformation (Millar 2009, Mihalic 2000, Kim and Lee 2002). What is more, the current 

evidence indicates that tourists in AD have started to become more mature and appreciative of 

the local environment as compared to what used to be the case in the past (Lee et al. 2002, 

Crompton 1979, Dann 1981).  

 

9.3.3 Star (Quality) ratings 

Hotels‟ quality ratings, usually measured through the stars rating system is also another 

frequent attribute when examining demand patterns in the hospitality sector (Papatheodorou 

2002, Aguilo et al. 2004; 2003, Espinet et al. 2003, Dolnicar and Otter 2003, Thrane 2005). 

Rather unexpectedly, respondents did not show any particular preference (either positive or 

negative) as far as 5* hotels in AD were concerned. This finding was certainly not anticipated 

and it generated some anxiety. However, their preferences patterns regarding the superior 5* 

hotels (statistically significant and very positive) indicate that respondents are (if there was 

any doubt) very much interested in quality offerings and even so of the highest calibre. What 

is more, they are also willing to pay a considerable premium (almost 60 Drhs per day) for 

such provisions. Practically, this finding suggests that respondents are probably rather too 

keen on quality offerings as far as AD hotels are concerned. In this respect the current finding 

confirms existing evidence in the literature regarding the positive influence of quality 

indicators (notably a higher star classification) on hotels prices (premium that consumers are 
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willing to pay for improvements in quality) (Henley et al. 2004, Abrate et al. 2011, Israeli 

2002, Dolnicar and Otter 2003). 

 

In addition to the positive effect of a higher quality (signalled through a higher star rating) on 

willingness to pay estimates, the abovementioned result could also imply that respondents in 

AD are probably already “spoilt – for – choice”. In other words, due to the existing and 

upcoming hospitality developments in AD, respondents seem to have already gotten used to a 

particular standard of quality in the area and do not seem to compromise with anything less 

than that. Hence, their expectations of hotels and hospitality developments as far as what to 

expect in AD are extremely high. Apparently, and despite the fact that there is a small 

segment of demand (about 12%) that perceives this managerial initiative in a negative way, 

the fact that the overwhelming majority of respondents express strong and positive 

preferences for this option suggests that respondents may still perceive the destination as a 

whole and the hospitality sector in AD in particular as something out of the ordinary, or a 

once – in – a lifetime trip. Even though previous findings indicate that respondents are not 

any more keen on pull motivating factors (the case of spa style hotels), the current evidence 

would suggest that they do not make any compromises on quality matters. The fact that 

quality consideration crop out as one of the three top factors affecting hotel selection (in the 

descriptive results) clearly indicates that the overwhelming majority of respondents are 

particularly affected by quality considerations. Given respondents‟ already high expectations 

from the hospitality sector in AD would imply that managers, practitioners and decision 

makers have to target more resources towards this direction in or to maintain and superimpose 

this perception to new or prospective visitors.  
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9.3.4 Distance/Hotel’s Location 

According to Dolnicar and Otter (2003), the location attribute is one of the most significant 

factors in terms of individual consumers‟ preference patterns in the hospitality industry.  

A hotel‟s location is an essential factor that strongly influences a tourist‟s hotel selection 

decision. Rivers et al. (1991) showed that the convenience of location influences tourists‟ 

hotel selection significantly. Especially for all business tourists, Lewis and Chambers (1989) 

argued that location was the most important factor influencing hotel selection. However, it is 

not only business tourists, but leisure tourists who also place high priority on location in 

selecting their hotels for their location advantage (Barsky and Labagh, 1992; Chu and Choi, 

2000). 

 

 Even though the empirical findings for this policy attribute differ between the two preference 

specification models, the fact that the standard deviation statistics in the MMNL model are 

statistically significant signals the existence of preference heterogeneity among respondents. 

The empirical results derived with respect to this policy attribute provide some very 

interesting points for discussion.  

 First, when examining the two statistically significant attribute configurations together 

one can notice that comparatively speaking the impact of the third attribute 

configuration (distance to / from the airport is longer than 45 minutes) is weaker as 

compared to the second attribute configuration (distance to / from the airport is up 

than 45 minutes). Practically, this translates into a smaller segment of respondents 

expressing negative preferences for the corresponding attribute configurations (8% for 

the former, and 40% for the latter). Thus, respondents‟ preferences indicate that there 

is some sort of satiation as far as their preferences are concerned. They are quite 

negative as far as distances up to 45 minutes are concerned, but once they pass that 

point their negative preferences seem to ease up.  
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 Second, when attempting to interpret the empirical findings one should bear in mind 

that most of the hotels in AD are approximately 30 to 40 minutes drive (average 

speed) from AD international airport. Driving up to 45 minutes, or even more than that 

would imply that respondents have chosen a hotel that is further afield the main 

concentration of hotels in AD, or that one is moving further away from the main 

„tourism trail‟ in AD. Respondents‟ replies indicate that they actually like to be close 

to other hotels (near the major tourist places). Or more simply put, that they value 

more hospitality developments that cluster around existing areas of tourist interest. 

The fact that respondents implicitly expressed positive preferences for the clustering 

of prospective hospitality services in the case study area could possibly be attributed 

to two factors. On the one hand, this could probably indicate their unfamiliarity with 

the destination. On the other hand, respondents‟ preferences could may well signify 

their even greater need to acquire added value through the clustering, or concentration 

of tourist resources close by (Yang et al. 2012). Given that hotels, rely heavily on an 

effective location strategy to succeed in the competition to attract hotel guests to rent 

their rooms, the decision to cluster their services is of paramount importance to them 

(Urtasun and Gutiérrez, 2006). 

 

9.3.5 Package offers 

Finally, the discussion on policy implications concludes with the promotion policy attribute. 

Respondents were rather consistent as far as their preferences towards promotion practices 

were concerned, with the overwhelming majority of them (97%) to express negative opinions 

on any initiative involving a free transportation to and from the airport for short stay visitors. 

The analysis suggests that even though there is a considerable segment of the sample 

population that is visiting AD for a short period of time (about 41.5% according to the 

evidence presented in the descriptive chapter), the majority of them should already have 

arrangements in place for transportation to and from the airport, especially when staying at 5* 
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hotels. In addition to that, 5* hotels already have provisions in place for special types of 

visitors that include free transportation to and from the airport. So, this policy initiative does 

not generate any added value simply because it is already available to them.  
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CHAPTER 10: Summary and Conclusions 

10.1 Introduction 
 

The aim of the thesis was to provide a direction for managers and practitioners in the Abu 

Dhabi Emirate regarding the future and / or hypothetical policy initiatives at the hospitality 

sector in Abu Dhabi.  The driving force behind this undertaking has been the increasing 

degree of competition in the hospitality sector in Abu Dhabi in the last decade or so 

(Henderson 2006, Walters et al. 2006, Mansfield and Winckler 2007), as well as the need for 

the hospitality sector to maintain a competitive advantage over rival destinations, especially as 

far as the upscale end of hospitality developments are concerned (Greene and O‟Loughlin 

1999, Melodena-Stephens 2008, Daghfous and Barkhi 2009). Central to the discussion 

regarding the evaluation of tourists‟ preferences future managerial policy initiatives at the 

hospitality sector in Abu Dhabi was the identification of a number of econometric preference 

specifications (models) that allowed for fixed and flexible preference patterns. As a result, the 

thesis was able to provide information regarding: 

 

 Explicitly capturing differences in tourists‟ preference patterns (heterogeneity) through the 

consideration of their socio – demographic variables. 

 Consideration of substitution patterns among choice alternatives, which would allow for 

more flexible competition patterns amongst tourist attractions. 

 

In the remaining part of this chapter, the main results from the empirical investigation will be 

summarised and areas for future research in the field will be highlighted. 
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10.2 Summarising the Discussion 
 

The analysis begins as a means of introducing the reader to the case study, explains the aims 

and objectives of the thesis and elaborates on what the thesis intends to achieve. In 

particular, the 1
st
 chapter in the thesis briefly describes the hospitality sector in Abu Dhabi 

and how it has evolved over the years. A special attention has been given to upscale 

hospitality developments.  The chapter also identifies the significance of the study (who is 

going to benefit from this and in what ways) and as stated above, discusses in some detail 

the particular aims and objectives of this empirical investigation. Finally, the chapter 

concludes by briefly introducing the reader to the particular research methodology adopted 

for the empirical investigation and the empirical evaluation of the results.  

 

Chapter 4 develop a research framework to examine and analyse tourists‟ choices for cultural 

heritage resources. This framework comprises the survey instrument and the theoretical 

underpinnings of the method used to elicit tourists‟ preferences.  

 

The research then moves on to the discussion of the main empirical results coming out of the 

descriptive analysis and the various econometric specifications used to examine tourists‟ 

preference patterns. The discussion in both of these sections focuses mainly on tourists‟ 

responses regarding the product attributes (in the form of policy initiatives) used to describe 

prospective hospitality developments in Abu Dhabi Emirate, United Arab Emirates.  

Whenever possible, the evidence from the descriptive analysis is used to confirm the 

empirical results derived from the econometric specifications of tourists‟ preferences. In this 

way, the descriptive analysis also helps to present a preliminary overview of the econometrics 

results. An understanding of the composition of tourism demand in Abu Dhabi is important 

when looking at choice patterns. This chapter also attempts a brief comparison of the 
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descriptive results with an independent study that was undertaken by the Office of National 

Statistics (ONS), in the UK. The purpose behind this action was to examine the 

representativeness of the study‟s sample population. This is because the validity and 

representativeness of the sample used in the survey also determines the extent to which tourist 

managers and policy makers can put policy implications into practice. 

 

A range of econometric models were developed and applied in the current preference 

elicitation setting. These models included standard multinomial logit models to measure 

homogeneous preference patterns among tourists. The assumption of fixed preference 

specification was challenged through the identification and application of a number of other 

models that allowed preference patterns to vary among respondents. In addition to the 

homogeneous and heterogeneous preference specification models, the analysis also 

considered an ordered probit model in order to examine the effect of socio – demographic and 

travel specific variables on current expenditure patterns.  

 

The thesis concluded with the translation of the empirical results derived from the earlier parts 

of the analysis into policy issues and recommendations. In particular, the analysis focused its 

attention upon the examination of two issues that also featured very prominently in the 

literature review earlier on. These were the increasing heterogeneity of tourists‟ preference 

and the changing structure of the hospitality sector in AD, and the consequent pressures upon 

tourist managers and policy makers regarding competitiveness and promotion strategies. 

 

10.3 Concluding the Discussion 
 

The analysis of the empirical results (mainly the stated preference choice modelling results) 

tend to reveal a number of very interesting points.  
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 First, the comparison between the revealed and stated preferences indicates one 

notable difference. Apparently, current preference patterns entail a considerable 

degree of preference homogeneity, whereas preferences for prospective managerial 

policy initiatives are characterised by a high degree of preference heterogeneity. This 

point could suggest that if hospitality managers and practitioners in AD want to 

maintain their leading position in the field in the future, they would have to be able to 

differentiate their offerings as much as possible in order to capture a greater number of 

tourists‟ segments in the area. This segmentation of the hospitality service is deemed 

necessary for generating additional value to prospective consumers, who in turn would 

be willing to pay a premium for this differentiated service 

 Second, the analysis of the stated preference results reveals that respondents feel 

positive about four particular developments. These are: 

o  the need for privacy and protection,  

o the desire to communicate through a more holistic and interactive 

communication system, 

o an increasing significance of push (over pull) motivating factors;  

o increased interest on quality considerations and  

o the clustering of touristic and hospitality related resources in close by 

locations.  

 

The abovementioned evidence tends to suggest a number of paradoxes in terms of tourist 

consumption. On the one hand, the evidence presents a new breed of tourists in AD, those 

who prefer to remain aloof of external influences, with limited disruption of their privacy and 

a hedonistic, almost passive type of tourist consumption. On the other hand, there are those 

consumers that require a more interactive means of communication, are too keen on quality 
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issues and seek for added value through the networking and clustering of tourist resources and 

facilities in areas close by.  

 

The lesson to be learnt by managers and practitioners alike is that one cannot afford to adopt a 

unified strategy for everyone visiting the Abu Dhabi Emirate as a tourist destination. One has 

to acknowledge the fact that visitors are spoilt for choice when travelling to Abu Dhabi, hence 

hotel managers should be flexible enough to cater for this varying degree of tourists‟ 

preference patterns and choices.  

 

 

10.4 Contribution to Knowledge 
 

 

The current thesis intends to make a solid contribution to knowledge in the hospitality and 

tourism fields in the following ways: 

 

First, this is the 1st study to consider the hospitality sector in this part of the world. The 

overwhelming majority (if not all) of studies in the hospitality sector have a European, US 

and Australian perspective. On the other hand, the United Arab Emirates sub – region has 

rarely been considered as a case study for similar studies. Thus, the feedback been collected 

and the results already derived from past studies may have a limited degree of relevance to the 

current area of concern.  

 

Second, and somewhat related to the point mentioned above, is the fact that the current study 

acknowledges the tidal – like changes and transformations underway at the hospitality sector 

in the United Arab Emirates and the Abu Dhabi Emirate in particular (for example, plans to 

construct an underwater hotel in the region). From this perspective, the literature by deciding 

to „ignore‟ the transformations occurring in Abu Dhabi is essentially turning its back away 

from future and prospective developments that could act as a blueprint for other hospitality 
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developments worldwide. In addition to that, the thesis focuses in one of the most dynamic 

area of tourism demand currently. The UAE is among those select groups of destinations 

worldwide (alongside Eastern Europe, and the China-Nepal area) to experience the highest 

change in arrivals numbers in the last 5 years or so. This tends to suggest that the study has 

chosen to focus in one of the most dynamic areas of tourism demand.  

 

Third, the present study is first in the region to be profiling specific segments of tourism 

demand in AD based on their preference patterns. As the tourism literature indicates, tourism 

demand analysis usually entails an analysis of consumer preferences, demand segmentation, 

consumption patterns and touristic motivations overall. Capturing aspects of specific 

segments‟ of tourism demand in AD (high end of the scale hospitality market) would allow 

policy makers, planners and practitioners to gain a rare insight into a very diverse and difficult 

to „infiltrate‟ group of consumers. Adding up to this, the fact that the majority of new hotel 

developments in Abu Dhabi are to be located at the high end of the market, this study would 

offer a much needed headway to practitioners and policy makers as far as the drivers of their 

preferences (while on holidays) are.  

 

Fourth and final point relates to the fact that this study is the first in the region to be profiling 

specific segments of tourism demand in AD based on their expenditure patterns. As tourism 

literature indicates the tourism demand analysis usually entails an analysis of consumer 

preferences, demand segmentation, consumption patterns and touristic motivations. Capturing 

these aspects of demand in AD (high end of the scale hospitality market) is the contribution / 

innovation of this research. What is more, the increasingly competitive conditions prevailing 

in the hospitality sector these days signify the need for managers and investors to identify a 

successful and sustainable model for future developments in the hotel sector. Hence, any 

future development has to consider very carefully the particular drivers of consumers‟ 

preferences for this selective group of customers.  
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10.5 Limitations of the Study 
 

There are two particular areas where the current literature has focused as far as the limitations 

of the study. This first being the fact that the design of the survey questionnaire did not make 

any allowances for collecting information in a manner appropriate to facilitate direct revealed 

and stated preference comparisons. Although the thesis has made several attempts to address 

this issues, at the end of the day and with a great degree of hindsight one has to admit that a 

direct comparison between RP and SP datasets would greatly improve the relevance and 

validity of the whole exercise. A second area where I feel that deserved more attention was 

the area of product attributes and the associated policy initiatives. Given the fact that this 

particular stated preferences discrete choice experiment was based on a policy development 

completely new (and actually non – existent at the time where the data collection was 

underway) adds some degree of uncertainty to the selection of the product attributes and the 

levels. No literature review and no panel discussion can ever approximate reality and this is 

going to be a major shortcoming of the study. Whereas in other settings researchers were 

basically able to built upon the current status quo, or the current conditions prevailing at a 

destination or a particular attraction, this particular examination had to put a lot of effort in 

second guessing future policy thinking and decision making. 

 

10.6 Areas of Future Research 
 

Models, irrespective of how detailed they are, are nevertheless a simplification of reality. 

They cannot contain all the possible interactions occurring in the real world. Hence, their 

ability to capture heterogeneity is limited. However, this should not be a stumbling block for 

researchers. Indeed, recent evidence in the literature suggests that researchers active in the 

area of consumer behaviour have put considerable effort to identify alternative methods of 

capturing heterogeneity. As the proposed product materialises over the years, the interactions 
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of the various stakeholders will increase the complexity of the undertaking and its impact to 

the local economy. Not to mention of the complexity of the choice process itself. Visitors are 

entitled to and few of them, do actually change accommodation during their stay. As a 

consequence, future work in the hospitality area should accommodate some degree of inertia 

and “hospitality – activity” (i.e., preferences changing during one‟s stay at a destination) into 

future choice modelling experiments in the future. Combining this with the unavoidable 

degree of competition from nearby destinations and attractions, resources managers would 

want to be even closer to what consumers (visitors, residents, latent visitors) would like to 

experience. In addition to that, a higher degree of competition from other nearby 

developments as well as other cultural quarters worldwide, would mean that tourism 

managers would have to maintain an innovative spirit. This can only be achieved if one is at 

the top of what consumer want and how they can generate added value from demand 

segmentation.  

 

Within this realm, researchers have developed two particular techniques of capturing 

differences in consumers‟ preference patterns. The first is through a combination of implicit 

and explicit methods of capturing heterogeneity. This method, which basically combines the 

systematic preference specification with the mixed multinomial logit specification, described 

as a mixture logit model, would be a natural extension of the work undertaken in this context. 

The other technique, which has started to feature quite prominently recently, is through latent 

class analysis. Consumers are divided into latent demand segments and researchers estimate 

heterogeneity for that particular segment of tourism demand. 
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